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STAR WARS style 



Uniquely immersive role-playing experience 

is limited only by yourimagination. 

Collect over 150 creatures induding rare and 

ultra-rare breeds. Then custom combine them 

into millions of powerful new monsters. 

Strategically use your monsters dominance of 

one of the four elements: Earth, Wind, Fire 
or Water. 

iPiFiniTÊ 

Pit your creation against a friend in the 
arena mode. 

Welcome to the world of jade Cocoon: Story of the Tamamayu. As Levant, a 

Cocoon Master, you will engage powerful monsters in deadly one on one combat. 

As the magie and talon clash of these titanic battles turn to your favor you can call 

on the mystic Cocoon powers and capture a fallen foe as they are on the brink of 

death. Once captured these mighty creatures can be trained to fight for you and 

combined with other monsters to form millions of new beasts. Once created these 

creatures will be your key to surviving the perils of the forest. 

LEARN THE SECRETS □ F THE TAMAMAYU. VISIT WWW.CRAVEGAMES.CDM 

Jade Cocoon: Story of the Tamamayu. Crave and their respective logos are trademarks of Crave Entertainment, Ine. All Rights Reserved. Crave Entertainment is a registered trademark in the U.S. 

© 1999 Crave Entertainment Ine. Genki is a registered trademark of Genki Co., Ine. All Rights Reserved. Playstation and the Playstation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. 
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Give your thumb a rest: 

and let Tilt Pak's™ IVIotion- 

Sensing technology 

control the game action. 

Simply tilt your controller in 

the direct ion you want to 

move, and with Tilt Pak's 

enhanced rumble feature and 

motion sensing technology, 

you’ll score an ultra realistic 

gaming experience. 



high-tech wizardry 
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customize the motion sensitivity 
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Initially, I was going to rant for the space of this page on the 
recent lawsuit filed against Sega, Sony and Nintendo (among 
others) that seeks to place the blame for the deaths of their chil- 

dren (in a shooting in late '97) on video games as one of the cul- 
prits. Instead of that little piece of absurdity, I figured the space 
could be better served in introducing our staff of editors more 
fully to giving both you, the reader, and the industry et al, a bet¬ 
ter glimpse into the minds of the hearty group of gamers that 
make up this fine publication. Below you will find mini-bios for 
each core editor through the eyes of one of his fellow editors: 

ECM, Editoriai Director: Though he likesto envision himself as 
Thor, the mighty Norse God, ECM is actually the butt of many 
jokes involving Angiy Dwarf Syndrome — an unfortunate con- 
dition when height-impaired New Yorkers are transplanted to 
Los Angeles and do nothing but vent their pent-up hostility on 
hapless GameFan editors. He also answers to the moniker 
Gepetto, due to his unhealthy fascination with toys — in par- 
ticular, action figures (the only things he can truly tower over). 
Often seen standing on soapboxes preaching the gospel of 2D 
gaming, ECM has also been known to frequent comic book 
shops, movie theaters, and junior high schools; if you're 
among the really unlucky you can listen to him wax on about 
how you're not a true gamer till you've beaten Chakan on 
Genesis. A lesser known fact about GameFan's Editoriai 
Director is that he also has a mysterious monkey fetish. 
Nobody knows why this is, because anyone who discovers his 
dark secret suddenly disappears the very next day. 

Eggo, Associate Editor: While Eggo claims to be Asian, nobody 
at GF buys it. While overtly he appears to be Vietnamese, the 
unfortunate truth is that Eggo is a dyed-in-the-wool Valley boy 
(like, fer sure, dude). Add in an unhealthy love of Poison (yes, 
the '80s cheese metal band), a diet that the other Asian mem- 
bers of GF scoff at (meat and potatoes all the way!), and the 
inability to actually point out Vietnam on a map all speak to truly 
American roots. Heek, the only things that make Eggo 'Asian' 
are his 'Dragonball hair'; an unnatural love of Jet Li; and his 
adamant belief that Hironobu Sakaguchi (of Final Fantasy terne) 
is the messiah (a common belief among Square-heads). Eggo 
is also known for his almost complete lack of emotion; we know 
rocks with more empathy than this guy. Last but not least, Eggo 
has an unhealthy attraction to ladies that are, how to put this 
delicately, already 'spoken for' (i.e. married). 

Fury, Associate Editor: During my tenure at GameFan, nobody 
has been the butt of more jokes than Mr. Fury. While we con- 
stantly rag on Fury's lack of skill in almost everything, in truth, 
he only sucks at a few things. Fury has a kind heart as long as 
the price is right, and beyond that he is constantly asking two 
things: (1) to "read his review" of a game, which eventually 
leads to one of us writing it for him and (2) where his glasses 
are <insert best impression of, "Have you guys seen my base¬ 
ball?", from "Something About Mary"> as he tends to lose 

them every hour, on the hour. Lastly, when the GF Staff decides 
to head out for some 'after hours' activities, we're never sure if 
Fury can make it since he's on an extremely tight "leash" (this 
guy has the nerve to actually have a girlfriend...some people). 

Dangohead, Strategy Editor: Whenever Dango gets upset at our 
constant browbeating, I teil him to go home and cry his enor- 
mous head off, on his enormous pillow (in my best Scottish 
accent). Eggo's roommate, Dango spends the bulk of his time 
skulking around arcades and eating various noodle dishes. His 
prowess at Quake and Quake 2 is the source of El Nino's con¬ 
stant malaise and his obsession with the Ridge Racer 4 chick is, 
at best, unhealthy. The fact that Dango is a USC grad and Eggo 
is a UCLA grad, makes dropping them in a jar, shaking it up and 
seeing if they'll fight, lotsa fun. As a side note. El Niho still has 
Dango's USC blanket in his house, where his pet chupacabra, 
Jake, likes to sleep on it. For all you ladies. Dango is an 
Aquarius and has no car — this leads to many lonely nights 
sobbing into his, well, you know... 

El Nino, Sports Editor: While rumors continually suggest that 
he is merely a country bumpkin from Northern Massachusetts 
masquerading as a ferocious Mexican wrestler. El Niho claims 
to hail from the peak of Mount Chupacabra in Southern 
Mexico (the staff here at GF don't know too many Mexicans 
that speak with a Boston accent and wear hockey jerseys reli- 
giously, though). Featuring a near-eneyelopedie knowledge of 
motion pictures (mostly derived from skipped classes in col¬ 
lege, due to "sick benders") and a vocabulary that prominent- 
ly features words such as: "coopered", "midget" and various 
other phrases — most of which refer to bodily functions that 
are not fit for the pages of a 'family' magazine. Considered the 
least 'hard-core' of the entire staff, Nino likes to go around 
spouting that "sports games are always 40% of the video 
game market — take that you losers!" then goes off and 
downs a bottle of rubbing alcohol, all the while muttering 
something about "working with a bunch of sausages." 

So there you go: the nickel tour 
intro to our illustrious staff of edi¬ 
tors. While we could go on and 
on for pages dissecting every lit¬ 
tle idiosyncrasy possessed by 
our fine staff of inmates, we'd 
hate to bore you with the more 
seedy details. Starting next 
month, look for increasingly 
detailed looks into the lives of our 
crack staff of editors featured 
monthly starting next issue. 

n 
Eric Mylonas 
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Playstation 

Can you land a lunker? There’s no need tó exaggerate the size of your skill, with Fisherman’s 

Bait you can prove it! Number One Rated arcade game now on Playstation r Two player 

versus mode - fish against a trien Dual Shock function Iets you feel the bass biting 
Fisherman’s Bait is a trademark of Konami Co.. Ltd. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Playstation and the Playstation logos 
are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. Konami is a registered trademark of Konami Co.. Ltd. ©1999 Konami of America, Ine. All Rights Reserved. 
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Visit the Interplay Sperts website for our full liee of 
Products, tree domos, screeos aod more! 

© 1999 Interplay Productions. All Rights Reserved. Interplay Sports, the Interplay Sports logo, Baseball 
Edition 2000, Baseball 2000, Virtual Deep Sea Fishing, the Virtual Deep Sea Fishing logo, Virtual Tennis, 
Virtual Pool and Virtual Pool 2 are trademarks of Interplay Productions. Major League Baseball trademarks 
and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Ine.® MLBPA Official Licensee 
Major League Baseball Players Association. Microsoft, Windows, the Windows logo and Windows ® 95/98 
are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Playstation and the Playstation logos 
are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. The ratings icon is a trademark of the 
Interactive Digital Software Association. All other copyrights and trademarks are the property of their respec- 

tive owners. 



Zelda: Ocarina of Time 

THE GAME SYSTEM OF YOUR 
CHOICE! ENTER TODAY! 
All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of 

YOUR TOP 10 FAVORITE GAMES AND THE 10 GAMES YOU WANT THE MOST 

THAT AREN’T OUT YET, ON A PIECE OF PAPER OR A POSTCARD THEN SEND 

THEM TO: GAMEFAN TOP TEN, 6301 DeSoto Ave., Suite E, 

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

GameBoy 

COLOR 

YOUR CHOICE OF ONE OF THE PlCKS 

OF THE MONTH IN VlEWPOINT. 

A FREE year of GameFan! 

The BEST MAGAZINE IN THE UNIVERSE! 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Fin al Fantasy VIII 
1) Final Fantasy VIII - PS 

2) Resident Evil 64 - N64 

3) Sonic Adventure - DC 

4) W\NF Attitude - N64 

5) Perfect Dark - N64 

6) Shen Mue - DC 

7) House of the Dead 2 - DC 

8) Marvel vs. Capcom - DC 

9) DiNO Crisis - PS 

10) Grandia - PS 

GAMEFAN EDITORS’TOPTEN *IMPORTTITLE 

1) Metal Slug X - Arcade 6) Zombie Revenge - Arcade 
2) Marvel Vs. Capcom* - DC 7) Raiden FightersJet*- Arcade 
3) Sonic Adventure*-DC 8) ESPrade* - Arcade 
4) Tai Fu - PS 9) Crazy Taxi - Arcade 
5) Radiant Silvergun* - SS 10) SkullMonkeys - PS 

1) Virtual On 2 - Arcade 6) Syphon Filter - PS 
2) Metal Slug X - Arcade 7) Rollercoaster Tycoon - PC 
3) Marvel Vs. Capcom* - DC 8) Metal Gear Solid - PS 
4) Last Blade2 - Arcade 9) Virtua Fighter 3tb* - DC 
5) Ridge Racer Type 4 - PS 10) SF Alpha 3 - PS 

1) Last Blade - NeoGeo 6) Breakers - NeoGeo 
2) Puyo Puyon* - DC 7) War - Arcade 
3) Silent Hill - PS 8) Snowboard Kids 2 - N64 
4) KoF *98 - NeoGeo 9) Psycho Soldier - Arcade 
5) Asu ka 120% Limited - SS 10) Need For Speed 4 - PS 

1) Star Ocean: 2nd Story - PS 6) Quake II - PC 
2) Rollercoaster Tycoon - PC 7) Final Fantasy VII* - PS 

Legend of Mana (demo)* -PS 8) Chakan - Genesis 
4) Bust-A-Move 2* - PS 9) Shadowgate 64 - N64 
^ Saga Frontier II* - PS 10) Airborne Ranger - C64 

Metal Slug X - Arcade 6) House of the Dead- Arcade 
House of the Dead 2* - DC 7) SF Alpha 3 - PS 
Marvel Vs. Capcom* - DC 8) Abe*s Exoddus - PS 
Radiant Silvergun* - SS 9) PowerStone* - DC 
Panzer Saga - SS 10) Zelda: OOT - N64 

1) Metal Slug X - Arcade 6) Triple Play 2000 - PS 
2) Quake II - PC 7) Last Blade 2 - Arcade 

' 3) Rollercoaster Tycoon - PC 8) Civ.: Call to Power - PC 
4) GetBass*- DC 
5) Bust-A-Move 4 - PS 

9) GTA: London - PS 
10) Silent Hill - PS 

This Month’s Guest: 

Douglas TenNapel 
Head Honcho,The Neverhood 

1) Robotron - Arcade 

2) CoMMAND & CONQUER - PC 

3) Tetris/Bean Machine - Various 

4) Myst - PC 

5) Descent - PC 

6) Tekken 3 - PS 

7) Mario 64 - N64 

8) Diablo - PC 

9) POKEMON - GAMEBOY 

10) Crash Bandicoot - PS 

Robotron 

Publisher: Williams 

“These games are timeless classics. 

I WILL PLAY THEM FOR THE REST OF MY LIFE 

WITH FOND MEMORIES (YES, EVEN MYST.1). 

Theyare packed WITH robust game play 

AND TRUE ENTERTAINMENT. ” 

Reader’s Top ten 

1) Zelda: OOT - N64 6) Mario Party - N64 

2) Rogue Squadron - N64 7) Syphon Filter - PS 

3) Castlevania - N64 8) GoldenEye - N64 

4) Silent Hill - PS 9) Metal Gear Solid - PS 

5) South Park - N64 10) Tomb Raider 3 - PS 

Reader’s MostWanted 
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Add-on discs for console games? Blimey! Chaotic and bloody mur- ■ra^'rarag 
der in Her Majesty’s streets? GTA BL 
London is exactly that... Grand WÊÈmr 
Theft Auto set in the groovy back MÊktéf-fiIB 
days of London. Yes, everything 
from bobbies to Austin Powers’ PMBiÉSB' 
car is in here. Most of all, the EttMEraraB 
technology of an “add on disk” is very cool and I 
hope they take advantage of this in future games. 
Still, even with all the neat little add-ons and char- 
acter, they’ve added (the soccer field is a nice 
touch), the novelties in this game grow 
old pretty quickly. 

Not being a PC gamer (all liail the ~i 
mighty console!), i’ve been waiting L|Q| 
for Sony or any other company to l 
introducé an expansion pack on a I 
console for quite some time. Why L 
GTA and not Gran Turismo? Oh I 
well, GTA London is still an interst- mMÊÊÈ^jÊ 
ing concept. After completely annihilating the good 
ol’ USA, the folks at Take 2 have decided to turn 
their misplaced anger on the Union Jack... about 
time if you ask me. With 32 all new missions, 
GTA:L is sure to pave the way for more 
console based expansion packs! 

Urn, not sure if this is the best way 
to deliver the game (Pd probably B 
bill it as a sequel), however as it Mfrf*»»•!**'Et 
turns out, it’s pretty damn cool (not B 
as if Pd expect anything less from j 
the chaps at DMA). Engage in a L-lHBBËy 
whole new set of nefarious activities from the old 
standby of car-jacking (in all new, Euro-vehicles), 
but the only issue is that while it’s fun for the first 
hour or two, it quickly gets repetitive. Perhaps if 
they’d added a trip to the dentist’s office 
— now that would be violent... 

GTA - London 
Playstation 

Take 2 
Crim Sim 

Awesome graphics, killer special' MBMBÊBM 
effects, and nice tunes don’tBp^^^B 
amount to a hill of beans because TM 
Irem’s latest update of R-Type has ra 
one tragic flaw: it plays like an /?- > _ Ai 
Type. In the shooter world, there 
are two types of fans — the R- ¥ 1 
Type people and the rest. Judging from what Pve 
said, you should know where I stand. This game 
looks great, but the gameplay isn’t what I want out 
of a shooter. I want skillful bullet dodging, not 
‘knowing the safety zone at all times.’ 
At least it looks good... 

Awesome graphics, killer special 
effects, and nice tunes make Irem’s 
latest update of R-Type pretty cool. 
Actually, update is the unappropri- .® 
ate word, as nearly everything has 
been given a 3D look, from the WBfEA$i 
enemies to your flight perspec- UÉmBIIhH 
tives. With three different ships with different 
power-ups, and full Dual Shock application on 
nearly every explosion, the glaring fault in this 
game is its rather slow pace of play for a shooter. 
Otherwise, R-Type fans will rejoice, and 
shooter fans should take a peek. 

Although the R- Type series is f*: . ^1 

among my least favorites in terms 
of shooters, I was still veryr^Hv J 
impressed with R-Type Delta. RTD WBMBBH 
has great graphics and an impres- L 
sive weapon selection but still con-1 mTJ wk 
trols like R-Type — very slow! The 
option to choose between three seperate ships was 
a nice touch and the whole 3D feel makes this lat- 
est addition to the R-Type world stand out among 
the pack. Sadly, after palying Radiant Silvergun 
shooters have never looked the same to 
me, but RTD is still a good game. ^Bfek 

R-Type Delta 
Playstation 

Agetec 
Shooter 

Give me all the strat RPGs I can WKZËMEM 
handle, but when it comes to the 
Star Ocean variety, well, it’s get- B 
ting a wee bit old. Sure, the sheer W’jriAfl 
number of endings is mind-bog- 
gling (80?!), but who’s a bio raraijlLr | 
enough sausage to get all nf L JBWld 
them? The graphics are solid, if a little under-ani- 
mated (something SaGa Frontier2and Legendof 
Mana also suffer from), and the combat is fun 
(amazingly well-balanced) but l’m gettlng a little 
tired of games like this (sorry). Nice _ 
story, though... 

Whoa... where did this little 
gem come from? Being a Ta les 
of Phantasia fan, I am an advo- 
cate of free battle movement in HBpf# Jö 
RPGs. Star Ocean's combat sys- 
tem is very addictive... and jWIBigfal 
that’s just to start things. AEliraËMÉH 
splendid blend of 2D and 3D visuals, immersive 
story, and cool gameplay elements, my minor 
gripe is the run-of-the-mill RPG music. Other 
than that, with it’s exciting combat system, and 
EIGHTY endings (no that’s not a typo) 
get this game now! 

80 endings?! Did I just hear that - 
right? Who has that kind of time on yn 
their hands... Eggo? Either way, rS 
Star Ocean is a quality RPG in iBHBpV^ 
America... is that possible? SOL 
features a great story and a solid 1, 
soundtrack that had me consider- HBlJ 
ing playing through it a second time... but 80 
times?? The graphics are Sharp and coiorful but 
the CG is what had me really salivating over my 
Playstation pad. I would have preferred the battle 
scenes to incorporate fixed movement, 
but oh well, beggars can’t be choosers. 

Star Ocean 
Playstation 

SCEA 
Role-Playing 

You want speed? You want white- WPSXMKSM 
knuckie, rubber-burning veloci- 
ties? Then you’ve come to the B 
right place! Having managed to fix 
the ugly frame rate in record time 
this is, simply put, the best console FT^BCfc 1 
Star Wars game ever. Sure, the i.: JWPPid 
control may be a bit difficult to come to grips with 
(at speeds like this, anticipation is key), but once 
you get it down it becomes second nature. It's not 
quite in the same league as F-ZeroX[what is?), but 
it’s certainly a close-second and _ 
absolutely crushes Rogue Squadron. ^ra^ 

Sheesh... where are the brakes on ■Pr"'a'Bn 
this thing? I have never seen a rac- 
ing game on the N64 move soBMF^ll 
freaking fast! Episode One Racer jPEf 
has great graphics (if you have the 
RAM pack) and blazing speed 
(once you get the control down). liwKilBBi 
Only having a two player option is a bit of a let- 
down, and the some of the tracks can be difficult to 
see in the dark while traveling at near-llght speeds. 
F-ZeroXand Star Wars fans may be interested, but 
it’s definitely not an easy game... unusu- 
ally strong in the Force. 

i Being one of the only GF editors 
who enjoyed playing Rogue % 
Squadron, I was definitely excited rCHE J 
when Episode 1 Racer finally MHHHPi 
arrived at GF headquarters. This L I jyi 
game plays so amazingly fast that I r wT* wk 
initially had trouble getting used to 1ëBBe_U 
the play mechnics. In fact, the only other N64 racer 
that posesses such intense speeds is F-ZeroX and 
just being compared to that increddible title should 
say enough! LucasArts has a HUGE hit on their 
hands even without a four player feature. 
Now where’s that Episodel platformer? 

Episode 1 Racer 
Nintendo 64 

Nintendo 
Racing 

Now this is a surprise! While Idid- 
n’t really expect much from this 
title at all, it actually delivers pret¬ 
ty well. I actually got the feeling 

Combining elements found in jKonami and the N64 just don’t p§g3jgg§||g 
seem to mix well. After the horror yÉJHE 
that was Castlevania 64,1 must say nBj 
that I approached Hybrid Heaven 
extremely cautiously. What I dis- L \ WtfA 
covered is that HH is an ambitous 1 jBÖA#i 
game that probably looked much llBMELji 
better on paper than the final product. Although 
posessing an interesting storyline, the play 
mechanics seemed to monotonous to hold my inter¬ 
est. Graphically HH is one of the more impressive 
N64 games available but again the game 
does little to keep the flow alive. 

RPGs, Action, and even “rassling” 
HH combines several games, 

gameplay elements that never 
really come together at the same 
time. The combat system, which is WMBs'AÊm 
a mixture of free-floating RPG tac- LJÊMdREraB 
tics, and wrestling moves, is weird. And try not to 
look too hard when playing in hi-res mode, or you 
might puke from the broken animtion. Add to that a 
single music track that runs in a continuous cycle 
from 72, and you should definitely rent 
before buying. 

that this was a pseudo-sequel to 
Konami USA’s amazing Broken 1 
Helix (go buy it now!). Clean 
graphics (but framey as heil with the Expansion 
Pak), solid puzzle-oriented gameplay (with some 
really cool fight sequences). I guess the biggest 
achievement here is that, now hold onto your seats, 
the game is actually original, <gasp>! I 
know, I can hardly beiieve it myself... 

Hybrid Heaven 
Nintendo 64 

Konami 
Action/Adventure 
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Being the undisputed kings of the p~^sr~vn 
RPG market is obviously not LflEI 
enough tor Square. The powersHffl 
that be over in Japan must feei that 
whateverthe genre Square can eer- L 
tainly manage it. Chocobo Rating p Ir/ ^ 
is a prime example of this mental!- mlÊÊÊÊÊYlA 
ty. Whiie CR is a fun game with Sharp, crisp graph- 
ics reminicent of just about any Square game, I 
couidn’t help but feel that the time spent on this 
title couid have been better spent perfecting FF8. if 
you need a quick return to the days of 
Mario Kart, CR is definiteiy the ticket. AÊfÊ^ 

I think you can rate the success of 
a particular game series is if they W Jfl| 
have a cart racing game. ThisHniÉp^JB 
said, if you’re a Final Fantasy fan 
(like some editor who’s name 
starts with an “E”), then you’ll no PIIK'iaffa 
doubt enjoy the novelties of racing ËüuBIHH 
Mog on a scooter, Squall in his car, and ali those 
spells that made the Final Fantasy series famous. 
For me, the game looks average, plays okay, and 
the features in the game are cool, but it wears 
away very quickly. A game for only the 
die-hard FFfan. AÊHk 

The oniy thing I like less than KW7B 
countiess racing games, are Hff 
countiess cart racing games. ■ 
Listen, if you’re going to even go 
here, it’d better be superior 
SNES Super Mario Kart (and we aii 
know that hasn’t happened yet, LUMMyi 
right?). Simply put, this game is snapped in every 
sense of the word: control (if you can call it that); 
graphics (framey, pop-up filled death); this is pain! 
Listen Square, it’s time to iearn that you should 
stick to RPGs (Tactics especialiy) and 
ieave the other genres to the pros. ABÊ^ 

Chocobo Racing 
Playstation (Import) 

Square EA 
Racing 

I was never a fan of Parappa the WKXf/EM 
Rapper. Chalk it up to a deep-root- m/ÊÊ 
ed distaste for rap music (), or as ■ 
Reubus likes to say, “white boyB 
ain’t got no rhythym.” Either way, I 
wasn't exactly doing back flips over 
the arrival of UJL However, then I L-öieSiil 
noticed that it’s rock music! Not a single broken rap 
anywhere. This isn’t to say it feels like heaven (I 
still think ‘games’ like this are more fun to watch 
than piay), but I can see where this one would defi¬ 
niteiy be money better spent. Too bad 
there isn’t an UJL alarm ciock... ^88^ 

When Parappa was first released I 
wasn’t quite sure what to make of kflPÜE 
it. I’ve never been too good at fol- H J 
lowing directions so i avoided this N 
cute little musical romp like it was L \_WAA 
covered in arsenic. UmJammer | 
Lammy is more of the same... big 
surprise. I just don’t see how people find this type 
of game fun. While i enjoyed watching Eggo play 
through it, that’s about as close to playing it as l’ll 
ever get. Did I mention that I have no rhythm, one 
small detail that would certainly aid in a 
game like this? Step two three tour... AÊIÊ^ 

I was very skepticai of the sequel V' 
to Parappa, but after finally play- 
ing it, I definiteiy enjoyed thisHMV^ 
game more so than the original. -CJ 
Sure, it’s a semi-advanced version 
of “Simon Says” but the cool 
tunes, humorous cut sequences, .. 
and two player mode make UmJammer Lammy a 
great import buy. The fact you can play as Parappa 
later in the game is another big plus. And nearly 
all the music is the game is that fruity, happy 
music that fits this game. Play it once, 
and you’ll “beiieve.” AB^ 

Um Jammer Lammy 
Playstation (Import) 

SCEI 
Dance 

OK, I confess to being a closet fish- m 
ing game freak. There's something 
about the simplicity of a fishing J4W 
game and that close relation to fun El 
that I can’t quite expiain. Give it a k% ~~ M 
fair chance before you mock it. W'^ 
Though it’s unfortunately not arcade W j 
perfect, like MvC, the few flaws that Get Bass has 
(slowdown and loading) can be overlooked in the 
interest of a good time. Too bad the time pressure 
isn’t quite the same when not paying quarters to 
play. Regardless... Fishermen gamers, 
you’ve found your game. ABÊ^ 

I love fishing and while there have 
been a handful of cool fishing 
games out there, Get Bass tops 
them all with lovely graphics and 
long lasting playability. While KlJiir/jfed 
there is some slowdown and sur- 
prisingly long loading times, I 
overlooked them in my obssesive quest for the 
largest bass. The Sega fishing rod controller is 
both innovative and comfortable. And with the new 
consumer mode, you’ll be lounging all day in 
search of the biggest bass. All DC own- 
ers should find a copy right now! AtB^ 

l’ve always feit that fishing games Fr~jj£r~rr 
were almost as much a waste of % 
time as real fishing. Never in all l 1 
my days did I think I would find an I 
exception to this rule... Get Bass is L \_WAA 
awesome! While not visually the p 
most impressive DC game l’ve mmÊÊÊÊrLA 
seen, it is by far more fun than the majority of titles 
i piay through each day. Combined with the GB 
controller and an original consumer mode SEGA 
has unleashed yet another killer DC game into the 
wild. Fishing games have never looked 
or played like this before... I’m hooked! AB^ 

Get Bass 
Dreamcast 

Sega 
Fishing 

For a more detailed look at how I Everyone was questioning the 2D MUP> 
abilities of the Dreamcast. Even 
this dango had his doubts if the DC HNp 
couid handle the 2D madness 
Marvel vs. Capcom. We II, the 2 D 
prowess cannot be denied as 
Marvel vs. Capcom is arcade per- LaiaCIHMi 
fect... period. No slowdown, no loss of animation, 
and no doubt that this is 2D heaven. With the 
added bonus Cross Fever mode allowing tour play¬ 
er frenzy fighting, if you’re a Capcom l/s. fighting 
fanatic looking for the perfect arcade 
translation, the buck stops here, bub. 

If you ever thought about purchas-1* „ 
ing an import DC the time has never 
been better. Marvel vs Capcom is j 
THE most impressive 2D home HMBHKrj 
fighter I have ever seenü ForgetL «lpzjfA 
RAM carts my friends, the DC is a p 
2D powerhouse and Capcom defi- IlJBBlLJI 
niteiy knows it. The sheer level of animation in this 
game is mind blowing and the control... PERFEC- 
TiON! My only gripes point in the direction of the DC 
pad (where the heli did my six buttons go?!) Spend 
some extra dinero on arcade sticks and 
prepare to enter 2D heaven! 

feel about this game, see my rant 
in the AfvCreview. First off, MvC is 
an amazingly perfect arcade port. 
It’s great that we’re finally able to Hk ~~ M 
say that with no buts... well, 
maybe one but — it’s MvC\ When W i mi>&.i~J 
can I see a Street Fighter game I care about ported 
perfectly home? <sigh> Well, at least there’s 
pienty of flashy pictures, sweet 2D graphics, and 
gobs of animation to drooi over. it also proves that 
Capcom can do 2D (MvC) and 3D (PS) on 
the DC. Yippee! jpPik 

Marvel vs. Capcom 
Dreamcast 

Capcom 
Fighting 

This is what portable aamina ira—EM 
should be like! While it’s true that 
the GameBoy has some fantasticB 
titles and can be great fun, ifB 
KoFR2 is any indication, SNK will 
be the one to beat this year. \ 
Blazing animation (that crushes K 
many home console games), soiid KoF-style game- 
play (love it or hate it), and even some pretty soiid 
tunes round out the package — uniike Eggo, i can 
appreciate a well put together SNK fighter (or Vs. 
series game). Now where’s Metal 

i Slug.. .<drool>? AB& 

Hard-core Street Fighter players rr^ 
don’t piay SNK fighters seriously mjA 
(kinda like Capcom’s Vs. series). Wm 
That said, it’s a bad omen when I g| ( 
piek up an SNK fighter forHk 
review. Pienty of animation, W'< 
nice colored graphics, and sweet SL±i 
sounds. Too bad it plays like a KoF 
seem to be saying that a lot this 
Hmm...). At least Mai’s in it... and 
have her famous animation. No Blue 
Shidoshi, though. Stiil, SNK fans will 
be all over this. 

Color is good... portable KoF is 
very good... add both together and WL 
you’ve got a winning combination. Wr 
Great graphics, cool gameplay, 
and COLOR, the Neo Geo Color 
Pocket is making portable compa- 
nies sweat a whole bucketfull. My Li&dEiflHHI 
oniy gripe is the rather limited number of charac- 
ters you can select from. Sure, there’re 14 to 
choose from, but for a KoF title, that ain’t much. 
Still, as the very first game made for the NGCP, this 
is just the beginning of what is to come... 
and this dango likes what he sees. ABÊ^ 

KoF Round 2 
NeoGeo Pocket Color 

SNK 
Fighting 

Hey look! It’s Metal Slug: Cham- g 
pion Edition\ No, really... it’s a dif- 
ferent game! They swapped mm 
pieces back and forth to make “all- ■ 
new levels!” Regardless, with the M 
wool pulled back or not, Metal 
Slug is Metal Slug. If you’re a 2D W > 1 
fan, then you know what’s up. If you’re still clue- 
less... then WHY ARE YOU READING THIS?! 
Well, spend that quarter and treat yourself to a 
good game then. And SNK, if you’re iistening? 
You couid make a Metal Slug Y and we 
would love it. 

It’s funny how every kind of gamer 
plays Metal Slug, yet you don’t see 
many games like Metal Slug any- WÊ/ÈF; M 
more. Cool new weapons and new Up 
bosses, this is a game everybody Kyr Inf 
must play. Also, most of the slow- PlBiaiffSi 
down problems are fixed from EtthBSMMi 
Metal Slug 2. I just wish they added new vehicles 
and perhaps some diferences between characters. 
If you have never played Metal Slug, Pil give you till 
the end of this text to go out and piay it... or else Pil 
sic an overworked and undershowered _ 
ECM on you (and you don’t want that). 

Never has SNK’s 11 year old Neo f» ^ W\ 
Geo hardware looked this good!! If h OUM 
only every other company couid r fSKMvJ 
take a lesson from these guys... 
old hardware doesn’t necessarily L \ Jyj| 
mean bad hardware! Metal SlugX p 
is a 2D dream that showcases more UBi 
animation than even ECM knew what to do with. 
Although pretty much identical to Metal Slug 2, X 
features more weapons and added enemies. The 
control is also unbelievably tight and the level 
design is simply awsome! Now just give 
me Metal Slug on Neo Geo Pocket! AB^ 

Metal SlugX 
Neo Geo 

SNK 
Action Shooter 
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Street Fighter Alpha 3 scores a triple K.O.! It's the 

most accurate translation of an arcade game to 

grace the circuits of the Playstation®game console... 

featuring all new enhanced modes of play, including 

3 fighting styles for every character - plus the skill building, 

World Tour Mode. Maybe nobody's 

perfect. But as of today, at least 

one fighting game is. 



The Undoing 
"I have been a warrior of mighty strength and skill. I have been steeped 
in the darkest occult mysticisms and versed in the ways of dealing death." 

"I was powerful and proud... so proud that I believed I had no equal, 
not even Death himself. When Death challenged me to a duel, I arro- 
gantly accepted. I had no fear of losing my soul. Only the reward, eter- 
nal life, gleamed before my inner vision like the brightest jewel, and it 
would be mine." 

ooc 

"I battle Death with spell and steel... and won. Now I 
suffer my doom. For Death kept his promise with a 
hideous twist. As my reward, I must wander in agony, 
haunted by the pain of victims, until all beasts of dark- 
ness have been destroyed 

"I journey through subterranean mazes of horror, draw- 
ing my blade against the crawling, stïnging, flying fiends 
of a supernatural world. I wade through the evil poi- 
soned seas, slashing all that lurks in the depths. I travel 
through the web of evil, raising my sword again and 
again in weary battle... endless combat..." 

"I have lived through twenty torturous lifetimes. All that 
creeps, walks or flies behind the four portals of the world 
must feel the edge of my sword. All that howls or 
buzzes, all that breathes, whistles or moans in the gloom 
of night, all that is undead, must die by my hand. Only 
then will I be released from this dark misery... and find 
rest." 

-Chakan, the Forever Man 



Games come, and 
games go. By and large the 
great majority fail to make any sort of 

lasting impression — at least not the kind of 
'impression' Big Bubba makes on Ned the Pig every 
night. Each year, gamers play countless forgettable, mediocre 
games that elicit about as much emotional reaction as Jack "Dr. 
Death" Kevorkian displays administering to his latest 'patiënt' (I hap¬ 
pen to think he performs a valuable public service... now if only I could 
convince Senator Lieberman to put him on retainer). However, some 
games leave an everlasting, indelible mark on the gamer's psyche. For 
me, games like Alisia Dragoon, Herzog Zwei, MUSHA, Ecco the Dolphin, 
and Chakan fit squarely into this elite class of softs. The latter title, in 
fact, left such a mark that l've been gasping for a sequel since the day 
the first one came to the most incredible finale gaming has ever known 
(a twist ending, that nothing could prepare you for). 

However, it looks as if dreams do come true on occasion: the devel- 
opment studio AndNow (headed up by Chakan's original producer, Ed 
Anunziata) is creating a sequel to this oft-overlooked work of art. This 
time, however, it isn't going to get lost in the shuffle. 

keen 
blades to 
good use: cutting 
down all manner of 
mutants, miscreants, and misanthropes (many 
of which are scattered throughout these pages) down 
through the ages; but that's a story for another preview... 

Needless to say, this is easily the most anticipated game l've laid 
eyes on in ages (since the first Chakan, perhaps?). Expect a 
screaming engine handling approximately 30,000 pps @ 30fps 
(that's the design spec, so here's hoping), with full effects on and 

maybe a few you didn't think the 
Dreamcast could do. Now the wait- 

\ V) ?/qX ing begins in earnest... ECM 

^ U i 

What AndNow has set out to do this time around, is create something 
revolutionary. Now I realize that that phrase is thrown around a little 
too much in this biz (lord knows we've been a bit more liberal with its 
usage in the past than we maybe should have been), but in this case, 
it's entirely justified. Chakan could very well end up re-defining the 
entire action/adventure category as we know it. 

So just what is it about this game that will prove so 'ground-break- 
ing' and 'genre-expanding'? Simply put, AndNow plans to craft a 3D 
world the likes of which has never before been seen; for the first time, 
'world' may actually mean something. AndNow envisions a game 
filled to its edges with information... Doesn't sound too exciting, 
does it? Picture this: 

You enter a dimly lit copse replete with flickering torches accompanied 
by a symphony of crickets filling the cool, evening air with a serene, 
almost dream-like feel — but something is 
amiss. Eyeing the torches closely, you 
notice one flicker briefly as you sense some¬ 
thing stirring nearby... something evil. The 
crickets suddenly go silent; dead silent. Your 
heart skips a beat, then two, then three... 
and the crickets résumé their solemn chorus. 
Now you're all the more aware, paranoid 
even, that someone (or something) may be 
lurking 'outthere,' just beyond the periphery 
of your mundane senses. 

That is what Chakan will be all about: the 
sensory experience. AndNow plans to 
bombard your pitiful eyes and ears with 
valuable information — you just need to 
know where to look and listen for it. 
Subtlety is the key, and it could prove to 
make or break the game. After all, there's 
been maybe one other example of this 
style of play (Half-Life on PC). 

Of course there will be the more visceral 
thrills that go along with an undead being 
wielding two razor-edged swords, and the 
mystic powers of alchemy. Chakan is an 
expert swordsman, and you'll put those 

All Chakan art by Steve Ross. 
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GF: When did you start at Sega? What was 
your first project? 

ED: I moved to Santa Cruz in '89 and got a job 
at Sega almost immediately. At the time I was 
the only 'regular' producer for Sega of America 
and worked on the very first SOA-released 
game, Abrams Battle Tank. Next up was 
Spiderman, which incidentally, was the very 
first SOA-designed game. I was actually 
'passed over' on Dick Tracy for the Spiderman 
game... thank god <laughs>. Oddly enough, I 
was born the same month as Spiderman made 
his first appearance in comic books. 
Coincidence? 

GF: Why did you leave Sega? 

ED: I love Sega! And I did give them a year's 
notice! I owed them. They were the ones that 
gave me the chance to cut my teeth and create 
games like Ecco. But eventually I outgrew 
them. I could only go so far within the confines 
of their structure. It was an evolution of my 
growth as a designer that led to the creation of 
AndNow. 

GF: Knowing that there is a DC version of Ecco 
in the works, how does that make you, the 
creator of the character, feel knowing that you 
have no involvement in it? 

ECM recently had the chance to sit down and 
have a long chat with gaming legend, Ed 
Anunziata. While most of you may be 
scratching your heads and wondering who 
the heek that is, maybe this list of credits will 
jog your mind: X-Men 1&2, Chakan, Ecco the 
Dolphin 1&2 (all on Genesis); Mr. Bones and 
Three D'irty Dwarves on Saturn; and the 
soon-to-be-released (no really, it's still com¬ 
ing) Tiny Tank, now being published by Sony 
(among others). The two New York Alumni 
(from the same hometown, incidentally), 
recently got together to talk about games, 
hardware, AndNow (Ed's company) and, of 
course, Chakan. Here's how it played out: 

ED: Emotionally it's tough. It's hard to let go. 
Sure, I could have stuck around at Sega and 
done it, but in the end the whole goal in creat- 
ing these characters is a shot at immortality. 
Ecco has a life of its own. It's grown beyond 
me. It's not worth agonizing over. It's sort of 
the same situation I currently have with Tiny 
Tank— Sony now owns that character. It's just 
something you have to live with in this indus- 
try. You have to grow up, and move on. I don't 
want to be typecast as the Ecco guy anyway... I 
always want to do new things. If the DC Ecco 
turns out bad, though, I assure you some peo- 
ple will catch a beating (and they know who 
they are!), <laughs>. 

SEGA! 
GF: How long have you been involved in the 
game business? 

ED: A really, really, long time. '81 to be 
exact, which makes for about 18 years now. I 
started as a co-programmer on the Atari 800 
with Pyramid Run. That got me a job pro- 
gramming at a company called Sunburst 
Communications doing educational software 
— lots of machine language type stuff. 

GF: What kind of odds do you give Sega for 
success with Dreamcast? 

ED: I give them 50/50... that's a wimpy answer, 
but I do think that they have the advantage of 
coming out early. In this business, you just 
can't teil. Right now, there could be a pro- 

grammer some- 
Ë| where, timing 
H one particular 
H play mechanic, 
™ that might not 

depend on how 
^ many polygons PI jW the system can 

4§|pf push (ECM's 
1*^ iKÉ Note: call it the 

‘Tetris Effect’). 
mt jmÈk , i Bill Gates said 

♦ W that one good 
> idea can beat 

Microsoft, and I 
totally agree with 
that. One kick- 
ass idea, and 
everyone is going 

I to run out and 
buy a DC, making 
it much harder 
for Sony. It's all 
about killer apps. 

GF: What do you think of the DC hardware- 

ED: It's pretty damned good. It seems real 
ly amazing, although it's all relative. Nov\ 
that you're less shackled by hardware 
design and it comes down more to creative- 
ness than raw graphic power. For the firsl 
time, subtlety is going to play a huge part in 
game design, because with the power ol 
consoles like DC, you can do little things like 
flickering torches that cast accurate shad 
ows. All those little nuances you take for 
granted in real-life can now be accuratelv 
replicated. In fact, that's what Chakan is a\ 
about: creating an environment filled with 
information if you know where to look for it 
and listen. Before we could only represenl 
reality iconically, we can now make it lool< 
and sound real. Sure, there are still some 
giveaways, but with this hardware, we've 
never been this close before. Bottom line: 
think Dreamcast kicks butt; l'm enjoying it. 

It's All About Ideas... 

GF: Putting it mildly, you tend to come up 
with some esoterie ideas for games (whe 
else would think of a human skeleton or e 
hummingbird as a protagonist?). Where 
exactly do you get the inspiration for the 
weird menagerie of characters you've creat 
ed, up to, and including, Tiny Tank? 

ED: Well, I don't think I was the most popu 
lar kid on the block when I was younger so 
had plenty of time to come up with ideas 
For the most part, though, I think there's e 
conscious effort to try and come up with 
something different. Does the world reall\ 
need another cute, fuzzy animal game? 
don't think so. But how 'bout something like 
a cute, fuzzy, killing machine? At least it's 
new territory, and it's not a familiar thing tc 
people. The really Creative guys are the peo- 
ple that created the flying carpet in Disney't 
Aladdin and made it seem like a living, 
breathing being; that takes real talent. Heil, 
l'd go see a movie called 'Rug' if it was done 
by the right people, <laughs>. At least thal 
would be something new and interesting. 
Do we really need to copy things that have 
been done over and over and over and over 
again? The funny thing is that all I ever hear 
from people is that you should do some run- 
of-the-mill, Looney Tunes-inspired stuff. 
Does the world really need more of that? 

GF: Being one of the few American devel- 
opers that can actually say that their games 
have sold millions of copies, do you feel you 
deserve a little more recognition for whal 
you've accomplished? In other words, do 
you think you should at least receive a shred 
of the respect Shigeru Miyamoto, Yuji Naka, 
and even Dave Perry tend to command? 

ED: The way I look at it, l'm still in the ado¬ 
lescent mode when compared to some ol 
those guys. Of course my goal is to be as 
good as those gentlemen eventually. I sup- 
pose I could use a little more respect, if noth- 
ing else. It's really not that important to me. 
It would be nice to have that rock star image, 
but right now it's more important that l'm 
viewed by publishers as someone that can 
create fantastic games that will make them 
money so that they'll let me keep creating 
the games I want to do. 
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GF: In general, outside of sports games, do 
you think American developers don't get 
the amount of respect that certain 
Japanese or European developers receive 
from both the press and the public? 

ED: I think it's a different set of sensibilities. 
Japanese developers are great at certain 
things and American developers are great 
at others. If you include the PC, in fact, it's 
extremely lopsided. Just look at a game like 
Quake 2. That's a fantastic game, and it's 
entirely American made. I think that 
American developers really need to corner 
the market on certain sensibilities, the way 
the Japanese have cornered the market on 
RPGs. Who'd want to make an RPG with 
anime characters here? Wouldn't you 
rather have the Real McCoy? I'm pretty sure 
the 3D corridor shotgun game is all ours. 
<laughs>. 

On Raising the Dead 
GF: Of all characters, why bring Chakan (an 
obscure 16-bit character) back? 

ED: Out of love for the character, because 
he's just so dead-on for a video game. The 
whole concept, where the character's goal is 
to die, makes the game much more intrigu- 
ing and his back story makes for lots of very 
interesting enemies. I don't think Robert 
Kraus (Chakan comic book creator) sat 
down and figured that Chakan would make 
a really awesome video game character, but 
he does. He's just so rich and so perfect for 
a video game. Heil, he looks like an undead 
Clint Eastwood with fire red eyes, you can't 
go wrong with that, right? It's not like with 
Ecco where it required a lot of work so the 
player could relate to a dolphin. Simply put, 
he's an amazing character that makes for a 
damn good video game (ECM's Note: give 
me action figures!). 

GF: Why choose DC hardware, rather than 
waiting for PSY? 

ED: Sega was willing to step up and allow 
him on 16-bit, and that's all there is to it. It's 
a nostalgie reason; loyalty even. He started 
there, he should stay there. To us, I think, 
it's part of our culture, and it's part of who 
we are. However, new AndNow games and 
characters will be appearing on the PSY! 

GF: Have you ever feit the urge to sell 
AndNow? 

ED: The only 
reason l'd con- 
sider selling the 
company would 
be for funding 
reasons, so that I 
could go out and 
do all the pro- 
jects l'd want 
without having 
to worry about 
money. And that 
would only hap¬ 
pen with the stip- 
ulation that we 
had complete 
Creative control 
over the product 
right down to the 
box cover art 
(ECM's Note: 
Amen!). 

GF: Is there any fear that Chakan 
could be your 'opus' and that DC 
might not be a viable platform by 
the time Chakan is completed? 

ED: Yeah, there is that fear. We 
could finish Chakan, and the 
Dreamcast might not be there. 
Along the way though, we'll learn 
a lot. We'll develop a lot of tech- 
niques that will be applicable 
down the road. When it comes 
down to it, it's not something I 
want to worry about — this is the 
last business you want to be in if 
you're going to think like that. 

Some Musinqs On PSY 
and Going It On Your Own 
GF: There seems to be a glut of 
poor quality software in the 
Playstation market right now. 
Do you think this unpleasant 
trend may continue onto PSY? 

GF: Was it scary going out on your own and try- 
ing to start your own development company? 

ED: Well, what doesn't kill us makes us 
stronger, <laughs>. In some respects you have 
to be out of your mind to get into this business. 
If I was conservative, l'd be a producer some- 
where. Get a salary and just sail. Now it's a lot 
tougher. But we've made it three years, we're 
still kicking and have lots of projects that people 
want to publish. But yeah, it's not exactly the 
safest route. 

ED: I think it's going to be self- 
regulating. It's gonna be too diffi- 
cult to make a bad game on that 
platform. If your stuff is sub-stan- 
dard, you'll be done. It'll cost a 
fortune to produce a game, and 
you're going to need the best 
artists and the best programmers 
working on it. There will just be 
less and less junk on the market, because at this 
level, one game can make or break a company. 
The winner, in the end, will be the players. The 
same goes for Dreamcast development. 

GF: Yeah, and then you could buy a Ferrari! 

ED: Yeah, but l'd have to pull the seats out 
of it and sit in the back, <laughs>. When it 
comes right down to it, it's all about com¬ 
plete Creative control — not the money. It 
seems a bit abhorrent to get in front of a 
group of guys that don't play games and 
allow them to teil you how to make your 
game. But nobody will ever do that (buy 
AndNow and give complete freedom) so 
we're safe, <laughs>. 

Ed Anunziata's Game List 
Genesis 
Spiderman 
X-Men 
X-Men 2: Clone Wars 
Warriors of the Eter na I Sun 
Ecco the Dolphin 
Ecco the Tides of Time 
Ecco Jr. 
Chakan 
Abrams Battle Tank 
688 Attack Sub 

32X 
Kolibri 

Saturn 
Three Dirty Dwarves 
Mr. Bones 

Playstation 
Tiny Tank 

PC. PSY 
Virtual Ocean 

GameBoy. PalmPilot, WinCE, 
and hopefully DC and PSY 
Nooks and Krannies 
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Neverhood-head, Fury, recently had the chance to sit down with Doug TenNapel: 

GF: Have you always intended on using the BoomBotcharacters BoomBots is [aimed] a little more towards that middle ground. They're 
for a fighting game? funny like Warner Bros. funny but not kiddie funny... not totally young. 

At the same time, we're not trying to be hard-core, not gratuitously 
DT: Yeah we pretty much designed a comedic robot fighting game. violent, which is pretty stupid and irresponsible — which is what 
The whole thing kinda evolved together: the idea of him doing battle, some people in our industry do. Let me correct what I just said 
the name BoomBots, and the whole look. I kinda feit like there was defi- about the people in our industry who do 'blood and guts'... it has 
nitely a missing slot for that in video games. Why hadn't someone done its place, but not in kids games, 
this before... or certainly done it well? That's kind of where the whole game 
evolved from - I brought it to the group, and we all brainstormed and GF: Why did you decide to go with a fighter this time around 

designed BoomBots. instead of a platformer like SkullMonkeys? 

GF: What would you say separates BoomBots from the rest of the fight- 
ers on the PS? 

DT: Well I think first of all with BoomBots we didn't use other fighters as a 
template in any way. We didn't start there and then build BoomBots. First of 
all we wanted to see projectiles; we would like to shoot each other, which 
was something that most fighters don't do. We also didn't want to hold the 
character in exact profile to the camera... like give them more of a free range 
approach to the arena, which most fighters don't do. We also wanted to give 

the players a varied arena to play within which most fighters don't do. You 
basically have to take your background into account to be able to win our 

game. And then also I think the comedy thing most fighters don't do, they take 
themselves so seriously that they tend to forget that it can be a great tooi for 
slapstick comedy. But again, the biggest thing are the projectiles which ended 
up dictating a lot of things about our actual game design and there's only cer- 
tain things you can do with the camera when you start bringing projectiles 

into the game. 

GF: How did you find the process of developing a 3D game, and did you 
feel a certain restriction not being able to implement any 2D elements? 

Also what were your major challenges in developing BoomBots? 

DT: Yeah we constantly ran into challenges. You know 2D and 3D is 
all problem solving, but with 3D gaming your problems are a lot 
more complex and your payoffs usually aren't as great. We cer¬ 
tainly had our hands full, but luckily DreamWorks gave us an 18 
month development on this game so we spent the first six 
months just doing raw R&D, getting the engine to work, getting 
characters to run around on screen and stuff like that to kind of 

catch up as best we could on the system, and we tried working all 
our bugs out there, but you know we have to write our own tools but 

this is ridiculous. This is some serious tool-working going on here. 

GF: Why do you think 2D games are no longer popular amongst today's 
gaming crowd? 

DT: You know l'm not sure if it's just a natural evolution among the markets or 
it's something that has been masterminded by the 3D god that demands that the 
2D god be killed. I think it's a little bit of both. There's certainly a marketing 
campaign by Sony to try and push the PS as the 3D device, but you know we 

did SkullMonkeys, which is basically a 2D game, and it came out fine. I believe 
there's certainly room for 2D games. I think that many of the better games are 2D, 

they force designers to simplify their games. Part of the goal with BB is how do we 
do a game without just falling back on the old 'over the shoulder' thing? Is that the only 

3D game that is possible to be made? And all of our designs kept going back to that. It 
kept going back to "now I see why all these games are over the shoulder," because first 
of all it's one of the only 3D games that you can do well on the PS. So that challenge, when 
we decided to break that mold, has kept coming back and smacking us in the face. 

GF: Is it tough to sell a company like DreamWorks or any other 
major publisher on the whole comedic appeal of your games? 

DT: No I don't think it's much of a tough sell to 
DreamWorks. It's probably a tougher sell to some of 

the gaming industry because they're so into 'blood 
and guts' and 'hack and slash' that you see some 

really dark titles come out... Silent HUI and 
Parasite Eve... I mean, almost goth-flavored 

stuff. But I think at the same time there's 
this strange kind of dichotomy — this 

parallel design going on of 
ultra-young, strangely kid¬ 
die, funny stuff within 

DT: We've never done a versus combat game before, and if 
you know anything about Neverhood we kind of get bored 
with what we're doing by the time were done with a game, 
and we need to do something brand new. And I mean we 
boldly go out and do something brand new, and in this case 
we wanted to design a fun two player versus game for the 
PS. We had never done a two player versus game before so 
this is brand new ground... we had never done a 3D poly- 
gon-based game so this is brand new ground in that area... 
and we hadn't done a direct combat game. So it wasn't 
going to be two-player cooperative thing; it was going to be 
player vs. player and that was simply because we like making 
games that we would play, and the games that we tended to 

play all the time as a group were vs. games... anything from 
the same industry... Mario Kart to John Madden Football to Tekken to Bushido to 

and not a lot of head-to-head Tetris and Command and Conquer. I mean there 
middle were all these vs. games that we tended to hoot and holler the 
ground. So loudest about so we decided to give it a shot. 



Pir-rïBumH 

GF: Did you find it difficult to convince 
DreamWorks to fund a 2D project for the PS? 

DT: Umm, it was kind of hard all along con- 
vincing ourselves that it was the right project 
to do. We have to survive on one game, and 
if one game doesn't do well we're put in jeop- 
ardy to some degree, we don't have other 
games to kind of cover our asses. 

GF: Why do you think the Japanese gaming 
audience responded so well to SkullMonkeys 
and Klaymen as opposed to gamers in the 
States? 

GF: Do you think that gamers have gotten 
'soft' over the years as games for the most 
part appearto be getting easier? 

make it much easier. 
We thought we were 
doing everyone a big 
favor and I wish we 
would have made it 
even easier. It was just 
kind of senseless pun- 
ishment that's now not 
very fun, and you look 
at other games that are 
easy or give the player 
unlimited lives or all 
kinds of little favors and 
you really appreciate it 
because it keeps the 
game flowing and that's 
kind of the new market. 
On a broader mass 
media scale you could 
say it has to do with 
public school Systems 
wanting to give every 
kid in the world a B and 
not wanting to give out 

any F's. There's probably a broader thing 
going on politically where people want life to 
be a little easier and funner and not have to 
earn as much. For me you know I only have 
a couple of minutes a day to play a game, and 
if a game just suddenly snags me and I feel 
like there's no way out... I used to, when I 
bought a game, I would work it out no matter 
what it took to get through it, and now l'll just 
play something else. 

DT: I wouldn't just say Japanese audiences, I 
would say hard-core gamers. Because if you 
really strip everything away from 
SkullMonkeys, you're left with some funny 
movies and some hard-core platform gaming 
action. It may be a very simple game and it 
may not have added a whole lot to the histo- 
ry of platform gaming, other than being in 
clay, but it did succeed at what we set out to 
do and that is create a huge game that would 
make people laugh. And that was why I think 
the Japanese market responded to it well 
because they weren't put off by it not being in 
3D. They have all kinds of 2D cel-animated 
games, they have dating simulators, they 
have all kinds of RPG games that, like, we 
would never believe here. I mean probably 
thousands more, at least hundreds more but 
probably thousands more than we do over 
here and very few of them make it over 
So it's just a different market, and I 
know if they're more mature necessaril 
they certainly aren't put off by the lack < 
when the game first boots up. 

DT: I think when you look at the popularity of 
the N64 I would say definitely there is a 
lower-end gamer out there who has gotten a 
little softer. I think it's also that gamers won't 
take the kind of abuse we used to be able to 
dish out to them before. If they won't put up 
with an extremely hard level, they're a lot 
more impatient, there's a lot more quality 
product for them to choose from, and for that 
reason I actually regret making SkullMonkeys 
so hard and we even went to take steps to 

GF: 
light of so far? 

better game or they think I should like EJ bet| 
ter. I think that as a pure gamer, as a bad bo 
gamer, EJ is better, but as an average con 
sumer and as a human being, Neverhood i 
by a mile a better game. I still get mail fron] 
non-gamers everywhere, they can't expres: 
their joy in words over Neverhood and thd 
feel that they got. When I think of how l'nrj 
trying to entertain my audience and wha 
kind of experience l'm trying to submerg^ 
them in and getting them to suspend thei 
disbelief, I think in that sense Neverhood was 
hands down my favorite game l've ever done 

m 

GF: Who do you think will reign supreme ir 
the upcoming 128-bit war? 

GF: Flave you ever considered developing for 
any other console besides PS? 

DT: We've heavily considered DC, in fact. 
Again, for us it comes down to the realities of 
our business. We're a 10 man company and 
the scariest time for us is when we have to 
finish up a game and just start another and if 
we have to buy 10 development kits that cost 
$20,000 each, that's out of the question. We 
just can't afford it, so once we decide on a 
development system, which in this case was 
the PS, we have to stick with it until some 
new thing comes along and we're ready to 
make a brand new business deal with some 
other partner and get them to pay into us to 
make the investment to make the jump. But 
for us, it's a practical reason you know. If I 
had a big enough company I would support 
all of them, DC and N64 'cause I think they're 
great systems. 

DT: You know that is really anybody's guess 
I would have to say Sony just because of the 
marketshare they have now and their loyalt^ 
among developers and how excited people 
got when they saw the early footage of the 
PS2. But the realities of developing for tha 
system haven't hit our market yet either and 
think it's gonna be significant for companie* 
to take on that damage and it's gonna be 
even more of a game of 'a few winners take 
all' and everyone else goes home with empt^ 
pockets. When you talk about the kind o 
mistakes that developers are going to be 
making on their next games, you're talkinc 
about if a game goes late it's going to go frorr 
being a five million dollar game to an eigh 
million dollar game, and there's not a lot o 
companies who can afford to make those 
types of mistakes. And it's not like the profi 
margin is going to go up. You know gamee 
right now are selling for $49, what are nex 
generation system games going to cost 
$100? Maybe then I could see it, but the con 
sumers are not going to want to pay tha 
much. 

GF: Did you fashion Klogg Monkey after Dave 
Perry? 

the hïgh- 

DT: <Laughs> no, I didn't, I think all of my bac 
guys are pretty similar to each other. DP is c 
very different type of bad guy. To teil youi 

a little bit about him, he really is c 
tender soul. Deep down inside there is c 
Dave Perry there that we all like. There's jus 
another guy that some of us have to do busi 
ness with that we don't like. I think every 
body tolerates him because he's like the Dor 
King of video games but God bless it. I'rr 
glad he's here. 

DT: To me, hands down it's the Neverhood. 
Neverhood is the greatest game l've ever 
made. Some people might be surprised at 
that because they think Earthworm Jim is a 

GameFan thanks Doug TenNapel for his time anc 
insight into game development and the industr\ 
in general. We wish him the best of luck or 
BoomBots and future projects to come. 
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Reviews 

If yoiTre an avid reader of 
GameFan, then you're probably aware 
that the majority of us lone editors here 

have been on a personal mission as of late 
to keep the glory of the two-dimensional 
game alive. We've continually preached 
the 2D gospel to just about any gamer 
willing to endure the rant of rants... 2D is 
absolutely the greatest format availableü 

Unfortunately, this industry has taken 
to 3D like El Niho to a free buffet, and 
believe me, there's no coming backfrom 

that. As nearly every developer was hard 
at work tossing more logs on the 3D fire, one 
company, the Neverhood, sought to prove that 
a great 2D game could still turn heads. Enter 
SkullMonkeys, easily one of the greatest 2D 
platformers ever made, and a game that was 
sadly overlooked by a very jaded gaming pub¬ 
lic. Before you read any further, promise your- 
self you'll check out SkullMonkeys, I can guar- 
antee you'll be cursing yourself for missing out 
on this absolute gem of a game. 

After recovering from the poor sales of 
SkullMonkeys (remember, all is not lost... you 
can still buy itl), the talented folks at 

Neverhood, led by the very skilled Doug 
TenNapel <the TRUE Creative force behind 

Earthworm Jim>, decided to enter the 3D 
ranks themselves. The catch however, is 

the Neverhood would overload their 
newest 3D game 
with tons of their 
completely 
unique and twist- 
ed humor as well 
as a return to 
STRONG game- 
play elements. 

T i t I e d 
BoomBots, the 
Neverhood's first 
foray into the 

that 

world of the 
3D brawler is 
at this early 
stage looking very cool. What sets BB apart from the 
rest of the fighting herd is the completely wacked-out 
character design. Doug TenNapel and company have 
been injecting their characters with this type of charm 
and hilarious personality since the Neverhood first 
released its debut game, The Neverhood. 

The story of BoomBots is certainly, at the very least, 
completely unique. A race of evil cats has built a group 
of comedic robots to steal all of Earth's house cats. With 
no cats around, Earth is no longer safe from the dreaded 
Mouse aliens. Earth's last hope is to construct their own 
set of super hero-like robots known as the BoomBots. 
The BoomBots are then sent into space to battle the evil 
robots and return all the stolen house cats... ya know, 
the usual fighting game theme. 

BoomBots features 11 unusual fighters ranging from a 
Patriotic Robot (Pittsburg) to the Klaymen character from 
Skullmonkeys. Although polys were used this time 
around instead of claymation, all the characters animate 
extremely smoothly, with large detailed arenas comple- 
menting each battle. 

The play mechanics in BoomBots are definitely one 
aspect that the Neverhood is determined to make stick. 
Unlike more traditional fighters like Street Fighter, BB 
has been developed with all gamers in mind. While you 
won't find chain combos and two-in-ones in this game, 
all players do have a multitude of projectiles. Moves are 
simple to pull off and require only basic button combi- 
nations that even our own Big Bubba feit at home with. 

While we here at GameFan couldn't hide our disap- 
pointment in the Neverhood's decision to go the 3D 
route, we were pleasantly surprised to find out how 
much fun BoomBots actually was. It's a completely orig- 
inal fighter that is sure to attract plenty of attention, and 
maybe even sway the beliefs of a number of 2D purists. 
Expect plenty of coverage on this awesome game in the 
coming months, and remember... SkullMonkeys = a 
happy gamer, so go check it out! F 

Developer - The Neverhood 

Publisher - Dream Works 

2 Players 

Available 4th Qtr 

FURY: Klaymen in 

3d?...WERD! 
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“Top-notah. axcade play; the Best baseball game AT'-PCGamer 

■ TruPlay™ Al guarantees true-to-life base running Helding, and managing 

• Motion-captured polygonal players in a 3D environment ensures authentic major-ieagi a game 

Broadcast-style camera angles and VCR features allow you to replay the action from any angle 

“...all the intxicacies of a xeal game, fxom line dxives to 
tbe snicide sgiieeze and the doublé switch.” 

-Family PC 

• Blazing fast gameplay and all the action of a highlight reel 

• Pro-style interface thatbrings you into the game 

• Head-to-Head Multi-player action via LAN, modem, or Internet* 

“This game feels lxke baseball...gxeat gameplay, and supex AI. 
No othex game does these tliings.” 

- PC Sports Games 

• New 1999 MLBPA player rasters and 1998 careecstats 

Career Mode includes a realistic aging curve, player retirement and new rookie próspects’ 

• Make block buster deals with Multi-player trades and Manage-only mode to control key aspects of gameplay* 

*PC version only 
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MR: lt depends on if you've done any game 
development before. There's two different 
approaches: One is aimed more to the tradi- 
:ional console developers. These are guys 
who are used to getting down pretty close to 
the 'metal', and really tweaking out as much 
performance as possible. The other develop- 
er environment is the Windows CE for 
Dreamcast. And this is aimed for the PC 
developers, and so it has pretty much every- 
thing from the Win 32 environment available. 
Programmers who are familiar this environ¬ 
ment, particularly with Direct X, will be able 
to get started quite easily. 

GF: Are all of these technology secrets open- 
ly shared with developers regardless of size? 
Does a large developer have the "inside 
track" compared to a smaller studio? 

NR: The way we've structured developer sup¬ 
port is that we have made sure the same doc- 
umentation is delivered fcfeverybody, and the 
same questions are answered for everybody. 
We setup an early communication system 
which I can't go into full detail, butthis system 
allows anybody in the development commu¬ 
nity to ask any kind of question and the 
answer goes out to everybody. We really 
share expertise from the big guys and the 
small guys. Obviously, as we move forward 
and certain publishers commit resources and 
are ready to move with launch titles, we'll put 
dedicated support gathered from their experi- 
ences [of producing and making a launch title] 
into the documentation. 

GF: In the past, Sega has been heavily criti- 
cized for the lack of developer support. 
Besides the operation of a 24-hour tech sup¬ 
port line, and your other lïnes of communica¬ 
tion with developers, what else has Sega done 
to ease development woes for third parties? 

NR: I can't agree more that Sega has really 
fumbled this in the past. That's the reason 
why I was brought aboard; to rectify the situ- 
ation. Essentially, it started with not just tech- 
nical information, but with the attitude at 
Sega that the third parties were an integral 
part of the Dreamcast project. In the past, 
Sega has primarily relied on first party devel¬ 
opers and not development. But when I get a 
comment back from EA saying that this is the 
best technical support we've ever seen, then 
we began to see that we'd "turned the cor¬ 
ner" and we're doing something right. 

GF: Sega has been selling dev kits at a very 
inexpensive price. This would lead one to 
believe that the kits are inexpensive to pro- 
duce. Assuming this is the case, what is the 
DC development kit comprised of and is it 
enough to harness the console's full poten- 
tial? Would developers have to get extra 
workstations (i.e. SGI stations) to tap the 
consoles fully? 

NR: You sorta of have to look at what devel¬ 
opment is all about. The PC is simply used as 
a way to communicate aboard the "river" of 
code and 3D modeling and artwork to the 
actual DC system. The DC does not sit inside 
the PC, it is an external unit. So you can use 
whatever you want to generate the content, 
whether that's a Mac, PC, or SGI, and then the 
PC is used to transmit that information. We 
went out to talk to developers before we 
designed the development tools, and the 

“l would say, without 
a doubt, that the Sega 

Dreamcast is com- 
pletely capable of 

reproducing Model 3 
experiences.” 
-Neil Robison 

thing we heard back from that community 
was, "Please make it PC-based all the way 
through," and because PC's are cheap 
enough now and the tooi of choice, there's 
enough 3D tools on there that we don't 
wanna move up to SGI's because l've heard 
from a lot of developers that having to buy a 
$40,000 system just to do an N64 game is 
killing them. So we tried to make everything 
as low cost as possible, and l'm glad that to 
hear that's the feedback from the community. 

GF: Recently, Sega has said the Dreamcast 
will have DVD capabilities. Does this mean 
that the current system will feature an add-orju 
drive, a possibility of upgrading the current 
drive to handle DVD, or is this alluding to the 
fact that Sega's next system will have DVD? 

NR: It's not another console beyond 
Dreamcast. Essentially, 
when we went and 
designed the architec¬ 
ture, we originally had 
DVD in mind, but the 
problem was the cost of 
the DVD laser mecha- 
nism for reading DVDs is 
still too high. In addi¬ 
tion, the cost of manu- 
facturing blank discs and 
manufacturing DVD 
discs is too high for the 
publisher, so that means 
they would have to 
charge more for the 
game. Plus, the actual ~ 
DVD manufacturing 
facilities would have to invest a lot of money in 
terms of new equipment. And at the time that 
we were gonna introducé the DC, it's just not 
appropriate. Now, we did "bend" the DC 
architecture for a DVD mechanism, so that can 
be added whenever we feel it's the right time 
for the consumer and the publisher. 

GF: With the introduction of Sega Model 3 
arcade ports like Virtua Fighter 3tb and Sega 
Rally 2, which were not flawless ports, does 
the DC really have the raw horsepower to 
replicate Model 3 games, and if so, why 
haven't we seen any ports that have been 
been "arcade perfect?" 

NR: I would say, without a doubt, that the 
Sega Dreamcast is completely capable of 
reproducing Model 3 experiences. The first 
two titles (VF3 and Sega Rally 2) were very, 
very early in the DC development cycle. And 
we have engineers really learning howto har¬ 
ness the power of the DC. I would look to 
upcoming titles to give you a better idea of 
the machine's capabilities in respect to Model 
3 ports. Looking at things like Shen Mue 
from Yu Suzuki's team, where you have 
absolute Model 3 performance — those guys 
have never worked on anything but Model 3 
before. In addition, the team that made the 
DC version of Soul Calibur from Namco has 
made it look astonishing. l'm not sure if 
you've seen it... 

GF: Oh we have... it's stunning. 

NR: ...And that's better than the arcade expe- 
rience. In addition, we've got some develop¬ 
ers in the US with arcade titles out, and the 
creators of those arcade games have indicated 
that the visual integrity and quality is better on 

DC than anything they've seen in arcades. 

GF: We've received word that licensees have 
yet to receive code and/or tools that would 
allow them to incorporate Internet play in 
their games. If Internet play is to be a big 
part of the DC's success, isn't this an odd 
omission at this stage of the game? 

NR: There has been delivery of network- 
based API's {Application Programmer's 
Interface) already to the developers that are 
working on launch titles. 

GF: With Sega trying to be the comeback kid, 
many regard Sony's announcement of PSY as 
a way to steal Sega's thunder. What are your 
thoughts on the PSY specs and how much cre- 
dence do you lend to them? 

NR: I have to start out by 
saying I have the utmost 
respect to Ken Kataragi 
an<r^ his engineers 
because they've done 
some amazing things in 
the past. And knowing 
what the man is capable 
of, I think they're going to 
do a great job on their 
next generation console. 
That said, I think any time 
you do a hardware spec 
release to the public — 
l've been involved in sev- 

■ eral myself, and I would- 
n't take those initial num- 

bers to heart. The quote of "60 or 70 million 
polygons per second" is an interesting num- 
ber. You just have to dig a little bit deeper into 
exactly what that means, so we're all compar- 
ing apples to apples and oranges to oranges. 
I think it's going to be a great machine and a 
great competitor to the Dreamcast. I think it's 
going to rival DC's capabilities. I think that 
some of the decisions that they've made 
about their development tools and the way 
their going to hire developers to work is going 
to make it a bit tougher for many developers. 
l'm sure you've seen the quote from Square 
saying, "This is really going to separate the 
men from the boys." And I think that the addi- 
tional cost is going to send a message, creat- 
ing a whole new learning curve for a lot of 
developers. 

GF: So you don't expect their "middeware" 
to alleviate much of that? l've talked to a lot 
of the smaller developers and they're kind of 
complaining now that they're going to have 
to hire ten 3D modelers and celebrity artists, 
because if you don't have good art direction, 
your game is going to look lackluster on PSY. 
So do you really think it's going to be a prob¬ 
lem between developers making games for 

the PS2? 

NR: I think it's going to make it difficult for a 
lot of the smaller developers without huge art 
resources. Hopefully, they [Sony] will take 
care of that; it's just a huge challenge they've 
set in front of themselves. 

GameFan would like to thank Mr. Stolar and 
Mr. Robison for taking time out of their busy 
schedules and wish them and Dreamcast all 
the best in the future. 
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Fuji Naka was bom on s 
r September 17, 1965. He 

Joined Sega in 1984 as a pro- 
grammer and was appointed as the 
Vice President of STI (Sega 
Technical Institute) in 1991 after the 
mega-hit Sonic the Hedgehog. He 
Returned to Japan to prepare för? 
Sega Saturn launch and became the 4 
general manager of CS R&D 
Department #3 (a.k.a. Sonic Team) 
when he was 30 years old, the 
youngest in the position at Sega. 

HLUIH9HB 

has secured a coup: an inter- 
with the legend behind such series 

as Phantasy Star, Sonic the Hedgehog 
and NiGHTS. Needless to say this was a 
bit of an overwhelming experience for us 
(Fury's heart nearly stopped). In the fol- 
lowing interview, IMaka-san reveals info 
about Sonic Adventure, and quite a num- 
ber of hints at the existence of the further 
adventure of NiGHTS on Dreamcast. So 
what are you waiting for? Read it! 

GF: Has it been difficult over the years 
being referred to as "the other 
Miyamoto?" And if so, how do you feel it 
has affected your ability to produce quali- 
ty titles? 

YN: I have always admired his work. His 
games are very elaborate. However, I do 
hot intend to compete with himf as I have 
my own style. I focus more on gameplay 
fluency. ^ 

GF: What was your take on the lack of a 
'true/ produced by Sonic Team, Sonic 
game for the Saturn? Why wasn't there 
an atl-new, Sonic Team-p 
game on Saturn? 

YN: Although Sonic R and Sonic Blast 
were developed outside of Sega, the con¬ 
cept was originated by Sonic Team. I 
believed it was more important at that 
time to finalize those titles within the lim- 
ited time frame we had. I also had hoped 
to launch a brand new character on Saturn 
and began to develop NiGHTS right after 
Sonic and Knuckles was finished on 
Genesis. 

GF: Do you feel that, with the introduc- 
tion of more sophisticated hardware like 
the DC or the upcoming PSY, developers 
are spending more time trying to create 
spectacular visuals, but are sorely lacking 
in the gameplay department? 

YN: Yes, I strongly agree.Wor example, 
lately I have been toying with the idea of 
possibly developihg a game for, say, a 
VMU type of platform. Games should not 
bejudged by graphics alone; gameplay is 
mtJch more important. I always try my 
best not to forget the passion I had when I 
started creating games. 

GF: Do you feel that American gamers 
will piek up on the whole A-Life aspects in 
Sonic Adventure? If so, is the goal to 
make A-Life as popular as Nintendo's 
Pokemon in the States (animated TV, trad¬ 
ing cards, plush toys, etc.)? 

YN: I am not sure if Chao will become 
popular in the US. However, I feel the con¬ 
cept of A-Life is very interesting and there- 
fore I hope many consumers in the US will 
enjoy playing the A-Life aspects. I also 
hope that the A-Life aspects of the game 
will help increase the number of people 
that are Sonic fans. Chao was incorporat- 
ed in the game because I hoped to provide 
the means to enable those who buy the 
game to continue to enjoy playing it even 

er they have cleared the main adven¬ 
ture story. If Chao;,gets popular and the 

market demand is there, I will be happy to 
consider merchandising characters such 
as Chao and other characters in the game. É 

GF: What were the major technical chal- 
lenges in creating Sonic Adventure? 

YN: The biggest challenge was to try to 
develop the game at the same time as the 
hardware was being developed. I honest- 
ly did everything in my power to ensure 
that Sonic Adventure would adeqautely 
harness the DC's power, and I am satisfied 
with my work. I went as far as to take part 
in the Dreamcast hardware development 
as well as the software library. It was a 
very good year for me in that sense. 

GF: Also, are you planning on re-using 
the SA engine in any upcoming titles? 

YN: Since the Dreamcast hardware and 
the libraries are continually evolving, the 
Sonic Adventure engine will evolve as 
well and become more powerful. It may 
be possible that parts of the engine will be 
used in future products. 

GF: Were there any features you would 
have liked to have included in NiGHt 
that you were unable to implement du 
to the Saturn's hardware limitations? 

YN: No comment. But if there were, \ 
would sürely be implementmg them intor 
my next project (ECM's Note: hmmmm...)r 

GF: What type of games, other than your 
own, do you enjoy playing? 

YN: I like racing games. Other than those, 
I liked Alone in the Dark, Lemmings and 
Tomb Raider. But recently I find it difficult 
to find games that offer new appeal. 

GF: Do you see online gaming becoming 
mo 

yttiip 
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YN: I hope so. I certainly intend to be 
closely involved in creating online 
playable games. 

GF: In future games, what special online 
features would you like to see included? 

movie director) and Robert 
Zemeckis. 

GF: Knowing how fast tech- 
nology is advancing these 
days, where do you see the 
industry in five years? 

YN: I truly hope the games 
will eventualiy return to 
their true origin, their true 
nature — and that is game- 
play. 

GF: Which of your creations 
do you consider your per- 
sonal favoritéf 

YN: J Girls Garden and 
Phaptasy Star. I am also 
-éjffremely satisfied with the 
workj^have done on Sonic 
Adventure. 

GF: Are there any US game 
developers that you're keeping an eye on? 

YN: Westwood, Blizzard, Visual Concepts 
and Naughty Dog to name a few. 

GF: How soon will we see NiGHTS on the 
Dreamcast? 

YN: No, not at the moment. 

GF: Have you thought about working on 
arcade titles? Maybe a Sonic arcade 
game on the NAOMI hardware? 

YN: I have always been interested in 
developing arcade games. Would you 
like to see Sonic on NAOMI? 

GF: Yes! <Ahem>, as one of Sega's top 
game producers, do you feel any sort of 
inter-company competition from 
renówned in-house development teams 
such as the various AM factions or Team 
Andromeda? 

YN: No, I have never feit such competi¬ 
tion within the company. I am fortunate 
to be able to work within a conflict-free 
environment ip that regard. 

GameFan would like to thank Mr. Naka 
for taking the time to sit down with us 
and discuss Sonic Adventure and his 
plans for the future. To quote Wayne in 
Wayne's World: "We're not worthy!" 

YN: I can'not comment on this. Keep an 
eye out for my future games. 

GF: Who and what are your major influ- 
ences outside of the gaming industry? 

YN: Entertainment in general inspires 
me. Theme parks, music, films, amuse-' 
ment centers, etc. My favorite musical 
group is YMO (Yellow Magie Orchestra, a 
Japanese techno group). I also like Hayao 
Miyazaki (Japan's very famous animation 

YN: I have no comment. But I am willing 
to provide what gamers demand (ECM's 
Note: doublé hmmm...). 

GF: Where did you get the idea for the 
"A-Life" in Sonic Adventure? 

YN: A book inspired me in thé concept of 
A-Life. 

ïÊêèèSÊBBÊÊÊ 
GF: Are you working on any original 
titles for Dreamcast? 

Release date 
Dec-84 
15-Dec-85 
Mar-86 

Éul-86 
Bep-86 

21-Dec-86 
30-Jun-87 
20- Dec-87 
29-Oct-88 
21- Mar-89 
3-Aug-89 
26- Jul-91 
21- Nov-92 
27- May-94 
18-Oct-94 
5-Jul-96 
22- Nov-96 
20-Jun-97 

Girls < 
Great Baseball 
F-16 Fighting Falcon 
Hokuto no Ken 
Spy vs. Spy 
Space Harrier 
Outrun 
Phantasy Star 

rTt§uper Thunderblade 
Phantasy Star II 
Dai Makai Mura 
Sonic the Hedgehog 
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 
Sonic the Hedgehog 3 
Sonic & Knuckles 
NiGHTS 
Christmas NiGHTS 
Sonic Jam 
Sonic R 
Burning Ranger 
Sonic Adventure 

Platform 
SG-1000 
Sega Mark III 
Sega Mark III 
Sega Mark III 
Sega Mark III 
Sega Mark III 
Sega Mark III 
Sega Mark III 
Mega Drive 
Mega Drive 
Mega Drive 
Mega Drive 
Mega Drive 
Mega Drive 
Mega Drive 
Sega Saturn 
Sega Saturn 
Sega Saturn 
Sega Saturn 
Sega Saturn 
Dreamcast 

His role 
main programmer 
programmer 
main programmer 
programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer 
main programmer/producer 
producer 
producer/programmer 
producer 
producer 
producer 
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AcïiVisioN 

AUTHENTIC KUNG-FÜ A 

LEfiENDARY ANIMAL CLA 

Strut your bad self through 20 intense levels 

of sweeping rivers and dense bamboo forests 

on your quest to defeat the Dragon Master. 

Take on lethal animal enemies inspired by 

Chinese legend, including muscle bound snakes 

and ferocious wild boar. 

Send them flyin' with over 100 character 

moves and authentk Kung Fu attacks like the 

Leopard Pounce and the Monkey Roll. 

Then, unleash your tiger attacks, and finish ‘em 

off with thrashing claws and razor sharp teeth. 

T’ai Fu-putting the “FU” in Kung Fu. 

Wrntb of the Tiger 

That’s Chinese For Kick Ass. 
www.activision.com 
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,fter the btistering nine pages of Sonic Adventure featured in the 
|March issue of GameFan, you'd have thought that there wasn't real- 

ly anywhere left for us to go with it, right? Wrong. As it turns out, 
;ega is planning some massive overhauls to Sonic Adventure in time 
brthe Ü.S. release. So along with a bevy of beautiful new sereens 
(predominantly featuring the 'hog), NI take a sec and show you 
iround the various renovations being made to SA in the hopes of 

Ij making it an even better experience for the non-import gamer (which 
wil! of course then be instantly re-packaged and re-sold in Japan as 
Sonic Adventure International or some other tomfoolery, <sigh>). 
This will be the last you see of SA in the pages of GameFan until the 
J.S. review copy blows into our offices, so without further ado... 

OK, people, try not to collectively wince as I deliver this news: Sonic Adventure is getting a 
new soundtrack for its U.S. release. Yep, apparently some of the higher-ups at Sega figure that 
us lowly Americans won't 'get' the cool, world-music-meets-'80s-cheese-metal tracks laid 
down for the import rev. Nope, we're getting Sonic Cüed on this one. Not to be the harbin- 

i 9e r of doom, but when you start emulating the management styles of your less-than-success- 
ful forebears, that can't be a positive thing. Adding insult to injury, the music is of the Nine 
Inch Nails variety so all of you folks out there who're heavily into the whole industrial sound 
thing, well, happy days. For the rest of us (most of GameFan) let's hope we don't see a repeat 
of the Sonic CD import/do mestic reviews. 

One of the harshest crit- 
icisms leveled at SA in 
genera! was the poor 
shape of the camera in 
certain areas of the 
game. On more than 
one occasion the cam¬ 
era angle would lead to 
a premature death, and 
much frustration for 
gamers worldwide. 
Well, Sega aims to recti- 
fy that small issue by 
recruiting upwards of 
12 of Yuji Naka's Sonic 
Team cohorts to aid in 
the localization of this 
landmark title. Other 
items that will receive a 
bit of sprucing up: 

• Clipping issues that led to Sonic and co. walking through walls, 
enemies, etc. 

• Lips-synchs that more resemble an expertly dubbed anime 
than the latest edition of Kung-Fu theatre and/or the latest 
Godzilla flick. 

• General tweaking of the engine to allow for faster frame-rates 
and less draw-in. 

As a side note, even if they didn't tweak any of these things it 
would hardly matter: the game is utterly fantastic (just a reminder 
in case you missed the March issue). 

Developer:Sega Genre: Adventure Available: Sent. 9 



Sonic Adventure was one of the single 
most powerful gaming experiences 
ever. With some tweaking and tuning 
it only stands to improve and then 
even the jaded-to-death gamers out 
there won't have anything overt to 
complain about (of course, they'll then 
come back with "hedgehogs aren't 
blue... how stupidl"). Now, how 'bout 
some DC NiGHTS, Mr. Naka? ECM 

Urider Construction for 
US release... 



J ack-and-slash games haven't exactly been tearing up*'the charts in 
►■■l recent years. The genre that Golden Axe defined has seen a bit of a lull, 
I I and rm wont to ask 'why?' It doesn't get much better than marching Paround with a giant axe or sword and cleaving some rather large, unsightly 
beast limb-from-horrific-limb. In fact, l've resorted to playing way too much 
Nightmare Creatures since I can't seem to get my fix anywhere else (hey 
Sega, where's my Revenge of Death Adder? Oh, over by that Saturn copy of 
Bare Knuckle 4...<urgh>)- it's a good game but it's getting a bit old... OK, real- 
ly old. Ah, but what do we have here? Why it's Crave's first Dreamcast game, 
and wouldn't you know it, it's a hack-and-slash adventure game! Blades of 
Vengeance is the name and if that's anything to go by, well, we're in for some 
seriously bloody good times. This game is loosely based on the PC game Die 
by the Sword which Interplay published about a year ago, to mixed reviews. 
It seems the combat was a bit on the overly complex side and it required a 
bit more than most PC processors were willing to give it at the time. 

Let’s get ready to CHOPlU 
However, Treyarch seems to have learned from those mistakes and has craft- 
ed a finely honed title this tim out. First off, the game doesn't have nearly the 
speed and frame rate issues that its PC forebear possessed all to amply. At 
this early stage in development, the game moves at a solid frame rate, and 
the graphics look simply amazing (how often do you think you'll hear that for 
the next six months?). Featuring a cast of mutants and monsters that would 
make a DM blush, BoV centers squarely on the action asjsect of gameplay. 
The thing that most set apart Die by the SwordyvasThe intricate combat Sys¬ 
tem- using the mouse as you sword hand, a éldlled player could dismantle a 
pack of kobolds in no timeflat. While this mechanic will likely be nixed for the 
DC release, plan on seeing something a little bit more than just hitting a but¬ 
ton and swinging your chosen weapon (be it a battle axe or a broadsword). 
The game features two playable characters: the Standard muscle-bound, 
Conan the Barbarian type and the lithe, lean femme fatale (who is equally as 
deadly). This game is 
quickly shaping up to be 
quite the DC powerhouse 

WM title. Large, vicious mon¬ 
sters and lots of edged weapons with 
which to deaKdeath always adds up 

package in our book. Seeing 
Sega isn't going to give us 

we want (Golden Axfiün 3D!) it's 
to Treyarch and Crj^/e to filMhat 

vold-something the^g&done remark- 
ably well thus far. For now, though, I 
guess it's back t Suffig htm are 
Creatures...hurry Crave, I can't hold 
out much longen..<ack> ECM 

yr-afl 

Deu^openTreyarch Genre:flction-flduenture Hvailable:4thQuarter) i 

'mti 



- Blad es of vengeance 
Interview! 

Chris Busse, Producer Treyarch LLC 

IGF: What was the inspiration behind Blades of 
Vengeance? 

CB: After developing the VSIM sword fighting engine, 
which was featured in Die By The Sword, we wanted to take 
it to the next level. That's what drove us to the Blades ol 
Vengeance project. We wanted to bring magie and sorcery 
into the mix, we wanted to provide richer, more expansive 
worlds; we basically wanted to do many more 
that time and technology have stopped us from 
the past. 

GF: How would you best describe BoV? 

CB: It is a mix of 3rd person action and exploration 
bined with the unique experience of close quarters 
hand combat and powerful magics. It gives you 
the flavor of a traditional CRPG but without getting bogged 
down in the hours of spreadsheet management normally 
required. It is 3D-RPG/action/adventure/exploration. 

GF: How long has the game been in development? 

CB: Summer of '98 is when we starled work on the engine 
and prototype levels. Full production began in Winter '98. 

GF: What games have you worked on before? 

CB: As a company: Die By The Sword (PC), Limb From limb 
(expansion for DBTS) (PC), Nagano Olympic Hockey (N64), and Triple 
Play 2000 (N64). Personally: Die By The Sword (PC), and Limb Fro 
Limb (expansion for DBTS) (PC). 

GF: How has the Dreamcast hardware been to work on? 
|F jJKft 

CB: Support has been mixed. Sega has been fantastic in supporting 
all the developers, especially us. We have been pushing 
lope on the development side for the Dreamcast, and Sega has been 
there every step of the way as best they could. 

Special thanks to Jay "As Fast As The Law Will Allow" Boor for 
I arranging this last minute interview. 

U
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Beam me up, interplay... 
ne of the most solid partnerships, in video gaming, is that 

j between Paramount and Interplay. I am, of course, speaking of 
the lucrative Star Trek license which has managed to spawn 

several excellent titles (unlike another "star" license we all know and 
love) and generate oodles (yes oodles) of money for the two compa- 
nies. The most recent is Star Trek New Worlds, a Real Time Strategy 
extravaganza that puts the player in the role of colonist. 

This game won't exactly be going where no man has gone before, 
but the addition of the Trek license certainly will make heads turn. 
What makes this particular Star Trek game unique is the fact that it 
will be the first to grace the Dreamcast, as well as the first Trek 
game to explore worlds not already seen in the Trek üniverse. What 
does this mean? It means you'll see new races, fresh storylines and 
the most incredible graphics on the home console. 

A new world is uncovered by the Romulans and now there is a 
mad rush to be the first to colonize. Choose from one of three faction: Federation, Romulan and 
Klingon. Each has their own strengths and weaknesses as well as dispositions and technologies. 
While the humans are there to explore and discover, the Klingons take a more aggressive stance, 
ready to go to blows if you infringe on their territory. As in all RTS titles, you'll be researching new 
technology, setting up perimeter defenses, and expanding your sphere of influence as far as your 
military might will iet you. Many new weapons will be available in New World.s?ding such 



est ruftten as disruptor tarïks, and 
Photon artillery launchers. ...... ' J0 ** 

The new race aforementioned are travellers 
from the Alpha Quadrant's past keyholders to 
some ternfying (of course) revelations about the 
Neutral Zone and its Black Nebula. 

How does it play, you ask? Pretty damn good. 
Both exploration and combat are exciting and the 

building and resource management, engrosse. 
Just think Command & Concfüer with little Worff 
and Rikers running around; good,stuf4- 
Star Trek New Worlds, already a popular PC game, 

looks like a sure-fire winner, on DC. Interplay, who 
have been nothing less than anerrïic on other con¬ 
soles, is positioning itself as a premiere developer 
for Sega's new machine. With any luck, we'li see a 
Baldur's Gate and King Pin, shóf|h 

Wakpfactor 



Developer: Bizarre Creations Genre: Racing 

You may not have heard much about 
UK-based Bizarre Creations, but 
you're about to hear a whole lot more. 

The team that brought many an amazing 
Amiga game together for Psygnosis and the 
first two phenomenal Formula 1 games on 
Playstation (also by Psygnosis) has now 
landed squarely on Planet Sega. Tapped as 
one of the first members of Sega's version 
of the "Dream Team," Bizarre has been hard 
at Work on two Dreamcast utterly amazing 
creations: Furballs, a wacky first person 
shooter, and Metropolis Street Racer, the 
unbelievable game you see before-you. 
Dare I even say Super GT/Daytona 2 killer? 
Whoops, I just did! What makes Metro so utterly incredible? Let's see, where do I start...? 
How 'bout thé absolutely unbelievable graphics (as good a place as any, eh?)? While 
other developers moan about the DC's apparent lack of polygon-pushing power (no real- 
ly, they're out there) BC has seen fit to craft one of the single most visually awe-inspiring 

ants in gaming history. Had you seen this game running in your nearby arcade, you 
^uldn't he^ltate to feed it large denominatief*.-■■bilIs just for the chance to tear your way 
Dund Metro's incredibly modeled, 'based on real-life' cities. Each city was modeled ' 

lusands gf photos taken from real cities - six square miles worth! Better yet, are 
- des themselves. The cars are modeled with upwards of 1600 polygons each (oy!) 

I are derived from a variety of manufacturers: Honda, Mercedes, and Alfa Romeo to 
ne a few. The weather also plays a role with wind, rain, snow, and even fog from time- 
* * mind you r not the invisible wat! of doom 

The v 
e (real rof, mind 

accordingly. But all thiswould 
n cöAccurate 

But all 
however: if this team 

Dr naught if the game didrff play weil. 
iy replicate the complexities of Formula 1 racing on the 

METAL RACING AS 
w^ÊÊtnjmr/W' i 

MEANT TO WfffM 

Availaftle: 4th Quart) 



As a brief example, 
here are a game shot 
and a real-world shot 
of Shibuya City in 
Japan. Note that 
unless you're among 
the painfully, ass- 
smackingly jaded 
gamers, you'd have to 
attest that the engine 
that's powering this 
beast of a game is sim- 
ply unbelievable. 
Effortlessly chucking 
around huge numbers 
of polys while prepar¬ 
ing you dinner, this is 
a man's racing game! 

EN...START YOUR DREAMCASTSWkW 
modest hardware the Playstation provides, we have little fear that the final product won't play like a dream 
(if rt doesn't, you have my word that Lwill administer a savage beating to every member of the team - 
minus, maybe, Sarah as she's ever-so-helpful). Modes included in the game feature the Standard 'race to 
win' and "time attack' modes that haye characterized every racing game since the dawn of the genre. New 
to Metro, thopglfyjs a story modé^f/^rts, and this is presumably where you would go to unlock the bevy 
of hidden cars to go along with the 20+ that are immediately available (oh yes, there's more!). One nice lit- 
jje addition is the ability to customize the cars' license plates (ah, the ECM Mobile). The unfathomable part 
of all gjthis is that, just six months ago, 1 wouldn't have given a European developer (outside of Rare or 
^MApPPïime of day ifthey begged mëvH^fów they're hard-pressed to keep 
rtó%1d the rèst of GF creW at bay ('specially Big Bubba...he's an ornery one, 
he is). Needless to say, this should eafët||rbe one of the reasons you go and 95HI 
buy a Dreamcast the day out (ïf-you're in Europe, you get it Day RRflR 
One). Now, if only E3 would just gêt here a littie more quickly... the wait just 
got ever-so much morejd||fipult, didn^t? -ECM BBbB 



Developer: laleco Genre: Adventure 



When you think big-time, heavy-duty console developers, 
probably isn't one of the first companies to spring to mind 
they're probably not in the first fïfty). That's all about to change, 

however, with the introduction of Jaleco's Carrier. And just what is it 
that makes Carrier so special? Well, perhaps it's the fact that it'll be the 
first "survival horror" game to grace the Dreamcast (well ahead of 
Capcom's zombie-fest) — nah, it's not that. Or maybe it's just 
that it looks so damn amazing (nah, all DC games look amaz- 
ing). Nope, it probably simply boils down to the fact that it's 
going to be an amazing game from the unlikeliest of 
places. Carrier has several things going for it: while the 
story does tend to rip RE a bit (zombies mutated by 

some insidious biological agent), it features its share 
of originality. Featuring an intrepid crew out to 
stop a naval carrier from returning to port with a 
cargo of deadly experiments gone awry that turns 

all those infected into photosynthetic mutants intent on 
cleaning out the world's nurseries of their stock of 

Miracle-Gro (the horror, the horror!). The graphics in 
this game are simply stunning. You'll face-down 

legion after legion of mutated flora, and do your best 
to make sure the 'carriers' never leave the carrier 

(best case, they leave as mulch). Everything is presented with 
typical Dreamcast panache, although the character models (at 
least at this stage) are not quite on par with Capcom's 
Codename: Veronica (they also don't feature the same amount 
of slowdown, either). Simply put: this is Jaleco's first shot at a 
bona fide worldwide hit. If the story remains compelling 
enough (hopefully with more scares and less all-out action than 
a, Jk j JÉ ■ ®2) this could be 

.yiïAMlÉ • • / HHSim tho namothatfinal. 



Developer: Namco 

jT m Jft Mhile a large number of the fighting game public 
B is desperate for a go at Virtua Fighter 3tb, Tm 
I V V willing to bet that it would pale in comparison 

if everybody knew what was coming their way shortly 
after the Dreamcast's arrival: Namco's Soul Calibur. 
While Namco's latest arcade-offering met with limit- 
ed success on its initial run, it probably isn't much of 
a leap to say that this is one of the single most 
important DC games Sega has in its immediate 
future. And it's important for one major reason: it's 
Namco's first Sega-console game since the ill-fated 
Cyber Sled on Saturn. Nope, Sega needs this game 
to sell, and sell big. Not that l'd be too frightened of 
that, seeing as how the game is perhaps the best- 
looking title set to hit the system in the early going 
(it's no wonder Namco is targeting the game to sell 
two million copies in Japan... though that may be a 
bit of wishful thinking). Beyond the blazing arcade- 
crushing graphics, this game also sports one of the 
best soundtracks of any game in recent memory. But 
perhaps the single biggest upgrade from the venera- 
ble arcade slice 'em up will be the inclusion of all new 

CG movies that may re-define console cut-scenes for 
the foreseeable future (going head-to-head with Shen 
Mue's real-time sequences). Now that Namco has Soul 

Caliburfirmly in its sheath, perhaps it's time to talk about 
an all-new version of Ridge Racer. Or better yet, Klonoal 

Besides, when it comes right down to it, what game is a 
better fit for a console originally dubbed 'Katana'? -ECM 
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Based on Midway's arcade mega-hit, Hydro Thunder is 
churning water to a Dreamcast near you come launch day. 
Originally debuting on Midway's custom Diego hardware 

^ (comprised of a Voodoo graphics card, a Celeron PC processor, 
and some hardware tweaks specifically designed to run this 
game), HT\s shaping up to be a formidable opponent afloat the 

dangerous Dreamcast waters this fall. Now l've never been much of a fan of 
Midway/Atari Games' legion of SF /7us/i-inspired racing games, but this is a 
nice change of pace from the same tired engine we've all been playing for 
years (and how can it be that it's more popular than Daytona 2... argh). The 
only problem with the big-buck coin-op was that the frame-rate tended to 
never quite hit the 30fps mark. While early word is good on the DC rev, the 
producer of the game has gone on record as saying that he prefers the visu- 
als in the coin-op to the 
console version. Here's to 
hoping that he's just really j 
partial to the hardware he 
helped design (Diego) and lyb i|B 1 
that the frame-rate will be 

release, simply due to the 
fact that just about every Jffl**jttËÈËÈÉÉÉÊ&éiw 
other DCgame in develop- jfKjHS 
ment features blazing 

still some time left in its 

the arcade game (and there v'v 
are a lot of them) you'll be X *, 
well taken care of. -ECM 

Genre: Racing AvailaMe:Sent.9th 
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Generally speaking, avid gamers 
(look! I didn't say 'hard-core'... 
doh) are not the biggest fans of 

sports games; actually, it's probably 
more likely that slugs are bigger fans of 
salt. However, there's still a nice tidy 
niche that caters to the more blood- 
thirsty, less athletically-inclined legion 
of couch potatoes out there. Games like 
NBA Jam and Hit the Ice proved that 
even the sports-illiterate (probably 
about 90% of GF's readership) game fan 
can relate to titles like these. And with 
the introduction of Dreamcast and its 
two mega-hot sports titles coming 
down the line, Midway has seen fit to 
do a little chop-block and introducé Blitz 
2000 to the eager masses (on launch day, no less) that would shun a 'regular' sports 
game with all the fervor of shirtless, beer-swilling Packers fan in sub-zero weather, 
<shudder>. All the wicked, bone-crushing action of the arcade rev has made it over 
perfectly to the DC. In fact, it would appear from early footage that we've been privy 
to, that the actual image quality of the game is superior to the arcade version (gee, 
that'll be tough getting used to). The frame-rate is intact, and as is becoming the 
norm for DC games, it runs at a solid 60 without a hint of slowdown or frame drop. 
What's more, this should only be the start, with Midway already planning to bring 
the latest in the series that spawned from the venerable king of the non-sports 
sports game, NBA Showtime: NBA on NBC (the descendant of the original NBA Jam 
games), to Dreamcast late this year. Check back next issue for a more in-depth look 
at Blitz 2000 and realize that being a sports-pariah isn't always a bad thing. -ECM 



Let’s start with a brief list of boxing games that were actually 
fun: Ring King (NES and arcade). Punch Out (NES and 
arcade), Legends of the Ring (Genesis and SNES), and of 

course. Super Punch Out (SNES). Since these kings of the ring 
reached legendary status back in the day (punching out all their 
feeble competition), it's been a bit of dry spell for the boxing 
enthusiast. Obviously with the introduction and rampant spread 
of more over-the-top fighting contests [Street Fighter II and all its 
legitimate and illegitimate offspring), boxing games have gener- 
ally taken a backseat to their more imaginative kin (though any 
of the boxers from Super Punch Out would probably fit in just 
fine in any number of fighting games). That all stands to change 
with the introduction of Midway's Ready 2 Rumble, which is cur- 
rently destined for PS, N64, and naturally, Dreamcast. While the 
characters are somewhere between 'reality' and Super Punch 
Out ("Peanuts, popcorn, stereotypes, beer!"), the action is about 
as realistic as boxing games have gotten, through their black and 

v blue history. 
Wv ; j Featuring stunning 

Ü li visuals, replete with 
boxers that actually 

show signs of wear and 
cuts, bruises, fatigue 

V and even differing levels of 

^^BBBIm swelling. Get punched in 
B|||9f the face enough (Posty- 

style!) and the boxers' eyes 
may even swell shut, affect- 

HgjMr ing vision (see the world 
Wf through the eyes of a veteran 

computer data entry 
^ HHK employee for free!). 

i • Needless to say, the 
entire staff breath- 

>lessly awaits the 
IJ,:. chance to get 
H| some solid time 

with this one. 
,#■ ■Bk Oh, and dont for- 

&jSF „_v / get, it costs you 
Wr v"'"'¥ «fc ; ten cents every 
^ «H time you say the 

^BK title... -ECM 

(Deueloper: Wiaway fluailadle: Sept. 9th 



The 32-bit generation of consoles (including the N64) saw an explosion of 
all manner of games that required some sort of 'board' to ride: snow- 
boards, hoverboards, skateboards, Tm getting bored...the whole genre 

needs a swift kick in the hind quartes and Trick Style/Velocity (they still haven't 
decided what to call it) is set to deliver a nasty blow. Take all the best aspects 
of a legion of 'Do the Dew'-style Gen X boardin' games, add a futuristic twist, 
subtract any elements that even remotely resemble Streak (hey, bad things 
happen to good developers) and voila, you might get something like this. 
Blistering speeds are what make TS so damn compelling (though more and 
more it seems like all DC games will feature "blistering speed" and "intense 
frame rates"). The hope is to combine that speed with some Creative stunts and 
intuitive gameplay. Whether or not the game will have this control and depth 
is yet to be seen. This early version gives me hope, though, which is saying a 
lot because there is no genre I want to see die faster than boarding, hover or 
otherwise. Lord, it seems like every Dreamcast game I look at will be a winner, 
wonder if my wallet will be able to handle it when launch date hits... EN 

Developer: Crïterion studios Genre: Racing Auailable: 4th Quarter 



f there's one thing Sega always gets right, it's arcade 
games. Alas, once a game comes home it tends to lose 

I a lot in the transition due to the quick fix nature of the 
arcade business (hey, when a game is only meant to last 
for 10-15 mintues tops...). In Crazy Taxi, the goal 
is to piek of various passengers and deliver them 
to a number of hot-spots across a fictitious city 
replete with a legion of sponsors including KFC, 
Pizza Hut, Fila, and the Gap to name a few (yeah, 

but it's kinda' cool). it's rampant comsumerism, 
Along the way, you'll have to dodge all manner of 
traffic including the requisite bad drivers (Eggo 
can relate really well to these guys), as well as hit 
ramps and various other 'obstacles' that enhnace 
the experience of being an actual NYC cab driver 
(except that these drivers speak solid English- no 
mean feat). As a side note, this game hasn't been 
officially announced of yet, but let me just assure 
you that if there's anything you can count on in 

1 life it's that every Naomi game will come home 
(that and a little PR bird sang me a little song enti- 
tled Crazy Taxi Dreamcast). ECM 

'Crhïy Thr'ough! 

'‘'combo 



Dcveloper: Bizarre Creations Genre: ActionAdventure 

izzare Creations describes Furballs as the first ever multi-character 3D 
►■^action shooter puzzle adventure game...or something like that. 
IêJ Whatever it is, it's certainly a force with which to be reckoned. Even at 
this very early stage the game looks stunning — somewhat akin to Rare's Jet 
Force Gemini, but better. By utilizing the six playable characters: Bungalow 
the Kangaroo, Chang the Firefox (Chinese Panda), Juliette the Cat, Rico the 
Rockhopper Penguin, Roofus the Dog and Tweak the, uh. Dragon to com¬ 
plete each level in the game, you have an unparalleled level of playability. 
Each wacky character has his or her own unique abilïty to help them traverse 
the game's massive 3D environs. In order to beat the game you,ll have to 
use each character in every level by 'teleporting' characters in as you need 
them. The best news, however, may be the use of split-screen and network 
gameplay (which the PC version already has, and will hopefully carry over to 
the DC rev). Needless to say, we're all in a twist waiting for our crack at one 
of the DC's more promising original titles. Suffice it to say. Bizarre Creations 
is a developer to watch (they're gonna make the larger dev houses look quite 
foolish) and we over-anxiously await the latest on this hot title! ECM 



And last (but certainly not least): 

GF: What makes a better pet: cats or dogs, and why? 
SD: For this question, l've handed over to the Designer of the 
Furballs, Jeff Lewis. He says that it's definitely dog^s they can hol< 
a machine gun better! 



Reviews 

I POWER 

STAMIN* 

ARM THROW 

ESCAPE FAILED 

I'm sure you've all read reviews of Turok 2. Well, if yoiTr 
busy person and don't have time to read a full review, then 
conjure up memories of all those Turok 2 reviews you 

read, and substitute "Hybrid Heaven" for "Turok2" But 
for those who appreciate the time l've spent slaving 
over HH, read on... 

WASHINGTON D.C., December 20^ 2000 — 
Christmas carols fill the air, snow is falling, and there's 
trouble in the nation's Capital. We piek up the story as 
Johnny secretly talks with a mysterious stranger. They 
go over plans to 'replace' the President, and the opera- 
tive leaves with the parting words: "Remember to act 
like a human when you're Overground." Later, Johnny 
meets up with a Mr. Diaz, who suddenly pulls a gun and 
murders our short-lived acquaintance. Flipping over the 
alien guards who restrain him, Diaz flees for his life. You 
piek up the action as Diaz: confused, alone, and in the 
midst of an alien conspiracy. 

Now let's get back to that Turok 2 comparison. Most 
reviews harped on the same problems: choppy frame-rate, 
slowdown and long distances between save points. 
Unfortunately, Hybrid Heaven suffers from the same down- 
falls as Iguana's favorite son, and that's with the RAM pak 
enabled. Without the little red and black box, you can play HH 
only in low resolution and the frame-rate is smooth, with 
minor slowdown. Throw in the RAM pak, and the option to 
play in high res appears. Unfortunately, Standard high- 
res butchers the frame-rate, to the point of Turok 2 
when everything starts exploding. There is the let- 
terboxed high-res mode, but I prefer my movies let- 
terboxed, not my video games. Besides, you didn't 
shell out the cash for the RAM pak to play games in 
low res, right? 

And then there's the save points — so few and far 
between. The game is not difficult, but when you go 
an hour without saving and 
then run into a boss, you'll 
question what the develop- 3 
ers were thinking. Plus, (T* 
when you want to shut the ; :| 
game off, 'waiting' for the | 
next save is about as excru- ~ -^irütr •, 
ciating as waiting for the * 
newest GameFan. \ 

EGGO: It*S A BIRD... IT’S A 

PLANE... IT’S A WRESTLING GAME? 

Developer - Konami Computer Ent. Osaka (KCEO) 1 Player 

Publisher - Konami Available Now 
VlEWPOINT # 

Score • 

, fa. 
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On a more positive note, Hybrid Heaven has some 
of the best-sounding music on the fun machine (I 
know, that argument holds about as much water as 
being "The best fighting game on N64!"). Super 
Teeter went a little overboard when he called it the 
best cartridge music ever (to me, that distinction 
sadly lies in the 16-bit era), and Turok 2 still owns the 
N64 musical crown. 

But enough with this talk of T2. It's time for a sub¬ 
ject near and dear to Shidoshi and Hi-Fi's hearts — 
wrestling. That's right, down and dirty, eye-gouging, 
elbow dropping, body slammin' wrasslin'. It sounds 
fruity, but Hybrid Heaven's gameplay is a hybrid mix¬ 
ture of Tomb Raider and WWF Warzone. The more 
fun aspect is the wrestling, so lil tackle that first. 

HH adds an interesting armtwist to the action/adven- 
ture formula with battles which are one-on-one death- 
matches. From long distance, the fighting is like 
Parasite Eve or Virtua Fighter (scrambling around, 
jockeying for position); but as soon as you close the 
distance, throws and wrestling techniques come into 
play. Lock up with a guy, flip him over with a neck 
throw, then follow it up when he rises with his back 
turned. Can you smell what the Eggo's cookin'? It's a 
novel idea, and it's refreshing to see new ideas on this 

system. Anyway, I always found myself looking forward to the 
next chance to educate some roody-poo, candy-ass alien who 
crossed the Eggo's path. Then, after a fight, RPG-like leveling 
up occurs as body parts gain strength, and your characteris- 
tics (stamina, defense, attack, speed, etc.) improve. 

The other side to the gameplay is the Standard flip-switch- 
ing, door-finding, quasi-platforming/puzzle Tomb Raider fare. 
Nothing wrong with this, since l'm a big fan of noodle usin . 
At least Konami's not trying to sell their game with Silicon. 

What I can't figure out is what they're doing with the story. 
It starts out ambitious: reeking of aliens, conspiracy, betrayal, 
love, and murder. Then you get to the game, which seems to 
have very little to do with that deep plot. Then a few cut 
scenes appear out of the blue, and then you're back in Tomb 
Raider mode. Let's just say that the puzzles won't be the only 
thing that'll leave you scratching your head. 

So what's the verdict? With gameplay that's a mix of TR and 
WWF, epic story, good music, and near-forgivable flaws along 
the lines of T2, HH is a must-play for N64 owners. But l'd 
advise renting before buying, because knowing your role and 
shutting your mouth won't be for everyone. E 
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tching to most shocking of all — fog. Y'know, Tve played 
ily lücra- my share of N64 games, and how ironie is it 
isforthe when I see fog become an OPTION! It's so 
ter Truck funny... that Hl let it go. 

trendset- But the real fun isn't the single player game... 
omplete, this IS a N64 game after all, so fire up the multi- 

us that player! There's the typical 4-player racing, but 
monster skip that and get ready to go head-to-head in 

the free-for-all... You can even be a cop mon- 
-al racer ster truck! Sure it looks ridiculous, but it's dïf- 
a bit and ferent! Heek, there's even a wacky soccer 

mode. Yeah, that's 
right... you get to 
play soccer with 
giant, mutant 
trucks. I know, I 
know... this game 

was programmed 
in England, after all 

(I simply luv the football!) 

So far, so good! Even though l'm not from 
the South (thank goodness, because my 
cousins just aren't attractive enough!), nor do I 
attend the many rallys (Sunday! Sunday! 
Sunday!)... still, l'm growing to like these wacky 
'alternative' racers. Who knows, maybe next 
time one of those freakshows 
comes to town, l'll buy a ticket. 
Then again... ST 

...you get to play soccer 
with giant, mutant trucks. 

SUPER TEETER: Old-fashioned 

Southern truck play 
Developer - Edge of Reality 1-4 Players 

Publisher - Rockstar Games Available Summer 
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"You must unlearn what you have learned" — a 
GOOD Star Wars game?! 

Last month, ECM wrapped up his Episode I: Racer 
preview by saying, "lf LucasArts can fix the frame- 
rate by the time the game ships, then they'll have a 
winner on their hands." Back then, I assumed that 
the problem wouldn't be fixed, and that they would 
release the game and let it sell based on the Star 
Wars license. After all, when was the last time a 
Star Wars game (especially on console) was good? 
Well, much to my surprise, come review time, the 
frame-rate has been fixed in multi-player, and it 
now runs at a constant, gear-grinding pace with no 
slowdown. Hard to believe, I know, but it's safe to 
say Nintendo has a winner on their hands. They're 
so confident, in fact, that Racer will be the first 
Nintendo game to come packaged with the system 

(at $149). 

"...in a galaxy far, far away." — the Environments 
It runs on the same engine, but EI:R looks nothing 

like F-Zero X. The worlds you race on really feel 
like they're alien. The locales vary from Tatooine to 
Mon Gaza to Andro Prime. Just take a look at the 
screenshots, and you'll see that these are no ordi- 
nary backgrounds. The pod racers themselves are 
also incredibly unique — from their characters 
down to the design of their vehicles. There's even 
the option to visit the hangar where repair droids 
maintain and upgrade your parts. There, you can 

VlEWPOINT # 

Score 

move the camera around and view the pod from 

any angle you choose. 

"It'll be just like Beggar's Canyon back home" — 
the Racing 

It sounds silly to say it, but Episode I: Racer may 
be too fast. That says a lot about a game when the 
biggest knock is that the engine moves too quickly, 
but such is the case with EI:R. Don't get me wrong, 
I like this game, but the sensation of speed it con- 
veys is so paint-strippingly fast, that l'm sure casu- 
al gamers will frequently crash into the dusty 
canyon walls of Tatooine. Courses can go pretty 
long, lasting minutes at a time, with shortcuts for 
the adventurous. Also, there are certain sections 
where your racer will have to go sideways (rotating 
90 degrees) to squeak through a narrow opening, 
like the Falcon in Empire. 

"Indeed, you are powerful, as the Emperor has 
foreseen" — the Game 

So with a blazing one-player race, a smooth two- 
player mode, and plenty of hidden tracks and char¬ 
acters, is Episode I: Racer worth a purchase? In the 
classic words of the Magie 8-Ball — "Most definite- 
ly." My only regret is that the dual controllers (one 
for each engine) for one-player idea didn't make it 
in the final (they probably ran out of time). Still, go 
buy it now. l'm sure the line for the game'll be 
shorter than the one for the movie. E 

Developer ■ LucasArts 

Publisher - Nintendo 

1-2 Players 

Available May 19th 

EGGO: Too FAST... 

Too fast for love 
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NINTENDO64 

You see, the magie items made 

by the sorcerer Lakmir are 

said to be hidden here. 

wm 

Na:*, my soul ccm never be 
firèdeemed...~ 

You can't keep a good Evil down. It's been over 100 years 
since Jair destroyed the Warlock Lord in the NES 
Shadowgate... But nowthe Evil has returned, and our hero 

is the Halfling Del Cottonwood, sole survivor of a caravan raid. 
Imprisoned in Shadowgate castle, he plans his escape, but while 
doing so, he is contacted by Lakmir — a once-powerful but now 
dead (?) sorcerer. It seems Belzar, one of Lakmir's apprentices, 
has strayed down the path of Black Magie and is attempting to 
revive the Warlock Lord... 
Shadowgate... talk about a blast from the past. I guess Jair put 

down the Bad Man for a real long time, because a sequel didn't 
see the light of day on the SNES (though, a pseudo-sequel did 
make an appearance on TurboGrafx CD of all places). On the 
NES, this was a Man's game, packed full of puzzles and not afraid 
to kill you. 

Torches, talismans, slingshots, swords, rings, rods, keys, and 
candles. Over 10 years ago, there was a land inhabited by trolls, 
sphinxes, wraiths, wyverns, and werewolves. This was the world 
of Shadowgate... A time when words and a vivid imagination 
were all the paint and canvas needed to see beyond 8-bit graph- 
ics. The NES spawned that graphic adventure — a game which 
many have dubbed “the greatest adventure game ever." With 
expectations like that, is there any way the N64 version of 
Shadowgate can compete? The answer is probably not. Instead, 
the programmers overhauled the dungeon with a 64-bit facelift 
and wrote another chapter in the (hopefully) to-be-continued 
legacy of Shadowgate (Last Minute ECM's Note: not to mention 
the ill-fated Beyond Shadowgate on TurboGrafx-16 CD...a very 
cool game). 

An apparitioa appearsf It 

seems very agitated, but you 

can't understand the ghost! 

Fast forward to today. 128-bit consoles are a reality (far from 
that humble 8-bit origin); arcade quality graphics have come 
home; and we have lost sight of what an adventure game really 
is <Warning! Soapbox rant approaching!>. Countless games 
today are labeled action/adventures, but none of them give you 
that feeling that you're playing an adventure game. Ever since 
Tomb Raider and Resident Evil, most of today's game puzzles 
have devolved into switch-flipping and medallion fitting <That 
soapbox is gonna hit us, brace for impact.>. 

OK, this is a personal pet peeve of mine... Why are game devel- 
opers so scared to stump a gamer with challenging puzzles these 

EGGO: Are you 

MAN ENOUGH? 

Developer - Kemco 

Publisher - Kemco 

1 Player 

Available Spring 
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The water is getting quite 

deep, Proceedirig arty further 

might be darigerous. 

lt looks like the roof might 

give u/ay under yoar weight. 

this Half I ing! The 

path becornes treacherous! I 

^p^Ee^of a test? Here it is| 

,_ , . _ . . Ir 
days? <lncoming!> 
Are they fearful that 
we'll quickly lose 
interest and move on 
to the next gleaming 
piece of eye candy? 
Weïl, I can't speak for 
the masses, but l'm 
willing to accept sub- 
par graphics in lieu of 
solid gameplay. Case 
in point — Shadowgate 64. This game feels like an adventure game of old. 
Maybe it's the dull colors of the castle's towers or the lack of wide-open, out- 
door environments... whatever it is, Shadowgate 64 has the look and feel of a 
true adventure. From the second you wake up in your prison cell, you know 
you're in a dungeon, not a network of caves or corridors. We're talking closed 
quarters, stone walls, skeletons... and the monsters which made said skeletons. 

OK, so the homely graphics don't exactly take full advantage of Nintendo's 'fun 
machine' (do you get nauseous every time you hear that term?), but the engine 
looks incredibly solid. As for the gameplay, it's like the Shadowgate of old — 
loaded with puzzles/mindbenders/controller breakers. I almost broke down in 

tears when I saw the Resident Evil medallion puzzle in this game (is nothing 
sacred?). But thankfully, it was a one-time occurrence, and there are many 
other original brainteasers for you to muil over for hours. Expect to be 

hfs game ’f eeLs’ Like ara 
aöoeratare game op oLö. 

stumped, at least once... for this is Shadowgate. Whatever your vice is — 
banging your head against a desk, throwing your controller at the wall, or 

pulling your hair out — it's gonna happen. You've had fair warning. 
So is there anything wrong so far? Personally, I harbor a deep resentment for 

the look spring, which is always on. Controls are like Turok, in that the analog 
stick Iets you look around, while the C buttons handle movement. And as soon 
as you ease up on the analog, look spring automatically centers your view. 
Perhaps it's because l'm used to playing corridor games with look spring off, 
but I find it leads to lots of unnecessary camera shifting... and then disorienta- 
tion. If you're a corridor-queasy gamer like me, then be ready to bust out the 
Dramamine, because this game can make you sick, but it's still playable. 

And in case you were wondering, expect to die a lot, because it only takes a 
small mis-step... before you're thinking, "When was the last time I saved? 
...Oh @?%!" This game lays down the law, and it's up to you to decide 
whether you want to play by the rules. Duke it out to the bitter end... or con- 
cede defeat and go back to playing Goldeneye. Ninja gamers, the gauntlet has 
been thrown... will you piek it up? E 
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Fury: Developer - Boss 2 Players 

Publisher -Midway Available Summer 

’M GETTING A LITTLE TIRED 

OF BANANA PEELS AND MUSHROOMS. 
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TOTAL TIME 
004:17.15 

lOAP TIME 
002:00:29. 
001:48:09 
000:28.73 

TOTAL RECORD 
000:00.00 

OEST LAP 
,000:00.00 

TOTAL TIME 
000:05.69 

LAP TIME 
000:05.69 

LAP 

LAP 
3/3 END 

1/3 Öth 
TOTAL TIME 

as001,:gB.59 
i^Itime, 
001:28.69 , 
i «f V ü ■ 

TOTAL RECORD 
000:00.00 

BEST LAP 
000:00.00 

TOTAL RECORD 
000:00.00 
BEST LAP 
001:48.09 

When it comes to realistic racing games, the N64 has never had much to turn 
heads. Games like Lamborghini 64 and Monaco GP took a serious back 
seat to fruity (but fun) cart racers such as Mario Kart 64 and Diddy Kong 

Racing. For a system that attracts a primarily younger audience and prides itself on 
multiplayer goodness it was no surprise that these titles sold in the millions. But 
what about older audiences looking for a bit of realism as opposed to smiley faces 
and gorillas? 

Midway, the gaming giants behind NFL Blitz, are looking to fill the void with their 
newest racer, World Driver Championship. From what l've seen and played so far, 
WDCappears to be progressing smoothly. In fact, the only unrealistic aspects about 
WDC are the names of the selectable cars... a Dodge Viper called the Ram Venom?! 
(Iets just say sponsors don't come cheap!) 

The graphics in WDC are the main selling point. Large colorful courses and awe- 
some vehicle design had me checking twice to see if I was indeed playing an N64 
game. The only drawback is, in order to select the high res mode, you have to play 
the game in letterbox form and subject yourself to massive amounts of frame 
drop... very lame. 

Unfortunately, WDC needs serious help in the control department. I realize the 
game's early and is bound to undergo several alterations before it's released, but 
sadly, games with horrific control do wind up on shelves and somehow sell... lots. 

Similar to Ridge Racer Type 4, WDC offers players the chance to join several differ¬ 
ent race teams. Depending on your success as a driver, faster versions of your car 
will also become available (there are up to three modified versions of each vehicle). 

The sound effects also need a bit of work in this game. Whatever happened to 
sampling real engine sounds? I realize developers love to throw in cheesy tunes 
whenever possible, but when all your cars sound alike, you got problems. 

While the N64's library might not consist of big name racers like Turismo or Ridge 
Racer, titles like WDC will hopefully pave the way for more realistic racing games. 
Besides, Tm getting a little tired of banana peels and mushrooms. F 
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R new Legend in the matting... Along time ago, in a lifetime far, far away... I lived in arcades. Growing up with 
the likes of Jungle Hunt, Spy Hunter, and Doublé Dragon, I honed my skills on 
games such as Rush 'N Attack, Ikari Warriors, and Shinobi. Fourteen years ago 

(gee, it does feel like a lifetime)... the first four-player arcade games debuted. I say 
Gauntlet came first, ECM thinks it's Quartet. No point in debating the identity of the 
chicken or the egg, because back then Gauntlet was simply revolutionary. Four play- 
ers... fighting back-to-back... protecting the weak... hacking and slashing through 
wave after wave ofjnc^isters... and running from Death himself... That's probably the 
dream the programmers had in mind; instead it was usually: stealing food from the 
hungry, pushing the smaller guy into the monsters, and lookin' out for #1... Ahh, the 

good ol' days. 
Fast-forward to 1998 — Midway revives the classic with Gauntlet Legends in the 

arcade. Not quite the same as the original, but all the pieces were there: the charac- 
ters, monsters, generators, potions, keys, and Death... along with some new stuff: 
Pojo the chicken, bosses, and special attacks. Now it's time to bring the Legend home, 
and Midway has seen fit to dump a ton of extra goodies into the console version. 
We're talkin' new levels, characters, and enemies. In fact, this game has only two of 

the arcade levels (Volcanic Mountain & Valkyrie's Castle), and even they have been 
modified with new puzzles and items. The remaining console levels are brand new, 
and feature fresh monsters, items, and bosses. Additionally, each character class has 
been split into four (talk about split-personality). Whereas the arcade had two char- 
acters for each class (e.g., Valkyrie/Tigress), the console GL wilI have four characters 
per class. You can also look forward to hearing a finely-crafted tale from the folks at 
Midway, told through the use of in-game cinemas. 
The build we have is pre-alpha, so this game will see a lot of retooling before reach- 

ing your hands. In fact, there weren't any sound effects in this version, though the 
music was there, and it's pretty good by N64 standards (which are about as low as El 
Nino's after a late-night Sangria binge). Fortunately, the characters are well animat- 
ed. Even when four players are engaged in massive bloodletting, paving their way 
through hordes of monsters, the game doesn't slow down (what would you expect 
from the company that delivered the incredible 60 fps Mortal Kombat 4 on the N64?). 
Unfortunately, the arcade characters have been zapped by the Infanto Ray and are 
smaller than their arcade counterparts. 
Since there's still a long way to go for Gauntlet Legends, let's hope Midway comes through 

on all those promises, because this four-player game is screaming for N64 status. E 
i 

1-4 Players 

Available 3rd Qtr. 

EGGO: Elf needs 

Valkyrie badly 59 Developer - Midway 

Publisher - Midway 



Jet Force Gemini (Rare) — Closer and closer this gem comes to game stores everywhere. 
Combining elements of action, shooting and racing, this one is sure to be a looker at E3. Look in 

our E3 issue for the full blown coverage! 

Hydro Thunder (Midway) — This lovely arcade racer is coming 
home to the N64 in full blown form! Race souped-up boats, 

complete with jet engines, throughout rough waters. 

lt (Acclaim) — The RC Pro-Am we've been waiting for on 
54?! Well, not quite... but believe us folks, this is as close 
as it gets. Stay tuned next issue for a full preview. 

Shadow Man (Acclaim) — Again, the much anticipated comic book turned video game comes closer to 
 becoming a reality. Gaze upon these new shots and look in our next issue for more! 

Resident Evil 2 (Capcom) — An N64 horror nightmare come true?! All rumors of a N64 Resident Evil 
game have come true with Resident Evil 2 coming out near the end of this year! 

Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon 

NINTENDO64 
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1999 will be remembered as tme yèmVf the 
RPG. In Japan, Square givèe u\ four 
Final Fantasies — FFVIII and FF Oolle^tlbn 

(FFIV, FFV, and FFVI) — as well as tl\ inStó^ 
\ ible-looking sequels Saga Frontier 2a\ 
\ Densetsu: Legend of Mana. While Ënix^be ofeK, 
7È company that can be mentioned in the^in^L 
K* sentence as Square, RPG-wise, is planniiVto" 
' \ finally release Dragon Quest VII later this y^r. 

In the U.S., things aren't too shabby eitherS 
'' we're getting FFVIII, FF Anthology (no FFIV, 

■F though <sob>). Saga Frontier 2, and now 
” SCEA's Star Ocean: The Second Story, 

which was developed by Enix and pub- 
lished last year in Japan. Sadly, this game 

feil through the cracks of our import cover- f 
age because we were drowning in a sea of 

Christmas titles, and none of us could tear our eyes away 
from that smiling, blue hedgehog. 

Now, in this pre-E3 period, games are scarce and good 
games are but a myth... until now. Give Star Ocean: The 
Second Story a chance, and you'll quickly be lost in the 
world of Expel. It changed the way I look at RPGs. Prior to 
SO, I found myself drifting more and more towards 
Square's cinematic approach to storytelling (read Final 
Fantasy VIII). But Star Ocean renews my faith that it does- 
n't take a monumental budget and boatloads of CG to 
make a fantastic RPG. Prior to this, none of Square's com- 
petition could deliver the total package. Suikoden had 
plenty of characters, but not enough game-time to get to 
know them. Tales of Destiny had an interesting battle 

EGGO: JUMP IN THE 

Ocean... The water’s fine. 

Developer -Tri-Ace/Enix 

Publisher - SCEA 
1 Player 

Available June 8 
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system, but the fighting was far too fre¬ 
quent. Shadow Madness had the story, 
but the battles were an eyesore. 

When things looked their worst, here 
comes Star Ocean, kicking down doors 

and taking no prisoners. It borrows ideas 
from other games (which is inevitable in - 
RPGs), but Star Ocean refines them and 
improves upon them. Here's just one exam-^*^ 

ple: in other RPGs (e.g., Saga Fronttér 
2), characters learn new special 
attacks gradually; however in 

mk Star Ocean, characters not only 
learn special attacks, they also 
learn individual skills, group 
skills, and career specialties. 
Another example is the random 
encounters: Tales of Destiny had a 
fun battle system, but because you 

■ were fighting a bit too much, it 
quickly outgrew its welcome. SO 
also has an innovative battle sys- 

\ tem, but the frequency of the fights is 
well-balanced with the exploration 

Showing fine polish in all categories, 
SO.TSS delivers that knockout 

punch which previous 
r A RPGs came up short on. 

J Story is the driving force 
behind any landmark 
RPG, and Star Ocean 

steps up to the plate and 
hits a homerun here. 

Choosing between either Claude C. Kenny or 
Rena Lanford, you'll see different parts of a sin¬ 
gle larger story, depending who your main char- 
acter is. If you play both characters, you'll see 
how their stories intertwine and overlap, sim- 
ilarto Leon and Claire in Resident Evil 2. 

Bltfod Sucker 
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ËHÓÏ'We fir/óily fourid * wèy of 
è>rorcisin«»»ff}em. I «UI 
dc-finltely gó tlircugh with it. 

Claude is the son of a famous admiral 
in the Earth Federation. 

Part of a routine landing party, he 
accidentally touches an alien object 
which transports him to the magical 
world of Expel, where he's viewed 

as "The Warrior," the one who 
will save the planet from the 

dangers of the Sorcery 
Globe. Rena is a girl 

. who grew up on Expel 
in the town of Arlia 

W Though she isn't supposed to, she finds out that he^smoïft^?Ss not her true mother. Found 
abandoned in the forest at an early age, Rena wants rtSLkn^^M^out her past, so she joins 
up with Claude to discover her true heritage and why shnTjaS^ese magical powers. 

Let's get this out of the way now: Star Ocean: The Sec&nd Story has the most replay 
value of any RPG. I'll be generous and estimate the playing uftj^at 30 hours. With over 

80 different endings, you're looking at 2400 hours of gameplay. Th^amounts to playing 
for 100 days straight without a break. Eighty different endings come a&bnl^hen the story 
unfolds in a million different ways. 

lf you're a big fan of side quests, Star Ocean is the game for you. Every time you>B££ta 
new character, he/she has his/her own problems and agenda to attend to. Or should yoiT 

Claude, help! 

go to the Mountain Palace to get the Silver Goblet to exorcise Ashton's dragons? Or per- 
haps it's time to slay the evil monster which has been terrorizing that nearby town. Course 
you could always go to the continent of El, like you're supposed to, but the mayor said to 
stay on the continent of Cross for a while. No matter where you go or what sidequests 
you undertake, the choice is always yours — there are no rails on this RPG. Every dark 
recess you explore fleshes out the story more, and it all affects the final outcome. 

Another important aspect of benchmark RPGs is the music. Star Ocean 
shines yet again, showing off what a CD game is capable of. We're talking 

symphonic scores a la FF Tactics, with an occasional hint of 16-bit techno 
mixed in for good measure. Compared to the music in FFVII and VIII, SO 

crushes those latter-day Nobuo Uematsu scores. This RPG's music is second only to FF 
Tactics. Start shopping for the soundtrack now. 

So what problems does this game have? There's just one flaw: the voice acting. The 
Japanese version of this game had 'professional voice actors' whereas I don't think that 

term even exists in the States. Instead of keeping the original Japanese voices, SCEA dubbed 
the speech into English, and it's far from professional. Though it was painful at first, I even- 

tually accepted it — the voice actors now actually sound like their characters' age: 17-23. All I 
gotta say is... "Unexpectedly weak." However, don't let this single blemish dissuade you from 
playing this game. 

Buy Star Ocean: The Second Story right away, because it's shaping up to be the best RPG of 
'99, and that's saying a lot this year (we won't know for sure until Square's localization team 
delivers the goods this September). E 



Wheneveryoii lecrye or enter a towm, thecJ^ion 
will come up for1 .“Private Actjons."* Hit a button 
and your characters will get together and chat. 
They may flirt with each other, fight, teil you 
where to go next, or have nothing to say — it all 
depends on who is in your party and how 
they've been reacting to each other previously. 
After the meeting, they'll split up and wander 
the town on their own. From there, you can talk 
to the individuals you like, while ignoring the 
rest. All of this impacts the story accordingly. 

iRTiM,77 
i Giiiid TGiPne v'c« Sgp y** ' Saga Frontier 2 featured char- 
iPf* Iacters learning/discovering spe- 

jgff T" » " , ip cial attacks over time. Well, Star i 
Ocean: The Second Story takes that 

ijf *■ ^ idea and runs away with it. In addition 
to inventing new special attacks in bat- 
tle (called Killer Attacks), this game 
offers characters a long list of skills to 

1^9K learn. You'll gain Skill Points 
through fighting, and these points ^ 
can be distributed among the skills 
you wish to master. One example is 
Kitchen Knife, which will give you agility 

i’Sof” with cooking utensils (helpful for whip- 
f? sp i& »wè!sandprecfeusmetais. ping up culinary delights... and no, l'm 
,--—not kidding here). Skills can also be 

-7—7-ït~: learned from guilds, all around the 
*k* 4lfM9tai.7ork *** world. When you've learned the right 

fiiET*p KfyAie «o* combination of skills, your character's 
Biactemith •:> specialities start developing. Metallurgy 
—----will allow you to develop minerals (iron, 

Talcn* wr silver, gold) into weapons and armor. 
Cooking Iets you make your own 

foods to replenish HPs and MPs... and it's cheaper to buy 
raw ingredients than to purchase regular foods (eating out 
is expensive)! There are group specialities as well, which \ 
require multiple member proficiency for that speciality to 
light up (e.g., Identify All!). 

A specialty command that makes 

jewelry and equpment out of 

iewels and precieus metais. 

- lustorr.ee 
j^Msiahwrk 

Identify Ai! 

Similar to Tales of Destiny/Phantasia, the battle system in this game is real-time, 
with every character acting of his own accord. With everyone attacking 
at the same time, the fights are extremely quick and action-packed, full 
of combos galore (a magie spell might pin an enemy while your 
swordsmen slice and dice). You can give mass orders to your whole 
party (similar to Dragon Force on the Saturn). Or you can control each f. 
party member individually, by issuing orders such as "Protect friends," 
"Conserve, Magie Points," or "Spread out and attack!" (the ol' Dragon 
Force mainstay). Also, just like the group abilities mentioned above, there 
are group combos to be learned, similar to those in Chrono Trigger, where 
multiple party members get together for a mega-combo. 

l-m epen rborwoid corta» 
forfeatioh. 
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1 II fow, another shooter on Playstation that wasn't immediately 

sentenced to the rifle range. I must have been a really good 
V V boy this past yearto warrant such a wave of import blasting 

nirvana on a console that was generally reviled for this genre prior to 

this sudden, unexpected (but much-deserved) boon. Maybe all the 

planets lined up just so, the tea leaves were favorable enough, or per- 

haps it was the death of the shooter console of choice (that's the 

Saturn for the less astute) that left a huge gaping void for PS shooter 

developers to fill. Amazingly they've filled it admirably thus far with 

G-Darius, and the PS port of Thunder Force 5 (a far cry from the days 

of Stahlfeder and Two-Tenkaku... please... kill... me) and now, in flies 

R-Type Delta with all guns blazing to help keep the streak alive. 

After the less-than-warm and fuzzy feeling derived from R- 

Types earlier this year (more like sick and dizzy), I didn't know 

what to expect from the freshly exhumed Irem ('games' like 

Super R-Type, In the Hunt, and SNES Gun Force didn't contribute 

to a long, prosperous life). Now R-Type has stepped into the 

polygon age: Gone are the sprite-based craft of the old guard, 

replaced with shiny, T-mapped polys (the sprite unemployment 

office must be drowning in fresh applicants, ;^ÊÊ0tÊfaic 
<grah>) marking the end of 'old skool' blasters in 

their natural, sprite-based habitat... let's hope 

the shooter can thrive in 3D 'captivity'. 

(albeit of the 2.5D variety). 

Among the forefathers of modern shooters (Gradius, 
Darius, and more recently Raiden among that elite club), 
people that enjoyed R-Type were among the more 
patiënt gamers out there (not patiënt on a mahjong level, 
but close). The game required much more pattern mem- 
orization and less in the way of 'intuitive' gameplay. 
Instead of being armed with adrenaline and SF-style, 
Eggo-esque reflexes as the only means of getting 
through, you're going to have to do a lot more 'thinking' 
to pass a game of R-Type (yeah, you actually have to use 
your brain in this one... bummer). For example, where- 
as life and death in most other shooters is based more 
on your ability to successfully navigate huge fields of 
bullets and debris (praying to the shooter gods that your 

ECM: Get me some 

Type-R positive... STAT! 
Developer- Irem 

Publisher - Agetec 

1 Player 

Available Xxxx 
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the "Standard Type" Force Device that 
all the 'old skool' fans will check out for 
about a minute before moving on to 
the much better ships. 

features the "Anchor Type" Force Device. 
A 'rope' tethers the option to the main 
craft and requires careful manipulatïon to 
achieve the fiery destruction of enemes. 

comes equipped with the best Force Device: 
the "Tentacle Type". The option unit homes 
in on the neatest enemy with all guns blaz- 
ing, raining death on unwitting foes. 

kidneys hold up against the torrent of adrenaline that's racing 
through your body), in Delta you'll die and treat it as a learning 
experience for the next go round now that you know where to be at 

just the right moment to avoid a 
fiery, shrapnel-filled death. 
Sure, most shooters require 

some pattern memorization, but 
RTD and its siblings raised it to 
an art form. Only problem with 
this type of game is that if you 
aren't among the aforementioned patiënt gamers, you'll never get 
far into the game without breaking a pad or two — dying every few 
seconds just so you know where to be next time out gets old fast 
(I got over that when Hellfire was new on Genesis). 

Beyond the slightly questionable gameplay, the graphics in RTD are initially stunning 
With a high screen resolution everything looks extremely clean and sharp. The frame rate, 
for the most part, hovers around thirty and at times seems to push up towards the godly 
heights of sixty before crashing into the depths of the teens; a malady typical of the PS 
shooter in these harrowing, post-sprite years (RayStorm and G-Darius also suffered heavily 
from this affliction). The only real problem with the visuals lay with the textures themselves. 
Apparently Irem traded sharp, vibrant textures for a higher display resolution lending a decid- 
edly chunky look, with hard edges and a serious lack of color. 
Not to say there aren't a lot of beautiful transparencies (the PS' 
gift to gamers everywhere) and brilliant water effects (stage 2, 
specifically), but the initial graphical shock wears off quickly... 
and then you're left with the game. 

What everything boils down 
to is this: If you don't have G- 
Darius and Thunder Force 5, 
then (and only then) you may 

want to check out RTD. Those 
that prefer the high-stress, kid- 
ney-blackened, controller-snap- 
ping shooter playing (myself for 

instance) will want to stay far, far 
away. Looks like the streak just ended with a bit of a mis-step on 
Agetec's part. StiII, if you're desperate for some shooter relief, you 
could do worse. ECM 
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PREVIEW! 

| .. 

Developer - DMA 
Publisher -Take 2 

Eggo: Never mind the U.K. 1 Player 

Available Now here’s Grand Theft Auto. 

Carjacking, kidnapping, murder, drug-dealing... Disgusted, 

the evening news and power up my Playstation. Rookies 
show 'em how it's done. Sure, it's been a year since I 

played Grand Theft Auto, so the gangsta skills may be a lit- 
tle rusty, but as soon as I jack my first car, Tm total- 
ly into GTA: London 1969. / 

For the record, GTA:L1969 isn't a new Grand 
Theft Auto... it's an expansion/mission pack, which V* 
requires a copy of the original game to play (at least 
they didn't name it Blast Radius). For those who 
don't own the original, Take 2 is offering a pro¬ 
motion to discount both games when you 
buy them to get her. 

Instead of 1^Trorizikg^|he familiar 
confines of the U.S. oy A., GTA: 
London 1969 takes the# felonies ZÉttÈp 
overseas, and back in time to... .Jr 

London circa 1969. This'll * 
be a treat for our English ^_ 
audience... but will /*S 
American gamers recog- 1 

nize Buckingham Palace, Jl L 
the Houses of Parliament, ■■ 
or the Tower Bridge? Ahh, ' Êfc**** 

. probably not, but... 
There are a bunch of cool cars to steal, some of whiclr* 

are inspired by the James Bond movies and Austin Powers. 
There's also 32 new missions of treachery, along with famous vil- 

lains who populate the seedy underworld of this game. It's a 
shame that the mission to kidnap the Queen didn't make it. <sigh> 
It would've been fun to ransom her for a live performance by the 
Beatles and a keg of Bass Ale. 

All the usual nuttiness you've come to expeet from this series is 
| here: ruin tea-time by running over pedestrians, carjack passing 
m cars, outrun the cops, steaf an ambulance, deal drugs — basically 
L everything you see in today's headlines... minus the White House 

I interns. Steal a car from somebody then run him over with it? You 
get an Irony Bonus. Gotta love that DMA humor... Do you really 

I hate that European thing they call "Football" (we call it Soccer)? 
Then it's time to make a trip to the 'Football' coliseum to gun down 
some innocents. Oh yes, Posty has had a bad day indeed... 

Hopefully the ratings people won't get up in arms about this con- 
| troversial title the second time around. After all, we're not killin' 

apple pie-fed Americans... nope, they're just Brits ("The Americans 
are coming! The Americans are coming!"). And in case you're 
wishing for a new GTA game, there is a real sequel in the works. 
But don't expeet to see that till later in the year. Now if you'll 
excuse me, I gotta jftorrow' that doublé decker bus over there... E 
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Echo Night (Agetec) — Think "Myst" meets "Silent Hill" and you've 
got en eerie, supsense, puzzler. Taking place in the late 1930's, you 
must find out the mystery of your father's death which is somehow 

connected to a ship lost at sea. 

Bugs Bunny: Lost in Time (Infogrames) — That crazy wabbit is at 
it again, and this time in 3D! Bugs gets lost in time, and, in order to 

get back in his time, travels to different ages fighting the likes of 
Elmer Fudd, Marvin the Martian, and other Looney Tunes baddies. 

Ace Combat 3 (Namco) — The third installment of Namco's aerial 
amazement comes with more planes, more firepower, and some 

graphical air superiority. And with some Al tweaking, AC3 will be 
one of the most challenging simulation games this year! 

Rising Zan (Agetec) — Okay, the idea sounds kind of fruity, but 
Rising Zan might just turn out okay. Take the role of a samurai gun 

slinger as you venture forth into the Wild West, themed in a 
Japanese style. If anything, it sure will be different. 

Youth: Are you mad!7 
She's your sranddaughter! 
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Wu Tang (Activision) — Killah bees on a swarm! Yes, the rap group Wu Tang Clan gets their fighting 
game chance, featuring RZA and 01' Dirty Bastard (or Sweet Baby Jesus). Let's hope it's not a Shaq Fu. 
v_____/ 
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Two straight years I touted this 
title as the best of the genre; 
not this year. Baseball 2000vK^mM. 
(formerly known as l//?B 
Baseball) remains an excel-PjEisaH 
lent sim with improved sound 
and graphics but fa lis just short of the mas- 
sive improvements to Triple Play 2000. I 
strongly urge EA Sports acloytes to check 
this game out, as well, because it offers 
another fantastic baseball experience. 

the baseball nut that El Nino 
is, so much of the nuance 
lost on me. I do love a goodHESUB 
baseball game, though, andKgfGjP 
Baseball 2000 certainly ranks mÊÉmm 
as one of the better ones. While it doesn’t 
have the graphics and sound of Triple Play 
or MLB, it does have great gameplay and a 
batter/pitcher interface that is easy for even 
the casual sports fan like me to use. 

Playstation 
Interplay 

So what the heil happened to 
sports developer and l’m not 
sure I should, having seen High 
Heat. While it held my interest 

can’t imagine 

these guys’ spines!? They all 

braces on. Aside trom the 
unusual player models, 3D0 
manages to put together a 
satisfactory baseball sim. h 

for awhile, _ 
playing it for very long. It’s nnt •:#« J 
as easy for me to make contact at the plate, 
as it seems to be for El Nino, but the batting 
is fun. The ridiculous player model (there is 
only one), makes everyone look like a Corky 
and the commentary is only so-so. _ 

High Heat Baseball 2000 
Playstation 

300 

Am I missing something? Admittedly, the mountain bik-H 
ing can be amusing, but thatHEDj||| 
is all I will admit to. 3Xtreme\^^SMi 
is another bloated Playstation H 
title that hopes to hide itspBnB 
major shortcomings behindLa_3f_i 
slick licensing and (no doubt) an annoying 

Sure, its predece- Gen-X ad campaign. 
sors sold well, but so did Frogger. If I 
never see another extreme sports game, it 
will be too soon (an unfortunate). 

SXtteme 
Playstation 

l’ve long been wondering w>ly 
the Playstation, with its hugeiWfeJ 
number of racing games, has||HM|^ 
never had a superbike racing MOifl 
game, aside from the excel-P^fKpBI 
lent Moto Racer and its fol-UÜmSÉqI 
lowup, Moto Racer 2— and even that had 
it interspersed with motocross. No dirt to 
be found here, ’cept at the edges of the 
Street. A very decent racing game, all 
around, and it’s about time. 

I’ve waited a long time for aCTjMBT: 
superbike racer on theQHLB 
Playstation and after seeingWjBjJ 
the mess that is CHRlm com-HE 
pletely prepared to continue 1 
my wait. Terrible graphics HBliH 
and a super poor frame rate destroy any 
sense of speed the programmers might 
have hoped to convey. EA needs to step 
back and take a good look at their titles as 
of late... I for one aint buyin’. 

Castrol Honda Racing 
Playstation 

Electronic Arts 

Si nee Gran Tu ris m o and Ridge HSPJp 
Racer Type 4 have pushed theHK^a 
benchmark a couple of sto-BKyjjkB 
ries, my jaded co-workersSR 
have scoffed at all that is notpVEj9B 
them. I am not as criticaI,L30eI1 
taking the position that Sports Car GT is 
like the working man’s Gran Turismo. The 
graphics and control aren’t as good, but 
still delivers a solid racing experience — 
and with cool European race cars! 

Here’s a game that takes tooMHHrv 
long to get into. The control[ïBPjbal 
just doesn’t teel right until you 
get some of the taster cars, and flpH 
by then, it’s just too late. TinyGnmyHj 
tracks, too; l’ve raced the HEËIsaÉ] 
Laguna Seca track in a lot of different racing 
games, but in this, it feels too small. Still, 
l’d call it an above average racing game, but 
in the over-populated world of Playstation 
racing games, that’s just not good enough. 

START 

Sports Car GT 
Playstation 

Electronic Arts 

It’s Psygnosis’ F1 without the {■MJIgl 
personality, which makes it a^ËMI 
gaming purgatory I want norag||ijB 
part of. With none of the flairSH^ 
of other racing sims out^akJB 
there, I can find no reason toL__IlL_J 
recommend this game for anyone other 
that Formula-1-heads. In UbiSoft’s 
library of gorgeous looking games, this 
stands out as the Plain Jane that no one 
wants to play with. 

Although the Playstation ver"fl|^HPV 
sion of Monaco GP is FAR[fBjfeJ 
superior than its Nintendo 641 
counterpart, this game is still 
a long way from being able toSpIKpB 
compete with Formula One.wlÈËÊEÊSi 
Plus, there are turns that were 60-70mph 
turns in F1, but here, they’re impossible 
over 20mph. The ease of setting up your 
car before each race deserves kudos, 
though it’s not enough to save this one. 

Monaco GP 
Playstation 

UbiSoft 

1M*r (foj Tennis is sorely lacking on theH 
console but this is not theHCi^ga 
answer. Boring players, boring y£3B§| 
backgrounds and boring 9ameMT~ 
modes (unless you considerpKgjn 
Bomb tennis a real hoot) makel .ür 1 
All Star Tennis- you guessed it- boring. 
The play mechanics are above average, but 
they fail to compensate for the other sub- 
par areas. Tennis is still sorely lacking on 
the console. 

Whoa... Another rare appear-BP'*”^ 
ance by everyone’s favoriteBL^pj 
dango, l’ve been waiting forev-BÉpilj^ 
er for a great tennis game and^Kg£§M 
this ain’t it. Playing tennis 
while avoiding bombs is some-HH^ai 
thing I expect from a Bomberman title. 
Graphics aside, this game offers nothing 
better that hasn’t been seen before in a ten¬ 
nis game. And since when does Michael 
Chang have a one-handed backhand? 

All Star Tennis 

UbiSoft 

’ 'Jw ÊÈlf. tëlkÊÊÏ • • Éfah 

'tïtfAfff June is a good time of the year. The 
baseball season is in full swing 
(and the Sox are doing just fine 

without Mo, like I predicted) while 
hoops and hockey are entering their 
most fevered times. Ray Bourque has 
broken the all-time goals scored record 
for defensemen and Dennis Rodman 
was booted off the Lakers (I predicted 
that, too). I only wish my predictions 
for my fantasy baseball team were as 
good... Tm in the cellar. What's worse, 
ECM is doing better than me and his 
knowledge of the sport is questionable. 

With the exception of Griffey, all of 
the year's baseball sims are out. On the 
Playstation, Triple Play edges out 
Baseball 2000 for top honors. Interplay's 
title, which held the crown for the past 
two years, didn't make as big an 
improvement as TP. In fairness, I can't 
crown All Star baseball the N64 winner, 
but I find it hard to believ that Griffey 
can outperform that giant. 

The next stop, fo me, is E3, where I 
hope to sample the many savory 
Dreamcast titles. EA Sports is playing it 
safe [lame?] and sitting this early round 

out. I guess their faith in Sega's 
|r new machine isn't as strong as 

^ ^ I would have thought- or liked 
for that matter. A Sega con¬ 

sole without its EA 
titles seems incom¬ 

plete. Oh well, 
| Visual Concepts 

^ ** ürC"' % have a football 
and basket¬ 

ball title 
that look 
gorgeous; 
not to 

* mention a 
* lïttle title called 

Blitz 2000, from 
Midway. This could 

be a very good fall for 
sports gamers... 

Until next time, don't 
play any "extreme" 

4% games and don't accept 
A ^ •• jj any packages from 

f:| Darryl Strawberry. 

£1 
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Available: Now 
# of Players: 1 -2 

j Developer: Interplay 
Publisher: Interplay For the past two years, Interplay's 

baseball sim (formerly VR 
Baseball) was my go-to game. It 

had an acute knowledge of the sport, 
as well as great gameplay and lovely, 
lovely stats (oh stats... how I love 
thee). This year, Baseball 2000 has 
made even more strides, continuing a 
solid, forward progression; which is 
more than I can say for some other 
franchises (ahem, MLB). 

To reiterate VR Baseball reviews of 
the past, this game exemplifies what a 
great baseball simulation should be. 
There is plenty of managing to be 
done, the Al never falters and — hal- 
lelujah — the base-running is actually 
competent! There's something that 
certain baseball sims can't seem to get 
right (we won't mention who, though). 
Both the fielding and batter-pitcher 
interfaces are intuitive and remain the 
game's strongest points. The depth 
allows skilled players to excel, but 
won't leave beginners behind. Don't 
expect a homerun derby every game 
either; these pitchers throw much nas- 
tier stuff than you would expect, and 
the player stat profiles stay true to the 
real-life players (in other words, don't 
expect Joey Cora to make a run for the 

homerun title). 
The problems that gamers had with 

the first two versions of this franchise 
were that it lacked the same audio and 
visual flair that made titles such as 
Tripte Play and MLB more fetching. 
Well, both problems have been 

Review 

addressed, but with mixed results. 
The graphics are greatly improved, 
making it as easy on the eyes as any of 
the competition. The motion capture 
is good, the player models are seam- 
less, and the frame-rate is nice and 
high. Then there is the sound. The 
first "talkie" for Interplay is only a mar- 
ginal success. The upside is that 
Baseball 2000 does have commentary, 
a facet sorely missing from previous 
titles. Unfortunately, the commentary 
doesn't sound all that good. The splic- 
ing of sentence fragments sounds dis- 
jointed, and the voice actor isn't believ- 
able. He always sounds excited and 
doesn't come off as being very authen- 
tic. There was a point, not too far into 
the game, when I wanted him to go 
away; I was beginning to miss the 
silence of W? Baseballs of the past. 
Almost as annoying as the soon-to-be- 
over-the-hill Olsen twins, although I 
miss their detective thrillers. Or even 
worse, that Curly Sue-wannabe "chan- 
neller" little girl from the Pepsi com¬ 
mercials (could Marlon Brando have 

sunk any lower?). 
That is my only beef, though. Interplay 

still makes a damn good baseball sim. 
The interface, the statistical depth and 
gameplay are exemplary. Many of you 
might still balk at a title without the 
many bel Is and whistles of a Triple 
Ptay, but it is you who will be missing 
out. Baseball 2000 deserves to be 
played. Now if they could just get that 
commentary right... EN 
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Developer: .366 
Publisher: 3DO 

Available: Now 
# of Players: 1 -2 While the developer Team .366 

fashioned their name after 
Ty Cobb's lifetime batting 

average (the MLB's highest ever), 
they're still batting .000 in the indus- 
try's "Show." High Heat 2000 is 
another entry into the ever-thicken- 
ing Book of Mediocrity which is chok- 
ing the sports genre. 

There is no one area of High Heat 
that stands out as being poor, but it 
fails to do a single 
innovative thing to 
separate itself from the 
growing pack of 
Johnny-Come-Latelies. 
With the exception of 
trademarking their 
own buzz word, 
TruPlay Al, there isn't a 
single facet of High Heat 2000 that 
wasn't stamped with the same cook- 
ie cutter that has been utilized by 
every other baseball video game 

Dodgers' Ebbet's Field and Polo 
Grounds. Now you can relive base¬ 
ball as it was played in some of the 
greatest fields in the history of the 
game... or you could play in the 

Astrodome. It would 
have been even better 
if they had gone and 
included some foreign 
stadiums, like from 
Japan or the 
Dominican Republic. 
That has yet to be 
done and would have 

gotten Team .366 some originality 
points. At least there's not a corn- 
field in... is there? 

The upside to this homogenized, 
play-it-safe angle is that the gamer, 
who gets stuck with this under the 
Christmas tree or is left with no other 
options while surfing the rental 
shelves at the local Blockbuster, will 
find that it is competent enough in its 
fundamental grasp of the game to fill 
his hours. Unfortunately, anyone 
who has played baseball sims before 
will definitely get that been-there- 
done-that feeling, ultimately leading 
to the question, "Why High Heat over 
the other Playstation baseball 
sims?" Why indeed. EN 

"...there isn't a single 
facet of High Heat 
2000 that wasn't 
stamped with the 

same cookie cutter..." 



Developer: 989 Studios Available: Now 
Publisher: 989 Studios # of Players: 1 -2 Review 
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■wo years ago this title made a less 
than impressive debut on the 
Playstation. The graphics were 

average, as were the play mechanics 
and features. There was no licensing, 
which wouldn't have been that big of an 
issue, if it weren't for the fact that the 
developers failed to use their artistic 
freedom in character creation. The play¬ 
ers were so generic as to render the 
game completely forgettable. 

Now there is an All-Star Tennis for the 
N64, and l'm wondering how to react. 
Do not confuse my listless attitude with 
a disinterest in the sport of tennis; it is 
one genre that is grossly misrepresent- 
ed on the console and needs due justice. 
All-Star Tennis, while able to fill that 
void, simply doesn't have what it takes 
to supply that justice. 

The motion capture and graphics seem 
incomplete. While the court and its 
players are above par, the crowd, line 
judges, and ball boys are as 2-dimen- 
sional as a Paulie Shore character. With 
such small environments to work with (it 
is just a tennis court) you'd think the 

whole area would be bustling with activ- 
ity... or at least 3-dimensions. Tm going 
to attribute this to laziness. 

This year's version is licensed but has 
few interesting players from the tour. 
Michael Chang is in there, as is Conchita 
Martinez, but with no Agassi, Courier or 
Hingis (or that Russian hottie that Sergei 
Federov is dating) the game still lacks 
personality. 

Playability has always been a problem 
for tennis titles, but All-Star does a pret- 
ty good job of overcoming the pitfalls. 
The racket contact area is fudged a bit, 
making volleying easier, and the back- 
hands and dives are responsive enough 
to wrangle in those hard shots. It isn't as 
intuitive as I would have liked though, 
and there isn't enough depth to make it 
compelling. 
All-Star Tennis '99 can be best described 

as incomplete. Developers should have 
jettisoned the license and gone the route 
of an arcade-style game, with special 
shots, over-the-top secret characters, and 
some beefy tourneys. There's always 
next year, isn't there? EN 

Available: Spring 
# of Players: 1 -2 

Developer: Smart Dog 
Publisher: UbiSoft 

Review 

I've got a riddle for you: What has bad 
graphics, bad gameplay and one of the 
most worn-out licenses on the planet? 

Well, if the big title on the top of this review 
doesn't give it away, then you must be one 
of the brain dead gamers who actually fork 
out dough for this drivel. What frightens 
me the most, though, is that there must be 
droves of brain dead gamers out there, 
because this franchise is a big seller! I fear 
for the future of this country... 

I really don't want to take a stroll down 
[bad] memory lane, but I must. The first 
installment of this "Do the Dew" 
extremer cash-run stunk up my 
Playstation three years ago. Back then, it 
was fun for about three minutes — the 
time it took you to realize that there was 
no depth or semblance of gameplay. 

Well, fast-forward to the present and 
me in the face with a frying pan. 

because l'm having a gnarly case of déja 
vu. The graphics are scantly better; the 
gameplay is intact (aaargh!) and the 
license is so threadbare that a homeless 
person wouldn't wear it. 

Play alone or with a friend, getting crazy 
on mountain bikes, skateboards and in-line 
skates. Perform a myriad of stunts, num- 
bering over 250 and hit those gates for 
extra points. There are 17 tracks to play as 
well as hidden characters and equipment. 
Almost sounds convincing, doesn't it? 

All of the extras (including the 17 cor- 
porate sponsors — since when is that a 
sell point?), in the world, don't make up 
for the crummy gameplay, which 
plagues this whole franchise. And, since 
they brought the comparison on them- 
selves, I will add that Street Sk8ter is an 
infinitely more enjoyable experience, 
with fewer superfluous options thrown 
in to hide the lack of game depth. 
3Xtreme is anything but. If you liked the 

first two, you will enjoy this (why, I have 
no idea), but for the Love of Pete, every- 
one else avoid this title! It isn't even 
worth a rental. EN 
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Developer: Funcom 
Publisher: TBA 

Available: 3rd Qtr. 
# of Players: 1 -2 Preview 

The graphics are sharp and, 
although a little blocky, look extremely 
smooth and colorful. The 3D engine 
also appears to have been finely tuned 
as it seems to run at a constant 30 
frames with minimal amounts of pop- 
up. There are also a number of unique 
visual effects such as real-time bike- 
and-rider lighting and semi-realistic 
rider animation. 

In all, there be will nine bikes to 
select from, including 125cc, 250cc, 
and a very man-style 500cc class. 

However, as the ver¬ 
sion I was playing was 
not complete, I found 
only the 125cc bike to 
respond properly. The 
tracks (at least 12) are 
also full of spectacular 
jumps and plenty of 
moguls on which to 

crash and burn (is that E. Storm I see?). 
Now, when it comes to realism, Tm 

probably not the best judge. You see, 
l've never actually ridden a dirt bike, so 
as far as I can teil, D.I.R.T is right on 
the money. Your rider can also pull off 
numerous stunts and modify his bike 
at the garage/repair shop. 

Although I still find dirt bike games 
among the least exciting titles avail¬ 
able (where did I put that copy of 
Irritating Stick?), I did find myself 
halfway interested in D.I.R.T. Get 
ready to stock up on the lava soap, 
D.I.R.T/s headed for a third quarter 
release. Fuiy 

In one hand you've got a dirt bike 
game and in the other you've got a 
fistful of rusted old razorblades. 

Which one would I choose... Eggo, 
you still got that box of Band-Aids? 

Ah, the life of a game mag editor — 
dedicated, shallow, and of course... 
willing to compromise. ECM: "FURY, I 
teil ya what, you preview D.I.R.T. and... 
Til let you keep your job!" Ya seefolks, 
Tm always willing to make compro¬ 
mises... nothing better than taking one 
for the team I always say, right? 

OK, so perhaps dirt 
bike games aren't all 
that bad (who am I kid- 
ding?), but believe me, 
l've been in no rush to 
make a return to the 
genre. In fact not since 
the good ol' days of 
Excitebike on the NES 
have I played a good motocross 
game... isn't that hard to believe, is it 
(especially with the likes of VMX 
Racing running around)? 

Then ECM throws D.I.R.T. at me, 
the new motocross game from 
Funcom's Ireland division. 
Somehow, in the midst of dodging 
car bombs these talented folks have 
actually managed to pull together a 
pretty interesting game, regardless of 
the genre. And, while it's true that I 
might not possess intimate knowl- 
edge of previous Playstation dirt bike 
titles, l've got to say that D.I.R.T. is a 
really nice looking game. 

"...not since the good 
ol' days of Excitebike 

on the NES have I 
played a good 

motocross game..." 

Playstation 



bikes really are! They're extremely 
light, require very little gas, and are 
faster than most any 
exotic car on the mar- 
ket. The only setback 
— if you eat it going 
150 mph on one of 
these "crotch rockets" 
you're toast... giving 
all new meaning to the 
phrase 'road rash.' 
Now, thanks to EA, you can drive 
like a speed demon and live long 
enough to teil the tale. 

Perhaps the biggest name in super 
bike racing, the Castrol Honda team 
is used to making this insane sport 
look easy. Their weapon of choice: 
the Honda RC45 — capable of doin' 
0 to 60 in 3.1 seconds. To give you 
an idea exactly how fast we're talk- 
ing, the McLaren F1 (the world's 
fastest production car) can't hold a 
candle to speed like that. 

Graphically, I just wish the game 
itself could deliver more of that sen- 
sation of speed. It suffers from an 

"If you're looking 
for a realistic 

super bike racer, 
CHSBR is your 
only choice..." 

gories... so much tor trying to 
impress consumers. 

If you're looking for a realistic 
super bike racer, CHSBR is your only 
choice... Don't you just love vari- 
ety? The Playstation can do bet¬ 
ten.. much better, and EA certainly 
knows it. With the PSY becoming 
more of a reality everyday, titles like 
these will soon be considered too 
"old school" for gamers to take 
notice any more. F 
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Reviews 

To be frank, I was scared as heil to 
pop this puppy into my PC. I 
remembered what Activision did to 

the Playstation version of C/V 2, and I was 
expecting the worst; especially when I 
heard developers talking about "change" 

EL NINO: He conquers 

WHO ENDURES. 

Developer - Activision 1-8 Players 

Publisher - Activision Available Now 

VlEWPOINT # 
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GameFan Exclusive Interview 
with producer of D0A2, 
Mn Tomonobu Itagaki!!! 

Our ace international correspondent, 
MetalJack, recently had the exclusive oppor- 
tunity to sit down with the producer of Dead or 
Alive 2, Tomonobu Itagaki, and discuss his 
current project, state of a DC port, and even 
some info on a new Ninja Gaiden title des- 
tined for consoles. Without further ado, take it 
away, MetalJack: 

Tl: Yes, aside from the waterfall stage, we 
have several different kinds prepared as 

| part of our real-time environment in each of 
| the stages. This will allow the player to 
g have control in real time, with no break in 
| gameplay. 

- GF: The original DOA featured a "Danger 
| Zone" setup outside the arena. Does DOA2 
1 have this feature as well? 

| Tl: The "Danger Zone" is part of our game 
| system, but that is not the only main feature in 
I DOA2. 

GF: I see... we saw a blonde woman on the 
elevator scene in some footage during the 
Amusement Showcase International '99; is 
she one of the new characters? 

Tl: Yes, her name is Helena. She is the 11th 
character in DOA2. That elevator scene is part 
of a movie sequence (real-time) that the play¬ 
er will see when Helena is chosen as the main 
character. 

GF: How does the tag match system work? 

Tl: The tag match system will probably be the 
most innovative fighting game feature in '99. 
The system we are integrating will probably 
eventually become a Standard for all tag- 
match systems. It will not be as simple as set¬ 
ting up a special button for switching charac¬ 
ters. 

GF: That sounds very promising. Bytheway, 
we heard that the game only uses one NAOMI 
board, is this true? 

GF: What do you think of the next 
Playstation? 

Tl: As with the Dreamcast, Tecmo is still con- 
sidering development for the PS2. So I can't 
comment on that either. 

GF: Hello, Mr. Itagaki, thank you for taking 
some time with us on this little interview. First s 

GF: Tecmo's English website recently had a 
survey asking if fans would be interested in a 
new Ninja Gaiden game. I heard that the 
results were very positive. What do you think? 
Is a new Ninja Gaiden a possibility? GameFan 
is very excited about it; we're all big fans! 

Dragon Quest VIII demo 
on Planet Laika? 
Gamers may actually get to experience e 

bit of Dragon Quest VII on their 
Playstation as early as this summer. A 
playable demo of Dragon Quest VII may 
be included in Quintet's upcoming RPG 
Planet Laika, which is slated for a sum¬ 
mer release in Japan. 

of all, in the AOU show footage, on the water- 3 
fall stage, we saw the character push the z 
opponent off a cliff into a pool below the i§ 
waterfall. Does every stage have something r' 
like this? 

Tl: Yes, we are only using one NAOMI board. 

GF: It may be premature to ask you this ques- 
tion, but has the development for a Dreamcast 
version begun? 

Tl: Tecmo is still considering DC development 
at this point so I am not in a position to com¬ 
ment further at this point. 

GF: Do you have any other games in devel¬ 
opment for the arcades? Will you be using the 
NAOMI board heavily in the future? 

Tl: I can't mention any titles yet, but we 
would like to actively use the NAOMI board for 
our future arcade titles. 

Tl: We've heard that a lot of fans in America 
are excited about it. We are currently in talks 
with the management for consideration. 
Suffice to say, there shouldn't be any technical 
difficulties. Based on our latest action game 
oriented technology used in DOA, we believe 
we can deliver the best product (ECM's Note: 
<gasp>, DC Ninja Gaiden...dare to dream!). 

Persona 2 to have two chapters? 
The sequel to Atlus' popular RPG, 

Persona, may actually be the first of two 
chapters, according to rumors in Japan. 
The second chapter, rumored to be 
titled Persona 2: Punishment) is sup- 
posedly in development and will be 
making its way to this continent later 
this fall. Meanwhile, Persona 2: Sin is 
currently scheduled for a June 24 
release in Japan. 

GF: Thank you very much. We are looking 
forward to see DOA2 in the arcades upon 
completion! Good luck with the develop- 
ment! 

Special thanks to Mr. Tsutsumi of Tecmo for 
setting up this interview. 

From Software Makes Some 
Additions to the Family 

Though they are currently busy wrap- 
ping up Frame Gride on Dreamcast, 
From Software has also leaked plans to 
add King's Field 4 and Armored Core 2 
to their growing line-up of titles — more 
next issue. 

Tidbits, Rumors, and Hot Info 

Capcom's monthly adventure 
Capcom will be releasing a new adventure 

game for the Sony Playstation tentatively 
called Adventure Next Wave every month. 
The first release will include 3 chapters: 
Kyuuko and the King of Thousand Devils, 
Tank Squadron Goes East and one which is 
untitled at the moment. 

Metal Gear Solid Integral 
Konami is currently planning to release an 

upgrade to their current Metal Gear Solid 
game entitled Metal Gear Solid Integral. 
The game will span three CD-ROMs. The 
first two will be the main game, and one 
new disk will feature a VR training mode 
with 300 levels. Konami is also planning 
these features: 

Sequels already?! 
Rumors state that Aero Dancing 2 and 

Shutokou Battle 2 for the Dreamcast are 
already in the early stages of production. 

Virtual On: Oratorio Tangram update 
Sega is currently hard at work with the 

Dreamcast version of Virtual On: Oratorio 
Tangram. They are attempting to get the 
game to run at a solid 60fps. It is sched¬ 
uled for a release this year. Rumors further 
state (take this with large amounts of salt) 
that Sega is re-working to include "more 
than 2 player support." 

Hideo Kojima working 
on a Dreamcast title 

The creator of Metal Gear Solid, Hideo 
Kojima is currently involved in a Dreamcast 
title. According to rumors in Japan, it is 
either a new Metal Gear title or the upcom¬ 
ing RPG, Reiselied. 

• Japanese or English subtitling 
• Adjustable difficulty level 
• A photo session event with 

Naomi and other characters 
• A mini-game for the Pocket Station 
• New Controls and weapon adjustments 
• Behind the scenes with the 

development staff 
• Trailers of upcoming events in the game 
• Costume changes 
• New enemy locations after finishing 

the game in certain conditions 

Metal Gear Solid Integral will be released 
on July Ist in Japan, at a price of 4990yen. 

Namco Announces Format 
for First PSY Title 

Namco has announced that their first PS' 
title will be using the traditional PlayStatioi 
CD-ROM media format instead of the cus 
torn PSY DVD-ROM format. This comes ai 
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Capcom's new adventure Onimusha 
Replace guns with katanas, zombies with 

samurai, mix for 60 seconds and what do 
you get? Capcom's Onimusha. Onimusha 

with 2D pre-rendered 
background a la Biohazard/Resident Evil. 
The game is set during the feudal era in 
Japan. The player will control a samurai 
warrior by the name of Akechi 
Samanosuke, and must rescue a princess, 
Yukihime, from the samurai army led by 
the infamous Oda Nobunaga. 

The scenario will be written by Capcom's 
very own Flagship. Flagship has been 
responsible for the script of Biohazard 2, 
and is currently writing additional scenario 
for the Nintendo 64 ver- 
sion of Biohazard 2. 
Popular Japanese actor, I 
Takeshi Kaneshiro will I 
be the model for the I 
Akechi Samanosuke 
character. Hïs voice, 
facial expression, and motion capture will 
be used. The Japanese Philharmonic 
Orchestra led by Mamoru Samurakouchi 
will be responsible for the music. He has 
worked as music director for Biohazard 
Director's Cut Dual Shock Version. 
Along with Dino Crisis, Capcom has half a 

dozen games of the same genre in devel- 
opment (if it isn't broke...). The release 
date for Onimusha has not been 
announced yet. Staytuned. 

a surprise move, and leaves one wondering 
what exactly this first title will be, consider- 
ing it will not take full advantage of the 
PSY's storage space. 

Namco has commented that the reason 
behind their use of the CD-ROM format is 
so that they can convert the game for the 
Playstation easily in case the PSY release 
would be delayed further. 

Will other developers follow the same 
route? Will this lessen the impact of Sony's 
launch? We'll have to wait and see. This is 
certainly an interesting development. using each character's special abilities, 

players can unravel secrets and mysteries 
as the game progresses. The map will be Preview: Koudelka 

Sacnoth is currently working on an RPG 
for the Sony Playstation called Koudelka. 
For those of you who have not heard of the 

software company, I 
don't blame you. Sacnoth is one of the new 
and promising software companies formed 
by several former Square staff members. 
The game will use 3D polygon models for 

limited to within the monastery but more 
than one event may occur at the same spot 
depending on what the character does. 

The CG movie sequences we have seen so 
far are very well done. As Koudelka 
speaks, her lip movements go along with 
her dialogue. Not even Square or Namco 

the characters and monsters on a 2D pre- 
rendered, CG background. 

The story takes place in a monastery in 
England during the late 19^ century. The 

player has control 
over three characters: a female gypsy, 
Koudelka lasant; a wanderer, Edward 
Plunkett; and a priest by the name of James 
O'Flaherty. 

Using several different items and small 
tools, players will have to avoid traps, fight 
monsters, and rescue people. In addition. 

have that much detail in their movies. The 
game is still currently in development, and 
Sacnoth has not given us official word 
when it will be released. But we are 
already very excited about it! 

"Hi, my name is Voldo, one of the 
happy miscreants reprising my role as the 
blind gimp-monkey in the upcoming DC 
port of Soul Calibur." 

Look for more on Namco's first of many 
(hopefully!) Dreamcast projects next 
issue, along with a legion of other DC 
exclusives including Blades of Vengeance 
and Star Trek: New Worlds. 

©Sacnoth V 

©Sacnoth 1999j 
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Dino Crisis (Capcom) — Resident Evil done Jurassic style! Here are 
some even NEWER shots of this awesome action game. With lifelike 
dinosaurs and some awesome weaponry, look for a full import pre¬ 

view of this game next issue. 

Rockman Dash: Toron Ni Kobun (Capcom) — Well, it's not exact- 
ly another MegMan game. Taking place in the MegaMan universe, 

this time you play as the baddies of MegaMan and what else do bad 
dies do but DESTROY EVERYTHING! Sounds cool to me! 

Macross VFX2 (Bandai Visual) — While the first one bit the big 
one, VFX2 looks like it could be a winner. Better Controls, and 
improved gameplay mechanics, combined with 2D anime cut- 
scenes, VFX2 looks to prove that Macross games can be good. 

GiïÊË 

Bgg* * * 

Mario Golf (Nintendo) — Ahhh... golf is such an easy-going game. And now, Mario and gang take out 
their woods and tee up on the greens. Look for this title next month. 

Last Legion UX (Yukes) — Sure, PSX might have Armored Core and the DC might have Frame Gride, 
but man, Last Legion UX might outdo all of them. Mech action/adventure glory for the N64! 

CHflBGE 
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HERE COMES ANEH CHALLENGI 

Hinden 
Hacers! 

Easy to mock, even 
easier to write off as 
a clone, but hard to 

put down, Square's latest racing 
game is poised to peck the eyes out 
of the competition like an angry 
chocobo. Definitely a niche title, 
Chocobo Racing will appeal to three 

types of gamers: Square worship- 
pers, Mario Kart fans, and young 

casual gamers. Like Bomberman 
Fantasy Race (the only competition this 

game has on the Playstation), Chocobo 
Racing is a fun, cutesy racer very similar 

to the immortal Mario Karton the SNES. 
The 'gimmick' behind this title is 

the cast of characters, whom previ- 
ously appeared in Chocobo's 
Mysterious Dungeon 2 and are sta¬ 
ples from the Final Fantasy uni- 
verse (e.g.. Black and White Magie 
users, Behemoth, Chocobo, Mog, 
Bahamut, and Cid). 

CR's Story Mode unlocks a new 
character every time you com¬ 
plete it. So far, we've discovered 
10 hidden characters, all of which 

were in previous Square games. 
Aya Brea from Parasite Eve, a first 

generation chocobo (the 8-bit ances- 
tor), and a cactrot are just a few 
secrets you can look for- 

ward to unlocking. 
The game's engine is not that 

great. It moves pretty fast, but also has 
problems with pop-up and texture warping 
(only on certain tracks). What it lacks in 
terms of engine, though, Chocobo Racing 
makes up for with fun. Expect a lot of 
laughs and gameplay that's just like Mario 
Kart... on the Playstation. 
\ In addition to selecting a unique char¬ 
acter, you can choose a special ability 
such as: Dash, Bundoru (Steal/Mug), or 
Barrier. This ability is available when the 
meter at the top of the screen fills. In 
addition to this, there are power-ups 
which you can drive over (e.g., Fire, lee, 
Lightning, Death Sentence, and Mini) and 
make more powerful by collecting more 
of the same type. There's also plenty of 
strategy involved in deciding which 
power-up to save, use, or steal at any 
given time. Fortunately, the game does- 
n't suffer from rubber band Al — where 
most attacks continually harass the 
leader, so you're safer being in 2nd place. 

Even though the Story Mode adds replay 
value, you do most of that unlocking in a 
single day's time. If you're not into two- 
player split-screen racing, then you should 
probably rent Chocobo's Racing before 
buying. Still, I had more fun getting 
through the repetitious Story Mode in this 
game than I did playing Ridge Racer Type 4 
over and over to unlock cars. 

Lastly, Square EAjust announced this 
game will be part of their E3 lineup. Expect 
to see a U.S. version early next year, along 

i Frontier 2. E 

"If you come here... You'll find 
me." Every time you finish 
Story Mode, a score is given to 
evaluate your performance. 
You'll then take that score and 
distribute the points among 
the stats of a custom character 
which you create and save to 
memory card. The second 
time you finish Story Mode, a 
mysterious stranger will chal- 
lenge you... it's Squall from 
FF8\ Race him on the special 
Final Fantasy VIII track 
(Galbadia Garden), cruising to 
the tunes of FF8's battle music. 
It's a tough race, but once you 
beat Squall, he's selectable 
(along with the new track and 
his Gunblade special attack!). 

Saga 

EGGO: My 

KINDA RACER! 

1-2 Players 

Available Now Japan :87 Score 

VlEWPOINT m t Developer - SquareSoft 

Publisher - SquareSoft 



Previews 

This preview is based off the Japanese final. 

Though I try to repress the 
memory, I can still 
remember that day... j.§K flggf 

The skies were blue, birds HHHHHF JH 
were singing, I strolled into 
the office, and ECM handed me Saga Frontier. Boy was I excited... "a Square 
RPG" — three words that get my gaming glands working overtime. With shak- 
ing hands, I popped in the disc and was simply amazed. What the &@*! was 

ghis? A hideous dinosaur which must've escaped the 16-bit era, Saga Frontier 
^had terrible graphics, tedious gameplay, and a marginal story. And this from the 
mhakers of the much-heralded Final Fantasy series? Needless to say, it left a bad 
taste in my mouth. So when I heard Saga Frontier 2 was coming out in Japan, 
I was very apathetic... until I saw the screenshots. 
Just look at this game! Not only is it 2D, but it's 2D done well... from Square 

no less. If the words "a Square RPG" got my gaming glands working overtime, 
"a gorgeous 2D Square RPG" has me drowning in saliva. 

In the past, l've hopped on the soapbox and 
'cried foul' about the death of 2D games. 
However recently, it looks like 2D gaming isn't 
quite dead, so I can get off the box... at least until 
someone mentions 'gameplay.' Anyway, Saga 
Frontier 2 is much more than just a sequel to 
Saga Frontier. It's an omen of potential great- 
ness to come. Because the Japanese version of 
Saga Frontier 2 didn't come alone, it was pack- 
aged with a playable demo of Seiken Densetsu: 
Legend of Mana. That's right, the next chapter in 
the Seiken Densetsu series is coming, and get 
this — it's 2D and better looking than SF21 But 
more on that later... 

The graphics in Saga Frontier 2 are 2D ali the 
way; not a hint of a polygon or a lens flare (OK, 
maybe a tiny ray of sunshine) to be seen. 
Character sprites (drawn from multiple angles) 
walk on 2D backgrounds, similar to those of Final 
Fantasy VII. And much of the gameplay in towns 
is similar to FF7: exploring the luscious envi- 
rons... in search of the door. But getting backto 
the graphics, this game is such a fine example of 
hand-drawn craftsmanship that, for a second, it 
made me forget the visual delights of Sega's 
Dreamcast. Call me crazy, but I think this game 
(and SD:LoM) can hang with Sega's 128-bitter in 
terms of visuals; that's saying a lot for a system that's only 32-bit. 

The previous Saga Frontier had seven main characters and was like playing seven 
mini-RPGs, each 10-20 hours long. Well, Saga Frontier 2 only has two main charac- 

EGGO: Deliver us to 

the Promised Land... 

Developer - SquareSoft 

Publisher - SquareSoft 

1 Player 

Available Early 2000 
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ters. I hope you weren't a big fan of that 'playing through the same story mul¬ 
tiple times' gameplay of the first, because it's gone. There are only two charac- 
ters to choose from in SF2, which is a good thing since it should cut down the 
repetition factor of the script. 

Battles are like SF 7, with large groups involved in random skirmishes. 
Encounters can also be seen and avoided in dungeons with a skillful sidestep or 
juke. However, I wouldn't run from too many fights, because leveling up is nec- 

essary, much like an old-school RPG. Characters also 'invent' new fighting tech- 
niques over time, which is always interesting — waiting for the next attack to be 
devised. It's almost like researching a new skill, which beats the ol' "Attack," 
"Attack," and lemme guess... "Attack" syndrome of Standard RPGs. 
Square EA just announced that they'll be bringing this game to the U.S., and it will 

be showcased as part of their E3 lineup. Unfortunately, it won't hit store shelves 
until early next year. By then you should be done with Final Fantasy VIII. E 
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Previews 
i Demo Disc of Seiken Densetsu: Legend of Mana included with SaGa Frontier 2! 

Ever since the original Tobal came out in Japan, Square has made popular the idea of 
packaging new games with playable previews of upcoming titles. Tobal had Final Fantasy VII, 
Brave Fencer had Final Fantasy VIII, and now Saga Frontier 2 has Seiken Densetsu Legend of 
Mana. Since neither Saga Frontier 2 nor Legend of Mana has been announced for a U.S. 
release yet, you're probably wondering why we're previewing both games. 

But first, a little history... A few months back, I read that Square was going to revive an old 
series of theirs this year, and it would rock the RPG world. While it isn't the much sought-after 
Chrono Trigger 2, the game they were talking about is Seiken Densetsu: Legend of Mana. The 

Seiken Densetsu series was very popular in Japan, with games appearing on the GameBoy and 
Super Famicom; while the only game we got Stateside was Secret of Mana on the Super NES. 

Chances are, if you're reading this magazine and owned a Super NES, then you played 
Secret of Mana. Well, after seeing the Japanese screenshots and playing the demo disc, 
I can safely say this is the Square RPG to look forward to this year (in Japan). Though it's 
crazy to say this, I consider this Square's reply to Enix's Dragon Quest VII, the only RPG 

series that can hang with Final Fantasy in Japan. 
Anyway, this game's got it all: stellar 2D graphics, fantastic characters, incredible artwork, and, for once... awesome music! 

Prepare to lose sleep over this one. Unfortunately, it's still a little early to hope for a U.S. release; there's been no announcement yet 
from Square EA. But when the game looks this promising, it's just a matter of time... right? 

Oh yeah, the other game 
that came on Square's 
Preview Volume 4 disc was 
Racing Lagoon, the first, 
and quite possibly last, 
Square Driving RPG you'll 
eversee. Picture this... the 
Square brain-trust is sitting 

around thinking how good their RPGs are. So what better way to make a successful Square game than 
to take a popular genre, and add RPG elements to it. If it worked for Tobal (a fighting game)... why not 
a racing game? Besides, who wouldn't shell out a few bucks for Final Turismo? So here we are with 
Racing Lagoon, a driving game with story. In the playable, the car's control was not good (no grip)... 
though this could be because it's the first car available and you have to earn the better vehicles. 

EGGO: The Phantom 

\Menace of Video Games? 

Developer - SquareSoft 1 Player 

Publisher - SquareSoft Available Someday (We Hope) 
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sounding game than Parappa the Rapper. 
Once you finish the seven levels in the game, you unlock the 

ability to play as Rammy (Lammy's evil twin), and Parappa. 
When you play as Parappa, the key commands and lyrics of the 
song change, and he performs his trademark broken rap ("May 
I help you?"). He's also much harder to play after you've got- 
ten used to the silky smooth sounds of Lammy's electric guitar 
(but at least Parappa can still improvise extra rhymes — "k, k, 
kick, punch, block, block, bl, block..."). 

The way the multi-player works is you can pair Lammy & 
Rammy or Lammy & Parappa in a co-operative rap or a versus 
rap-off... And while this mode is designed to add to the game's 
staying power, l'd rather play Bust-A-Groove if l'm going to 
compete with a friend. Still, UmJammer Lammy is a better solo 
experience. Compared to the original, Lammy isn't as good, 
but it's still miles ahead of the competition (except Bust-A- 
Groove), and is worth a purchase. E 

How do you top a hip-hop dog, a kung-fu onion, and some 
of the most Creative raps heard from that side of the 
Pacific? Well... you can't. It's nearly impossible to better 

a game as trend-setting, clever, and novel as the first Parappa 
the Rapper. 

Instead, what SCEI did was bring back the more popular char- 
acters from the last game: Chop Chop Master Onion, Joe Chin, 
Jet Baby, the bully and his Yes-man ("Shcram!"... "Yeah!"), 
and of course Parappa. They also kept that same wacky humor, 
created a bunch of new characters (Lammy the lamb, Cathy 
Piller, and Paul 'the wood' Chuck, to name a few), wrote seven 
new songs, and threw in a two-player mode for replay value. 

UmJammer Lammy's songs just aren't as good as Parappa's. 
They're not as clever or original, but they do have that toe-tap- 
ping catchiness which Iets them bury themselves deep in your 
head for up to 24 hours. At least Lammy's guitar sounds a lot 
better than Parappa's rapping. Because try as you might to get 
the timing down in the last 
game, his rhymes just 
wouldn't sound right — 
Frog: "In the rain or in the 

snow, I got the funky 
flow..." Parappa: "In ... r, 
rain... in, in... I got fun, 
flow... oh oh..." 
Thankfully, that broken rap¬ 
ping has been replaced by 
a singing guitar. Instead of 
words, Lammy speaks with 
riffs during the songs, thus 
making Lammy a smoother 

L O— 
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Publisher - SCEI 
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Available Now Japan 
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Cherished Memories 
Ah, the memories. Heading out for a 

long day of fishing with Dad. Sunlight 
playing off the pristine lake, laughter filling 

the air. Motoring out onto the lake and catching 
our fill of fïsh; skipping rocks as twijight 
descended; enveloping us in cool air. A magical 
ride home, planning how we'd regale Mom with 
tales of the fish we caught, and the 'ones that 
got away.' Yes, that was a time to cherish and 
something to remember forever... 

Of course nothing like that ever happened to 
me. No, fishing trips with my Dad more resem- 
bied something straight out of the twisted mind 
of horror savant, Clive Barker. Invariably, any 
number of things would go terribiy wrong, 
including (but not limited to): 1.) Dad getting a 
fish hook caught in his finger which, incidentally, was highly reminiscent of the closing minutes of 
Hellraiser 2 coupled with some of the more classic, expletive-ridden scenes featured prominently 
in Goodfellas, 2.) an Oscar-nominated role as breakfast, lunch, and dinner for a mosquito family 
numbering in the tens of thousands, or 3.) if I was really lucky, on the rare occasions when deep 
sea fishing was involved, 'chumming' the water with my own special gastric concoction (usually a 
brackish mixture of Coca-Cola, Twinkies, and Dramamine, mmmm...). Naturally, we never, ever 
caught anything (well, nothing that you could properiy term a 'fish'). But now is my chance (and 

yours) to 'relive' those memories you never had with 
......^ Sega's latest Model 3 port, Get Bass! 

SBFA 
Amateur Tournament Series 

Fishin' 101 
Obviously the goal in Get Bass! is to catch fish — lots 

of 'em; bass, to be exact. As with the arcade edition, 
there's a certain time limit in which you must catch a 
certain amount of fish (determined by weight). Lucky 
import buyers will note that the game displays weight 
in grams, not pounds, so all the metric-illiterate out 
there can go invest in some slide rules and abacus' to 
aid in the conversion process (Waka's head nearly 
exploded trying to do the math... not a pretty sight). 
Control is managed through expert (or not-so-expert if 
you're Eggo... the only fishin' this boy has ever done is 

' m@irr 
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in the frozen food section of the super- 
market for some Gortons fish sticks) ^ . I y, 
manipulation of the handy rod controller 
that is conveniently packed in. Depending on the fish, the control wilhvibrate more violently, the 
larger the haul. It doesn't give the same visceral thrill as tugging on th^fine in the arcade rev (near- 
ly yanking it out of the machine was always fun), but you'll know it wffen you bag a big one. 
| Along with the 'Time Attack' style of gameplay that comes■v^ffbeingï?ah arcade port, GB! also fea¬ 
tures a "Consumer Mode." This essentially extends the fiflrof the game immeasurably by adding 
a whole roster of anglers in a fish-off to the bitter end. Featuring morning, noon, and night fishing, 
he who catches the most fish (determined by weight, naturally) wins. Naturally the fish react quite 
differently depending on the time of day (at breakfast time, they're especially ravenous). Think of 
it as a 'season mode' such as you might find in any number of sports games. 

There was one slight problem with the gameplay: slowdown, anyone? It rears its ugly head at 
some very inopportune points. Case in point: l'm leading a massive bass (one that Jaws would 
think twice about tangling with) at just the right pace. A reel here, a tug there, and I think to 
myself, "just one more little twitch of the line, and he's mine!" and just as I execute the last tug 
on the line, the game slows down, screws up the timing, and Mr. Bass makes a bee-line for the 

deepest part of theilake. Talk about the one that got 
away... <ugh> lf the 'rod' actually had a rod, it would 

i m 
> i 

4 k ! WEIGHT Catchof the Day... or the One That Got Away? 
Graphically, this is the Model 3 edition, minus the afore- 

mentioned slowdown and some irritating clipping prob- 
lems. At times, fish will swim right through each other, 
complefely shattering an otherwise great day on the lake 
(in;, other words, kiss suspension of disbelief goodbye). 
Unfbrtunately l'm gonna chalk this one up to a rush job, 
much as was the case with a lot of the clipping and z- 
buffering problems in Sonic Adventure. When is Sega 
gonna learn that it's not how fast you get it done, but 
how well you do it...(at least that's what my lady friends 
teil me) [Eggo's note: ECM... and lady friends? When 
did this happen?]. All in all a solid job, but stil! rushed... 
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Reel 'Em In! 
Get Bass! is fun. Sure, you and your friends may 

scoff at first, but plunk down for a little quality time 
with this one and you'll be hooked as the game reels 
you in for some serious angling action (special, painful 
thanks to Reubus for the tons o' puns...<ack>). ECM 

Yet another Sega toy. 

If nothing else, Sega's Dreamcast may go 
down in history as the console with the single 
largest collection of 'necessary' peripherals. 
Thanks in part to some questionable game 
pad design, you need the Arcade Stick to play 
fighting games; for House of the Dead 2, nat¬ 
urally you need a gun or two; and for Get 
Bass, there's no way you're gonna enjoy it 
without the fishing 'rod' by ASCII . Since 
Sega seems to be going for ultimate realism 
here, I propose a couple of more add-ons for 
Get Bass, to complete the experience. How 
'bout the Virtua Cooler (for various and 
sundry beverages, beer included) and the 
Virtua Mosquito-ln-Your-Ear (it wouldn't be a 
day at the lake without half a million of these 
blood sucking fiends nipping at your flesh). 

illlll 
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is not a hint of slowdèwn... at all. 
ware and|^fpeom*f program- 
ming oummmf/ iJLMBHHÉ 

mapgnT, even 
lö supers, there 
to both the DC hard 

►JMRest 
There are, typicaïly, three types 
of fighting game players: the 
Tekken player; the Virtua Fighter 
player; and the Capcom player 
(SNK Note: the SNK player, like it 

. or not,, is a sub-set of the 
• Capcom category — let the hate 

of a drunken monkey (Wlka tan die: While it's importanl 
) this group — the morii<e$§ that djient of ti mi hg involved { 
ighter player rsmore apt to fit into precise as to allenate al 
antist/brain s u rg e o n /s u p e r-n e r cf degrees in geometry. 

VlEWPOINT # 

Score • 



good reason), but they still has honed over the years and meid itto a more vis- 
ccessibiiity coupled with the ceral, kinetid style of gameplay. Sure, some of you 
the hlrd-core gamer craves. may not be fans of the insanely high combos 
ttle more* Óver-the-top than attainable (Strider clocked ïn at 78 hits with one 
. series game|(X-/Wen vs. SF super-ënhanced Chain), it ceftainly raakes for some 
it's what makes^the 'play so vjsually-shocking battles. Ail you really need to 
Standard SF fightin^engine know is that if you were a fapb|vthe Vs. series of 

>com gimp§, you're in for one hel! öf a ride. 

Most arcade ratsLdon't realize 
it, but there have been two 

versions of Marvel vs. Capcom 
brought to market. There are two revi- 

sions of the game out there in the wilds 
of arcade land. The first rev featured a 
nigh-invincible Strider whose 
Ourorobos super was capable of 'tick- 
ing' a foe to death with extended 
abusë*(ticking, as any Dango-ite wijl 
teil you, is the 'art' of defèating foes 
through blocking damagë — turtles 
bewarek Thi$ was thankfully recti- 

;hortening the super in the second revi- 
general, in JalSflnoët combos were also 

mpIe, Captain Commando 
jpeatedly juggle a oharacter nearly to 

ond 
si on! 

Avenqers Assemble... ei 
Wreak... oh. nevermind. \ 

lonverqe... um. Warriors Capcom 

;Between the starting line-bp (Captain America, Ryu, Spid errman, 
Morrigan et al) and, the bench sqbad (Arthur,^Thor, Lou, leeman, 
eic".)rJyivC has the most motley crew of characters; thié iide of the 
Mos Eisley Cantina (well, maybe not that motley). Featuring some 
of the best of Marvel's extensive line-up of properties (along with 
some notab^o.missions: see "GafneFan Casts MvC //") and the 
reïurn of Wjafssic jbapcom €naracters to active status (Captain 
Commando and Strider(l) among them), this ië the main everit. 
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Chun-Li: "Gomen ne" 
Everybody's favorite Chinese super-heroine 
|s back (soon to reprise that role in SF3:3rc* 
êtrike) and she's as fast and tricky as ever. 
^Sdme nasty aerial raves (tied up with her 
ligttning kick) make for some serious dam- 

*ag<4 Her high speed doesn't make matters 
an^asier. 

humbë up, solpieri" 
mrite son returns for some shield 
jddy-bashin' fun — straight out 
es of a Marvel comic book. Hey, 
vyjflains wreaking havoc.icross 
'vhfen it's so much moreJNjiji to 

beat on your Triends'? We also; refer tS 
this as the 'X-Menlehool of comic wtitlng.' 

Captai 

RyÉ%/' K^doken!" 
CatóLri^2@v0rite son (at \mst until thme 
pushy,%nfenized membér^ftbe Resident 
Evil Btfgacle showi^É^jFthey^e worse 
than Teamsters, I teil ya) returns with the 
ability tö apelMjf&^ilimsof bóth Ken and 
Evil Ryu maknlg himjrron^ witlTwhichTp 

| be reckoned. Thankfully pnce the Keh 
| Contingen/figure# this o ut, |3-ap|ggg^wasr 
spared immensdridicule and^P^EhreafB4 
numerous petitipns from websites across 
the world. Jf 

Wolverine: "Rookie!" 
The X-Men's resident berserker returns, 
and is ferocious as ever. Replete with 
Superbast, mega-damaging supers and 
some pretty hefty chain combos, Wolvie is 
a force;.with to be reckoned. Couplp him 
with Strider and <snikt!> it's go-time, bub. 

^pwj^p^aplll^n%"\tafts^ anliL Swipes " 
^me^fa, tnis mJrks thè,3r^1ime Wejhead 
mas#made an ajbpejjjatice in^a Cjfpcom 
fighterT Whilé hislgyg of piay has 
(remained fairly consist8ftt''l1^a1erial|raves 
are a bit more difficulttooyj^oki|ue|o his 
Iffi^e sjgeed. Now ift^eM vps am 
Auntmfy s,yb-chai4ctef... if § 

Capjajn Commando: "Change Commando" 
Come to think of it, CC, in rriy opimShT is 
muct^eff^r s|itëd to the worJd'of one,-on- 
oop fffftting games. Why? jBecause his 
side-sQroll^g beat-'em-up elf ages^pasf 
Wa% lame (withla .cqpitaf'fc*). As a fighting 
game charta!,5h/s^üch betler suited to 
the bcutemy |f mefetfelt^ght (and who 
could forget nis gimlrjsj|jm taunt?). 

G Om bit: C moh, mon arm! 
The pdd thipg about G.ambit is that when 
the gbmputer plays him, he proves to be an 
extern efy difficult opponent |(Dafigbhead 
chalks this up to the CPU 'turtling' witft 

- u:JT\ -~ -! ü hi#). Ho^rever, if öffense is your gamè, 
ycfü'd best fook elsewhere. Due to the fact 
tjpt he can casfïirds at neajrly ahy point, it 
rfakes him more of a 'lay infwaitf character 
who can ^compëtefwith the more turtle- 
ieavy^fiöhters (Ryii specificallyj. 

"Let's rockli 
[jade giant ma|ps a rlfcurn appearance 
[hree flavors: jplëê, 0r|^ar»è;;pra||ge,j 

n character through entering some 
of arcane pad move me nts on the char- 
r select screen (Dangohead would be 
e than happy to educate you at: dan- 
éad@qamefah.com). Still slow as they 
ie. Hulk is for those of you who are 
e advanced fighters and aren't as 
3nt on chain combos (Strider andj 
yerine et ai) as others. 

One of beslat least in 'coolness' fabtor) is 
Jin, one ofjthe 'piiots' from Cyberbots (for 
those of you lupky enough to Have owned it 
on SS). While he's of questionable value 
(hard to chain combos)/he has the most 
spectacular/looking supers in the game, 
most of which jnyolve summoning a 
Blodia-type mech to do some Donovan- 
esque, god-summomhg damage. 



War Machine: "Yahoo!" ^ 
WhiIe Midway is stijl the I 
palette-swapped character, WD 
grey versioh (in PT colorè) o 
Most of his attacks resem bil 
IM's attacks^with sometweaks. 
hands, a highly destructivath' tionecP^ï^aracters are 

^hev star:wWie show, 
Capcom saw ffVto give 
cameos to an\even 
wider range of ficWes 
from both 

'-• ’ V~X\•- TSome, such as Psylocke 
and C^ossus, have 

acjflon in previous Capcom fighters. Others are ne^Thor, Lou, 
Rjrgqtten Soldier, etcr^H^keach act as pseudo-tag tea1h\part- 
pnd are each good for 3 lirrmed number of uses each roïind Morriaan Lilith ikuwayb" 

The sole playable character to make the 
journey from the DarkStalkers universe, 
Morrigan is yet another in a long line ol 
pseudo-Ken/Ryu clones. While she can gel 
the job done, she tends to be more of an 
easy access character for those that have 
played DarkStalkers and its ilk heavily 
(though this probably doesn't mean much 
in the States). 

ieFan 'Casts" Mar ^it hasn't been apnounced yet, but whenNa game takes arcades 
orm like MvCdid, youjao b^t therè(s some\prt of sequel lurkin' 

around Capcom. Fgj^youfperusêy, here^what tnVGF staff came ud 

with for the top-tdnchafacters we^UtUk tö^see in a Tpllow-up: / 

Thina: "It's CLQBBERIN' TIME!" ^ \\ \\ 
Think a slightly faster, flightly we^ei; Truik, and vójlav the Yancy 
Sfreeter could do some^|rious damfége. Bring in the >*est of the 
Fantastic Four as a pitstering%yperü f%|sonally speaking, t^e single 
biggest character-féversight in aH%the Caiicom/Marvel garfie^ 

The Norse god of Thunder made it in aisa s,db-charact|r in tl^e first 
chapter, but I need to feel the fury of the Mm unleasl^fed. Have the 
Warrior's Three tag along for a Captain ^mméndé-esqueïteam 
super and bring Bèta Ray Bill in as a sub-chaf^cfer. f 

sive amounts ol 
:<rt order. Worth 
each and e\ér> 

Silver Surfer: 1 \ JL 
OK, so he's so far beyond the power levelslof the other chafac- 

terS^ttaLit's alrpost unnerving. Then again, ctodn't the Tegular' 
heroeslKht Thanos at the conclusion of Mar\^h^perJ^eroe%? 
Come to Ihink of it, they could build an entire Marvel CosffimrJ^roes 
game basad around Galactus and co.%^ 

n Romita Jr./Frank Miller Daredevil would be hard- 
with his trusty billy club and he'd be ready to crack 

(having Êtpjftra as a sub-character wouldn't hurt, eithet). 

AfcH Angel: Reef hot jd^^woulGl be the best way to describe AA. 
SWoopirig across tlie «öT^^%;in|(ing razor-tipped death to his foes, 

fArc A^Épl would be a force wil^wrHch to be reckoned. Use his orig- 
mnal forrf|as a hidden character^hough he'd be a bit öf a pansy). 

‘edevil: 

Rockman: "Boku ni makasete" 
Rockman (or Megaman as he's known here) 
finally gets the nod in a Capcom fighter. 
One of Capcom's öldèstand orfijmally most| 
populaf cjiataütei^Ragain, bef o re those /?£§] 
guys showeS upand strong-armed him outl 
of town...nobto mention that 3D hasn't 
been ovefly kmd to our aging hero) is frlspj 
one of the most fun to play. Rush (his ffusty 
cabine pal) is always at his side and willing j 
to lend a paw, MM also plays host to one of 
the more spectacülar supers in the game as 
he morphs into a steroid-loaded version of 

Punishar: Hpw hard would it be tó fï|clude eve^ybody's favorite vigi- 
Wnte^^ftel all, he did star in his owiij|apcomappade game a ways 
bagk^Rolliig up in Microchip's truck w§b|d make for some interest- 
ing super/Sub-character action (along thek lines of Jin and his 
Cyberbot). KV. 

Blade: That's right, everybody's favorite yaènpire-killèf Star|ed life as 

! of the best of the earliest Genesis games (anc 
that) it'e time this£ub-ch ara eter graduated tc 
iphim with varioüs 'option' weaporis and hè,( 
fo^ome mano-a-mano aCion (include 2P a\ 

We begged, pleaded, kicked and screamed 
and Capcom finafly gave us Strider back... 
ip a fighting game. [ ÖK, OK, at least it's a 
start, right (I can say that without becoming 
|pvèriy upset becaule Strider Matting his 
e>wn sequel very so©n)| ^A^Jfftands, with 
the|exception ofipdssibly W^verine, he's 
thelbest charactlr inthe garml due to his 
quiöTness and dapnag^dealing capa,bilitiesM 

full-figmer stajt 
armegl to tn< 

ra palette swap) 

favprite lycanthröpic Night Warrior would 
thejCapcom line-up. Throw in a super that 
Jier erfatures of the night anü you're all set. 

embelthis guy? He's been out of wórk for 
3 b|st|hings that ever happened to Capcom. 
at in MyC II he'd get his own game 

J. Talbain: Everjbod1 

make^Pkeen ad®ion 
would includ||vartou; 



Dangohead's MvC Combo Primer 
When any gamer thinks of Capcom's Vè, series,t 
mind: combos. Whiê;fhe combinatiop \yslern:^q 
seem juvenile to tfle likes of the hardcore 5t 
Capcom is the most b^-lanced of the Vs, series. • 
vs. Capcom isn't without Lts fair share óf 40+ hit 
some new features added in Marvel Vs. Capcöm 
into these new features all the aipchjiinfanj s 
start getting lost in this multi-hitting marathon, 
on the job! 

To start off at the b; 
in previous Vs. game; 

iops into 
he game 
We/ vs. 
t lyiarvel 
hare are 
•M; Add 
fd you'll 
□ango is 

itions; 
TSjaffi 

Two-in-ones: The most basic combo, perform a norma 
move into a special move in one motion (i.e. Ryu's crouch 
ing Fierce punch into a Fierce fireball). 

fcïgfl standards 
the re are: 

M Marvel vs. Capöóm stijl, has alH 
o fill you newbies in on what cor 

Variabl 
Combinatioi 
-Supe 

Chain combos: Combos that consist of all normal moves. 
Chain combos always work from weakest strength of attack 
to*strongest (with a few excepttóns). There are three basic 
types of chain combos:Note: Ground QaaioJcombination 
types may differ from AirJfchain corrfbi^aföWtypes (i.e. 
Megaman's Ground type isStr^ng^lJ^Jne while his Air type 

l is ZigZag/HunterlypereieV 

system of combinaiïon att< 

ZigZagy 
chain e 

ype: This systei 
mal attackifcè** Roundhr 

;.o,mbination attack isJi 
hort, Strpng, Foryyafd, 

Strongest/Line Type:Th 
attack, and ends with tf 
or Short, Forward, Rou 

system orcöimbinatnan attack sjfcrts with the ^veakest punch or kick 
atrongest pun&a or kiclTattackmspectively (ie. Jab, Strong, Fierce 
Ihöuse). i J 

ue twö nevy^featufes that greatlj 
jations. Onefs^the VariablefÜr^as 
+ Fierce ïpudfóh + Roundhóuse 

j both characte^on a teap^c 
l/fight on tl|l screen. Wlweilis 
iet both chprfectei’enn a ccficertec 
ximum cpmoo tability, ^wj^car 
fert super moves that you wou ld* 
löiwith the VariabiaX^mbinatior 
riercé + ifcundhquse). y^rd final- 
trong punch + Forward Kick) car 
111hitstevenfcef oreNyöCstart youi 

the Hocü$ Pocus Section for 
ïcupe fantastic kpmbos! 

All of the. abovévcan happen eithe Jph the 
enable combos inlhe air, the target m Ïal move called a Launcher, which c; 

, followed up with an air combo. N 
up on the D-pad wil! automatically m 
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;in Standard 
bed into the air. 
opponent Jplo 

that önce the 

:er has a nor-^ yHal 
^immlciiate- ^yadd^i 
iply pressing / combi 

WÉ 
\ 1 
F vi T m 

e cömtosiJi^ gg'è 
qr^mb^t1 fat 1 
p Wielt off The 

ê 
fgroj 
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rHb,fecl 
m IfYKT? 

r\ ijnI 0 JK*,..." 
ml 
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Eggo's Counterpoint (a.k.a. Marvel 
i/s. Capcom From the Hard-Core 
Street Fighter Perspective) 
"After having to endure a blister- 
ing assault as to why Marvel vs. 
Capcom is the greatest thing since 
parallax, I gathered that it might 
be a good idea to give GF's resi¬ 
dent Street Fighter guru, Eggo, a 
chance to peruse MvChimself and 
present you with another side of 
it. Important to note, however, is 
that Eggo is more into your so- 
called 'hard-core' SFcontests; SFA primarily. That having been said, go easy on him... 

I've been playing in Street Fighter tournaments since the original SFII. That said; it shouldn'Tsgf; 
you that Tm not that thrilled with Capcom's Vs. series. I consider them the bastard children of Cëpcom 
arcade bread and butter for the past 10 years. Hard-core Street Fighter players look down on 
series as fleeting diversions — like those unofficial Hong Kong mods of Street Fighter whlctf let you 
20 heat-seeking Sonic Booms on screen at once. If you want to play a real Street Fighter, avoid anything 
with Vs. or "the Movie" in the title. 

Capcom is catering to the mass market by releasing games like this: full of dazzling special effects, eyë- 
searing flashes, and insane combos. The gameplay is not as 
solid as a real Street Fighter, but people are lining up at 
arcades to drop their quarters in to see the next tag-team 
super. The Vs. series is definitely an arcade success, 
probably because it's designed for the guy who's new 
to Street Fighter. Want proof? Look at how the inter¬ 
face has been dumbed-down over the years. A 
fireball and two buttons to do a super? Super 
motions should involve two scoops, double-sonic- 
boom motions, and most of all — dexterity. 

So here's Marvel vs. Capcom on the Dreamcast. 
^\m I excited? ...Mildly. It's the first 2D game on 
the DC, and as far as it being a Vision of what's to 
some... I'm ecstatic about the 2D potential of the 
Dreamcast. A Vs. game without loading and 
slowdown was but a dream in the 32-bit days, but 
now we're seeing a newer generation of titles, and 
games are actually making the leap from dark arcade 
to dark living room... with nothing lost in between. 

I appreciate MvC for being a Capcom fighter, for how it 
iooks, for what it holds for the future, and for the fact that 
it's sprites instead of polys (though Model 3 is awful nice to 
look at). It's a Dreamcast title which will sell consoles, over 
here or in Japan. But if I want to sit down with my buds for a 
:ompetitive match of Street Fighter, we're popping in Street Fighter 
Alpha 3 on the Playstation." 

Excelsior! 
So yeah, I 
Dccasion (I 
ng with 
best pa 
brings 
Cai 

^rgvery coj 
mcluded) 
w all J«ned< 
r fiahfinqK DC ws.fMaryBl figrwng «game 

to privé orpe and for all which 
pQrhfc universe iro 
Lir^l'm gonna^o v«itte«^Wizard 
fcgqfcne at jms time and say 

Superman; Captain America i 
/s. Batman...oh man, me lan- j 
boy in me is all/a-fliltter... I 
èqiqqle>. ECM I / 

ing in the past" can be fun, on 
'ouldn't recommend it when deal- 

however). But perhaps the single 
el *V$>Qapcom is the simple fact that it 

ome of the classic 
up with 

mie 
d 
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uch like that other Graveyard game this month 
(Magician Lord), Nam '75 was one of those 
early Neo Geo games that made me wish, 

for the first time in my life, that my mom was rich. 
But she wasn't, and needless to say I never did 
own a Neo home system. But I always had the 
arcade, and in the arcade, all classes were 
equaled out (well, as long as you had quar- 
ters, otherwise you were back to being 
poor!). Every day after school, like clock 
work, was Neo time. My time. 

I loved the early Neo games, especially 
Nam '75. The way it looked, the way it 
played, the way it talked... how cool was 
it the first time you heard the game say 
"Will I ever get out of this heil?" as the 
hero sprayed fire every which way? 
Remember how cool it was to waste bad- 
dies by the dozen? Then remember when 
Street Fighter 2 came out and suddenly the 
arcade wasn't the place it once was...? 

> V.. ' ■%/ 

Very much the 'Cabal' type of game. Nam '75 was 
extremely unfortunate to come out at a time when 
shooters were on the wane, and fighting games 
(again, SF2) took over. Also, the game was 
tough... really tough. Who knows, maybe after 

2P 
ROME OVFR 
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the cost of the system (back then it ran nearly 600 
bucks), plus the cost of the game (at LEAST 200 
bucks) it would've cost less to actually buy the 
game then it would to beat it in the arcade! But 
when a brand spanking new Genesis or SNES cost 
1/5 the price of a new Neo machine, there really 
wasn't that much choice. Many.would-be Neo 
owners looked elsewhere (I must admit, I was one 
of those who flocked away; did you honestly think 
was a 12-year-old with half a G? Yeah, right!). 
Nam '75 was a great game that never really took 

off the way it should have. Perhaps if SNK 
would've lightened up on the difficulty (a trait they 

H! RH 

/ 
would later make infamous with hor- 
rendously difficult King of Fighters 
bosbes...ugh, Rugal!), then maybe 
more people would've played it. But 
alas, the tact that the home version 
was so expensive also worked against 

it, so strike two on wait- 
ing for a cheaper way 
to play. Oh well, it hap¬ 
pens. With cheaper, 
comparable SNK ports 
happening all the time 
on the newer machines 
(especially the 
Dreamcast) mistakes 
like this will probably 
never happen again... I 
hope. Super Teeter 
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Believe it or not, there was time when 2D gaming flour- ; 

ished in an industry that has now almost completely ■ 
forgotten the beauty of the once-glorious sprite. Oh, 

how I miss those days when companies such as Konami, 
Capcom and SNK dazzled gamers (including myself) with 
gorgeous, hand drawn, sprite-based games that captivated 
audiences with their insane (in the day) levels of animation 
and characters that just simply redefined the word "cool." 
And what game better summed up this abandoned era bet- 
ter than Magician Lord? 

First off, the graphics in Magician Lord were, at the time, cut- 
ting edge. In fact, compared to the marvel of 16-bit (that's a 
joke!) ML seemed to me to be a technological breakthrough in 
video games... 24-bit baby! "Are you seeing this?"... that's 
what I kept muttering to my friends as we all huddled around 
the Neo cabinet at my local arcade. "Dude, look at that boss... 
it's huge!" And huge the bosses were, as well as intricately 
detailed and nearly impossible to beat, but at a quarter a pop 
(l'm sorry, but fifty cents is just a rip!) I wasn't going anywhere 
till I had beaten level one...<whew>, what a day! 

Easily though, my fondest memories of Magician Lord came 
with the ability of Elta (the Magician Lord himself) to transform 
(Altered Beast style!) into an array of awesome characters, 
including a ninja, samurai and dragon warrior, to name a few. 
Each new character was formed from a mix of multiple ele- 
ments (water, fire, and wind) that could be obtained by col- 
lecting black orbs hidden throughout the game. The dragon, 
for instance, could breathe fire, while the samurai had a mag- 
ical katana with which he could shred enemies. 

But it was the platforming elements in Magician Lord that 
made it such a stand-out title. The levels were 

5 brilliantly designed, with tons of nearly impos- 
ULJ sible jumps and an almost non-stop barrage of 

enemies to send to the nether-realms. How 
jJftA anyone managed to afford to play completely 

throu9h ML in the arcades is a mystery to me. | 
I personally opted to mow most of the lawns in I 
Southern California for a chance to own a Neo 

^ -jm Geo at home, and even then Magician Lord 
was still a challenging platformer! 
Almost ten full years later, ML still remains one 

of the best 2D games ever. In fact, my only gripe 
<* . * is that SNK never managed to produce a sequel. 

^ ">• So until then, l'll just be waiting here patiently 
éi t t (praying!) for ML2, Crystalis 2, a real sequel to 

imm—y- fr f Sengoku, Cyber Lip 2, Super 8 Man... Fury 

ifïpwrqTi 
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More than just "the anime section" - Anime, Manga, Asian Live-Action, J-pop, Culture, and all related products. 

Shidoshi's Guide to Anime Girls 
Belldandy 

Loving, caring, sincere, thoughtful, 
and a great cook. Downfall: you 
thought normal human girls were 
hard to please... 

Video Girl Ai 
Dedicated to your pleasure and help- 
ing your love life. Downfall: you 
thought it was tough getting a movie 
watched in its rental period... 

'Ooooooh. 

Thirteen years after Nausicaa ... a 
statement made about Mononoke 
Hime that means a great many 
things. Miyazaki has once again 
crafted a masterpiece, but Til let 
my coverage in this issue say 
more about that. You remember 
how a few years ago we were 

complaining that there 
weren't enough RPGs 

coming out in the US. Now, there's 
TOO MANY! Tm so far behind that 
it's not funny... as of my writing this, 
I have yet to sit down with Parasite 
Eve, Xenogears, Legend of Lagia, I 
haven't finished Tales of Destinyyet, 
and l've got like five or six more to 
look forward to in the next few 
months. [sob] I never thought l'd 
hear myself complaining about how 

many RPGs were coming out ov« 
here. A_A Well, I hope that yo 
enjoy this issue, I slaved over m 
little G3 for YEARS to make it. B 
the time Tm finishing up the ne> 
issue. Til probably have seen th 
Phantom Menace by then, so I' 
surely have something to say o 
that. And remember, Jem is trui 
truly, truly outrageous. - shidost 

Goods Showcase 
Chroma-Cels 
Once again, I bring you a look at the newest Chroma- 
Cel products from Ani-Magine, and this time, Tm 
pleased to announce the release of two cels 
based on one of my all-time favorite anime 
titles. Oh MyGoddessI Jeff over at Ani-Magine 
has been talking to me about the OMGI cels for 
what seems like forever now, and finally, after 
all this time, they're done, they're here, and 
they look great. l've got to say, and this could 

be from my obvious 
bias, that the 
Chroma-Cel with 
Keiichi and Bell-chan 
in the boat has to be the 

duced. In addition to the two from OMGI, 
two additional Sailor Moon cels have also 
been produced - one the familiar shot of 
Serena and Luna posing in front of the 

moon, and the other show- 
ing all five of the original 
Sailor Scouts. If that weren't 
enough, we're also giving 
you a peak at the next two 
DragonBall Z Chroma-Cels - 
one with a nice little group 
shot, and the other with 
some guy with gold hair on 
fire or something 
(Shidoshi says just to 
DBZ fans out there 

think these are good, just wait until yo 
see what else they've got in store. If yo 
think of what titles they haven't done ye 
and which title would be the most reques1 
ed among fans, you could probably make 
good guess as to one of their future title: 
A_A By the time you read this, unies 
something has gone horribly wrong, th 
new Sailor Moon and the Oh My Goddesi 
Chroma-Cels will be out in stores for you t 
purchase and enjoy, and the nev 
DragonBall Z cels should be arriving in th 
not too distant future. - shidoshi 

absolute best looking cel of 
the Chroma-Cel line yet pro- 

Audio Qelights 

rile up the 

[hehe]). Three hot summer titles 
for Ani-Magine to help strengthen 
their Chroma-Cel line, and if you 

SPEED: Moment 
J-pop * 

12 tracks • 1 CD 
Toy Boy / Avex Trax I 
Best Hits Collection [ 

l've been a fan of J-pop (Japanese Pop) for quite some 
time now, even with the strange fact that I probably 
wouldn't listen to the exact same songs if they weren't 
Japanese. [shrugs] As l've started getting 
more serious about the music and actually 
began to follow specific groups (no doubt 
due to my exposure to J-pop increasing 
thanks to my circle of Japanese friends 
expanding by about 1000% over the past 
months), one band l've really fallen for is a 
group of four girls called SPEED. While a 
few certain friends never fail to give me grief 
about liking them, the girls of SPEED are 
cute, likable, pleasing to listen to, and most impor- 
tantly, sing some damn good songs. Moment is a 
"best hits" collection for SPEED, and brings together a 

wide array of their hits and best tracks. Of 
course, two of SPEED's biggest hits, "Go! 
Go! Heaven" and "White Love" are includ- 
ed; White Love, which is still a top 
karaoke song in Japan, is actually included 
three times on the CD - the original ver¬ 
sion, the "Christmas Standard" version, 
and an instrumental version for hours of 

karaoke fun. Other tracks join- 
ing the gang are "All My True 
Love," "Body and Soul," and 
"Alive" (a song l've had on 
repeat far too often). 
However, without question, 
my personal favorite track on 
this one has to be "Kettaiya." 
This song is SOOO 
good that I cannot 

put it into words. I originally pur- 
chased Moment simply on my 
love for Alive, but once I heard 

Kettaiya for the very first time, I was pu 
into a strange trance-like state that l've ye 
to recover from. If it's possible in any wa 
to wear out a CD, mine will be so in tha 
very spot pretty soon. [hehe] If you'r 
looking for a good and varied selection c 
SPEED's music, this is definitely an albun 
that you'll want to own, as it's track listinj 
pretty much reads as a list of "must-owi 
SPEED songs". Or, if you're simply tryinj 
to get into the world of J-pop, this wouli 
be the perfect place to start. I wouldn't cal 
SPEED Creative geniuses as I might, sa\ 
Chara or the Brilliant Green, but there' 
nothing wrong with light, fun Japanesi 
pop - and at that, SPEED excels. - shidoshi 
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Manga. Snenn What's New in Print This Month 

Pokemon \ Pikachu Shocks Back 

40 pages 
Family ■ 

US Format 
Viz • 7+ I 
Monthly | 

Pokemon - the 
Japanese sensation 
hit the United 
States and instantly 
went nuts, captur- 
ing the hearts and 
minds of both 
American otaku and 

hose who have never even heard of 
hose cartoons called "anime." Well, it's 
io surprise that Viz picked up the rights 
o the manga, and so far, it's been seiling 
ut like nobody's business. The story in 
he manga version of Pokemon is quite a 
iit different, and I have to admit, I think I 
ke it better than the anime version. 

Characters and storylines are 
more developed, especially 
when it comes to Misty - she's 
more interesting in the way of 
character design and personality 
in the manga. The artwork is rel- 
atively simple, never overiy com¬ 
plex or artistic, 
yet capturing the 
look and feel of 
Pokemon and 
never dropping 
to an unaccept- 
able level. If just 
hearing the name 
"Pokemon" 

makes you want to beat Pikachu about 
the head with a baseball bat, the manga 
will do nothing to change your opinion. 
If you're a fan of Pokemon, however, I 
would definitely recommend that you 
check it out, and it's the perfect title for 
all of the younger anime fans out there. 
That is, of course, if you can actually find 
copies still in stock at your local comic 
market. - shidoshi 

Ranma 1/2: volume 13 
198 pages 

Kind of a funny 
story, actually ... 
when planning 
to cover both the 
Ranma 1/2 OAV 
and latest 
manga graphic 

iovel for this issue, I had no idea that 
hey both included the exact same sto- 
yline. Okay, so maybe it's not FUNNY, 
>er se, but I found it sort of coincidental 
unless Viz purposely plans the anime 
ind manga timing that way, in which 
:ase l'm probably sounding like a pretty 
>ig moron right now). Erm, anyhow, I 
hought it'd be an interesting chance to 
;ompare the two, and see if my old Rule 
t41 ["Rumiko Takahashi manga is 
ilways better than the anime version"] 
>till held true. 

lanma 1/2 volume 13 contains ... well, 
rtories about Ranma, his family and 
riends and enemies, and all of the kooky 
md wacky things that happen to them. 
Ne start the graphic novel off with 
tyoga travelling alone in the mountains, 
vhen he comes upon a strange old her- 
nit. The hermit, in exchange for food for 
lis hungry belly, offers Ryoga the chance 
:o be the "strongest man in the world." 
tyoga accepts the interesting offer, but 
s he ready for the price that comes 
ilong with such power? Next, Happosai 
nust deal with a rare and random act of 

Comedy • Viz • 11+ 
US Format • Graphic Novel 

01995, 1996, 1998 Nintendo, Creatures, Game Freak 

Tendo Dojo. Can Ranma, the worst card 
player in the world, win it back? 

kindness he showed two children a 
while ago when they search him 
out. They believe he is Santa Claus, 
and they have come to help Santa 
out in his duties and become his 
students. But since when did being 
Santa involve stealing panties from 
clotheslines and running off with¬ 
out paying for food? Can Ranma 
keep the children from being cor- 
rupted, and can Happosai deal with 
having such an act of kindness in 
his past? Then it's over to Kuno, 
who pulls a magie sword from a 
rock (A rock, not THE Rock, ya 
jabronie), and is granted three wish¬ 
es. Ranma and his father decide 
that if they can steal the sword from 
Kuno, they could use the wishes to 
remove their curses. Ranma hatch- 
es a plan to turn into his 
female self and go out 
on a date with Kuno, in 
order to try to steal the 
sword. But, of course, if 
Ranma actually got the 
sword and was free of 
his curse, we wouldn't 
have much of a story 
anymore, so his plan 
backfires at every 
chance it gets! Finally, 
the Gambling King 
makes his return, ready 
to stake his claim to the 

Even though l'm not a Ranma 1/2 fan or a 
follower of the series and its characters, I 
enjoyed the time I spent with this one. 
Rumiko's manga, more often than not, is 
really funny and easy to get into even ’rf 
you have little to no familiarity with the 
characters. And, seeing as how Ukyo, my 
favorite of the Ranma 1/2 crew, got 
prominent exposure in the Gambling 
King storyline, that certainly didn't hurt 
my opinion of this volume, [hehe] l'd rec¬ 
ommend the manga version of Ranma 
1/2 before I would the anime, and even if 
you aren't a Ranma 1/2tan to any degree 
(like me), you might still be able to get 
your money's worth out of the manga. 
Even if I couldn't care less about a major- 
ity of the characters, the humor is there, I 
laughed out loud at a few parts, and 
that's all I really asked for. - shidoshi 

■ | 

J think ANIME GIRLS 

©1999 Rumiko Takahashi / Shogagukan Ine. 

ARE BETTER THAN REAL LIFE ONES? READ OUR GUIDE TQ SEE HOW THEY MATCH UP 

AnimeFan rates each 
title reviews on a scale 
of A (excellent), B 
(good), C (average), D 
(poor), and F (horrible). 
Remember, a grade of 
C isn't bad, and only 
when a title starts get- 
ting into the D range 
should you start to 
consider avoiding it at 
all costs. For DVD 
titles, two scores are 
present, one for the 
anime itself, and the 
other for it's DVD pre- 
sentation. The DVD 
grade covers every- 
thing from image qual- 
ity to package to 
extras, so while a DVD 
may look beautiful, it 
could loose points for 
having no extras or 
other such issues. 

Guide to Ratings 
Codes 

We'll use this 
example: 

Sub I Dub 
VHS I LD I DVD 

Black: The title is avail- 
able in that format / 
language. So, for our 
example, the title is 
out in both Sub and 
Dub on VHS. 

Underlined: The ver¬ 
sion being reviewed. 
So, we're reviewing 
the VHS Sub versïon. 

Greyed: Not available. 
So, our title isn't out 
on LD. 

Red: Coming soon / 
planned. Our example 
title is planned for 
release on DVD. 

Send comments, let¬ 
ters, artwork to: 

AnimeFan 
6301 DeSoto Avenue 
Unit #E 
Woodland Hills, CA 
91367 

Or : 
shidoshi@gamefan.com 

A-ko 
Cute redhaired girl who saves the 
Earth quite often. Downfall: 
meeting the parents is SLIGHTLY 
more nerve-racking. 

Ranma-chan 
Cute, lively, and can beat up 
your enemies. Downfall: 
romantic bubble bath for 
two NOT a good idea... 

All Artwork, Characters and Logos ™ and © of their Respectlve Companles/Owners 

La Blue Girl 
Defends underworld from a 
variety of sex-crazed demons. 
Downfall: defends underworld 
from a variety of sex-crazed... 



Anime Drive In What's nlavina in anima this month 

Video Girl Ai 
Comedy/Romance • OAV • Viz Video • 13+ 

60 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD EaJH 

Yota Moteuchi - nicknamed "dateless." No parents ever 
around at home, no girlfriend to call his own, things are usu- 
ally pretty lonely for Yota. Not only that, just when things 
seem like they can't get any worse, the girl of his dreams, 
Moemi, tells Yota that she is in love with his best friend! 
Depressed, upset, emotionally weak, Yota wanders into a 
video store he's never seen before and rents a "video girl" - a 
girl on video tape meant to help cheer up lonely guys. Be it 
magie or fate, something goes seriously wrong, and Yota find 
Ai, the girl on the video, suddenly lying on his bed! Suddenly 
Yota isn't lonely anymore, but is having Ai in his life worth the 
trouble she brings? Yota is torn between his love for Moemi 
and his sudden attraction to the new girl, and Ai is torn 
between helping Yota in his quest to get the girl and her grow- 
ing feelings for him. With one month before Ai's video runs 
out and she ceases to exist, will the two be able to help Yota 
rid himself once and for all of his nickname, or will their quest 
fall away due to their feelings for one another? It took FAR 

Kniqhts of Ramune 
Comedy/Hentai • OAV • Software Sculptors • 16+ 

60 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

City Hunter: The Movie 
Action/Comedy • Movie • ADV Films • 15+ 

90 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

too long for Video Girl Ai to make it to the US, but thanl< 
fully it's finally here - l've been wanting this one for quit 
some time, and have been reading the manga religiousl 
since it started it's US run. I was, I have to say, a bit dis 
appointed with the first episode for a number of reason: 
it jumped back and forth between flashbacks, which ma 
be a bit confusing for those who haven't read the mangc 
and the story was horribly compacted and quickenei 
over the manga. However, come the second episode 
things got a lot better, and the anime settled into a pac 
which does the story far more justice. This may be ai 
older title, but it's top quality in everything from art t 
animation to it's soundtrack. This is another wonderfi 
classic anime that all otaku should experience, and 
you've been reading the manga in Animerica Extra, thei 
you'll certainly want to check this one out. - shidoshi 

It's the future, and sadly, the galaxy has fallen into it's 
required state of chaos and near destruction. The time 
has come for two Holy Virgins to be chosen to go and 
seek out the Champion of the Galaxy, the great Fourth 
Warrior Ramune. Cacao (the spunky and energetic 
one) and Parfait (the quiet and intellectual one) are 
those two very girls of purity, and they find themselves 
being blasted into space to seek out and serve under 
Ramune. But when they find him, he's not who they 
expect him to be - instead, he's a cold, cruel, tyrannical 
villain bent on crushing anybody or anything that 
stands in his way under his boots. Cacao and Parfait 
are now faced with a moral decision - disobey their 
entire reason for existence, obeying the Fourth Warrior, 
or do as he bids and help him in his evil plan. Deciding 
that they must stop him, the girls end up teaming up 
with a spirited orphan named Lemon, Cacao's "spiritu¬ 
al advisor," and a giant mecha that they end up "bor- 
rowing " from Ramune. The small band or rebels must 
stop Ramune and his plans for destruction, or the 
entire universe will bend to his will. 
I can't remember the last time l've changed my opinion 
about a title so drastically while watching it as I did with 
Knights of Ramune. A while into it, I had all but written 
it off as mindless banter with a great deal of elements 
taken from pretty much anything you couid think of 
[Macross, Gundam, Dirty Pair, Star Wars, Maison 
Ikkoku, MegaMan Legends, etc.). And yet, once at it's 
end, I came to see it as light-hearted fun with a great 
deal of elements from pretty much anything you couid 
think of. If, like many silly anime comedies, you don't 
expect much going into it, you might find yourself real- 
ly enjoying it like I ended up doing. By it's end, I want- 
ed to see more, and l'll most definitely check out the 
next volume. I wouldn't call it a strong, unquestionable 
hit comedy the likes of Tenchi Muyo or the Slayers, but 
it's still worth your time none the less. It's only big 
downfall is that it is HEAVY on the "mature" side at 
times, and while hardcore hentai fans might not think 
there's enough, it's far naughtier than your average 
comedy. I couid do with it not having so much adult- 
ness to it, but I guess that's how it goes. - shidoshi 

*Huh? Radio? 

Is it just me, or are there no "bad-ass hardcore" anime char 
acters anymore? What I mean is, years ago, we were givei 
Golgo 13, Kenshiro, Cobra, Captain Harlock, and City Huntei 
Who has come along recently? It seems like the only time w< 
have such characters come around nowadays, it's just th< 
older characters being given new movies or OAVs. Hrmm 
Well, with the other big guns of the anime world getting thei 
shots in the US recently, it was only a matter of time befon 
Ryo Saeba - aka "City Hunter" - made his way to the US, am 
he's come in the form of City Hunter: the Movie. Ryo is hire< 
by a famous celebrity to find her long lost brother, around thi 
exact same time that strange events begin to occur all arount 
downtown Tokyo. As Ryo gets deeper into the case, piece: 
begin to fall together into a much larger puzzle. A man whe 
calls himself "Professor" has come to Tokyo for one specifii 
reason - City Hunter himself. Ryo must now not only protec 
his cliënt, an entire city, but also himself as well. City Hunte 

was a title that l've known for a lonc 
time (thanks to the wonderful worlc 
of "screener tapes" that used to gc 
around the US anime underground) 
but this was my first chance at get 
ting to see an entire show all of the 
way through (and in English to boot) 
Ryo is your typical lovable leach, tak 
ing breaks from hitting on womer 
now and then to actually do a bit o 
work, all while his partner Kaor 
beats him senseless with an endless 
amount of anime-brand mallets. The 
movie was done with a nice style 
and flair, and I couid totally see this 
being a live action movie starrinc 
someone like Jackie Chan (er, wait a 
minute...). There isn't a lot that you 
haven't seen before here, but it's a 
better telling of the suspense and 
"loose cannon detective saves the 
day" tale than many before it. Sort 
of like Lethal Weapon starring Jim 
Carrey. - shidoshi 

... What's with that radio?' 
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lot jenocyber: Legend of Ark De Grande 
Action • OAV • US Manga • 13+ 

60 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD_ 

he world falls to ashes, the Genocyber slips into slumber. 
lankind survives, and 300 years later, a new civilization built 
n peace and happiness has arisen from the mins. But the 
leals of the city are false creations by the rich and powerful, as 
lost suffer dismal and worthless lives in poverty and misery. 
wo young lovers, Ryu and Mei, come to the city of Ark De 
irande, in the hopes that they can find someone who can 
ïturn Mel's sight. But soon they find themselves caught up in 
ir more than they expected, and when all seems lost and Mei 
iars for Ryu's life, she awakens the soul of the Genocyber, 
rho returns to bring vicious judgement once again to all 
lankind. NI be honest with you, l've never seen an episode of 
i&nocyber before, so I can't teil you how much this storyline 
onnects to previous ones (and Tm guessing the confusion I 

had while watching was because of this). LoADG was a I 
more artsy and story-driven than I was expecting from an 
anime based around a robotic being bent on destruction, 
which both surprised and relieved me. Where I thought I 
would just sit through it and pray for it to be over, LoADG 
held my attention the entire time and won me over in car- 
ing about it's characters. Another positive point, to me, 
was the art and animation style, which is done in a style 
that Tm very fond of (it's hard for me to explain the exact 
style, but it's very close in look to things like Lain, Darkside 
Blues, and Birdy the Mighty). There were times when 
things slipped up a bit or showed a bit of roughness, but 
overall, they story, pacing, mood, and atmosphere created 
all came together rather well, and made me like a type of 
anime that I might normally not give a second glance to. 
l've got to say, if all of Genocyber is like this, I might have 
to go back and catch up on what l've missed. Not for 
everyone, but a pretty cool little show. - shidoshi 

tanma 1/2: Tattoo You 
Comedy • TV (2 eps) • Viz Video • 9+ 

65 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

/hat price would you pay to have a wish fulfilled? That is the 
uestion Ryoga must face when he is given the "Mark of the 
iods" by a strange old hermit. With the mark on his stom- 
ch, Ryoga becomes the strongest fighter in the world, easily 
efeating all that challenge him. The only problem is that the 
ïark comes in the way of a ridiculous looking tattoo in the 
hape of a silly face! Fearing what Akane might thing of him 
she sees the mark, he asks Ranma for help, hoping that 

anma will be the one to finally defeat him, thus making 
yoga's mark disappear. Ranma swears to defeat his rival, but 
e finds that to be far easier said than done. When comparing 
ie Ranma 1/2 anime to the manga, I have to go back to what 
ve always said: Rumiko Takahashi's titles are better in their 
riginal manga form than translated into an anime. Even 
iough this anime version of the whole tattoo story is virtual- 
! identical to it's manga sibling, the manga, at least to me, just 
andles the story and site gags better. My problem with the 
nime could be, and this is just a theory, that Rumiko's humor 
i funny when it's one-panel scenes, but when you take those 
ame jokes and stretch them out into a scene that takes a cou- 
le of minutes, it's just not the same thing. We've seen it 
iany times before when popular comic strips go from print to 
nimated, and that's what I think the case is with the Ranma 
nime for me. For many of you out there, the Ranma anime 
ï a central factor in your life, and it's honestly not a bad little 
omedy series (the cast needs to be trimmed down by about 
alf, though). However, for me, if I get the sudden need for a 
ïanma 1/2 fix, l'll stick with the manga. - shidoshi 

Vlaster of Mosquiton 
Adventure/Comedy • OAV • ADV Films • 13+ 

60 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

riaho is a woman of the world - strong, brave, she travels the 
iarth on adventures looking for ancient treasures. Above all, 
lowever, is one that she wants to obtain more than anything 
the O-Part. It is said that the one who acquires the O-Part 
vill find eternal life and beauty. Inaho, following in the foot- 
teps of her grandmother, makes her way into the family 
rypt which has been sealed off for years. Inside, Inaho finds 
/losquiton, the vampire warrior who was the servant of her 
irandmother, and his companions Hono, the master of fire 
ind Yuki, the ice princess. Now that she has her own little 
irmy, Inaho's plans of finding the O-Part begin to burn with 
>assion, and she drags her new companions off to Shanghai. 
wo years later, a mysterious pyramid suddenly appears in 
.ondon, and Inaho is sure that it is the key to her finding the 
)-Part. So off they go to London, but more is waiting there 
or them than they expect. There are others who want the 
)-Part for themselves, and of course there are those who 

All Artwork, Characters and Logos ™ 

Fist of the North Star: voi 2 

want to make sure it doesn't go anywhere. Can Inaho 
find eternal life through the power of the mysterious 
artifact, and can Mosquiton keep her from getting killed 
while she is doing so? Inaho is sort of the Lara Croft of 
the anime world, and the interaction between her and 
Mosquiton is absolutely hilarious. The whole idea of the 
relationship between Mosquiton and Inaho really makes 
the series interesting: while most of the time he is her 
grudgingly willing servant, his "evil" self that he 
changes into in times of need actually wants to kill her 
and steal her power. So, Inaho is forced to kill him 
before he kills her, and then must bring her back to life 
(all while Hono and Yuki, who do like Inaho, also want to 
see her taken out so that they don't have to listen to her 
whine anymore). Damn intriguing situation this creates, 
and makes the show even cooler. Everything else about 
Master of Mosquiton is quality, from the luxurious music 
to a dub that's really stellar, which back up the character 
to craft an unquestionably awesome show. I really can't 
wait for future episodes - ADV secured themselves a hot 
title here folks. - shidoshi 

and O of thalr Rospectlve Companles/Owners 

Action • TV (3 eps) • Manga Video • 16+ 
75 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

Fist of the North Star... hmm, it's been a long time sense 
l've watched or read anything on this series, and I have 
only one thing to say about it - old school! The visuals 
are, well, looking a little dated, and the character designs 
are, uhm ... oh heil, they just plain look antiquated. Even 
with that said, there is still a lot of love that must be 
shown for this show. I mean, anybody who is anybody 
that calls themselves an anime fan should know what 
Fist is. There's a lot to be said for the consistency that is 
present in each episode - you know, the usual plot. Boy 
meets villagers, boy saves villagers, well of course not 
before one of the big bad groups of motorcycle riding, 
mace toting, village pillaging, wise cracking, mohawk 
wearing youths puts their wasted skills to good use on 
some helpless villagers. Of course, this is all done just to 
show you - the paying customer - that this artist doesnt 
like to pull punches in an attempt to deliver you a sick, 
twisted. Mortal Kombatian (can I use that word?) experi- 
ence. Anyhow, if you've watched the movie (which, if 
you havent by now, you should lose your anime watch¬ 
ing privileges), you may notice that the voice overs arent 
up to par with the movie, and in some cases are quite 
comical. In any case, Fist of the North Star the series is 
at least a must rental, especially for the anime fan who 
enjoys seeing things blow up reeeeeeeal good! [evil 
snicker] And, before I go, next time you meet with 
native of the Land of the Rising Sun, just say the famous 
words, "Omae wa mo shinderu." - Maurhe Williams 
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PUP C.nnneatinn Anime - ultra hiqh-qual digital style 

Pokemon: Sisters of Cerulean City 
Anime DVD 

Pioneer/Viz • 3+ 
VHS I LD I DVD 

Family • 
75 min 

TV (3 eps) - 
• Sub I Dub 

Anime 

Battle Athletes: go! 
Anime DVD 

Action/Comedy • OAV • Pioneer • 13+ 
60 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD B+ A- 

Anime 
All the hard work, all of the training, sacrifices, and hardships 
that the athletes have endured are about to come together in 
a grand climax - the final race for the title of Cosmic Beauty. 
This will be the time when the winners are separated from the 
losers, but some out there want to make sure that certain peo- 
ple end up as losers. Can Akari find the strength she needs to 
win deep inside her, the drive to live up to the ghost of her 
mother, and the skills to keep herself safe from those who 
want to see her lose? A great ending to a great series, Battie 
Athletes never pushes itself to become a classic among anime, 
but what it does, it does quite nicely. I enjoyed BA all of the 
way through, and Tm glad that I saw it. 

show as always (I just need to take a small Pokebreal 
After reading the manga, though, I wish the anime bas* 
itself a bit more around the print version. 

DVD 
Misty... a Pokemon gym leader? It seems that if Ash wants his 
second gym badge, he'll have to battle against his companion 
first. Yet once he gets past her, he'll have another challenge to 
face - a trainer of wild Pokemon that's build up an army of pow- 
erful beasts. Can Ash not only defeat his opponents, but sur- 
vive the endless tactics of Team Rocket as well? I've got to say, 
my liking of Pokemon has lowered a bit lately, simply because 
I've seen so many good anime titles recently that the "same 
basic idea every show" formula gets old rather quick (I even 
found myself yawning a bit during Magical Project S, a title I 
usually love). Pokemon is good, if lacking in creativity some- 
times, but die-hard Pokemon fanatics and kids will dig the 

This is, as usual, the typical bare-bones Pioneer DVD tran 
fer - no extras, minimal chapter stops, flawless image qui 
ity. Basically, it does the job (the TV series done with bt 
ter image clarity and color quality), and that's all I really a 
for from a Pokemon DVD. However, if you're adama 
about having any and all of your DVD titles including goo 
ies and nifty menues, you'll be disappointed. It's nice ha 
ing any anime titles on DVD that you can get, so even 
Pokemon isn't the most deserving title for the DVD tre< 
ment around, or if it doesn't gain a whole lot from the di 
ital format beyond image quality, l'd rather have it join tl 
rest of my collection than not have it at all. - shidoshi 

DVD 
I had a bit of a heart attack while watching this one, as tl 
subtitles weren't close to what was being said 
Japanese, and the timing of them was so off they we 
hard to follow (reading subtitles with no voice speaking 
just weird). Then, of course, I noticed that I had it on tl 
wrong subtitle track, and I was watching the dubtitl* 
"captioning" titles. [hehe] Whoops. Anyhow, I have litt 
to speak ill of here, except for maybe the DVD mem 
which are slow to navigate, both in comparison to mem 
for other anime DVDs and for the fact that there's litt 
going on onscreen. Beyond that, it's a typical Pione 
high-quality DVD job all the way. I popped in the first vc 
urne of the Battle Athletes TV series on VHS when th 
one ended, and almost feil over from the difference in pi 
ture quality - I just took the DVD quality for granted whi 
watching, I guess. - shidoshi 

Mononoke Hime 
Drama • Movie • Studio Ghibli • 13+ 

133 min • Fansub I Fandub • VHS I LD I DVD 

What you're looking at is what will hopefully be a regular (or 
as regular as possible) section in AnimeFan from this point 
on. While I don't have the room to give wondrous coverage 
to import titles (leaving that to the actual anime mags out 
there), I do want to do my part to let people know about 
anime they should be looking out for, or to make the US pub- 
lishers aware of titles they should really be looking into. And 
yes, I know the name "Non-US Anime" stinks - it's just a 
placeholder until I can think of a better name. A_A 
NI let you know right now, Tm not going to review Mononoke 
Hime - the copy I saw was straight Japanese, no dub or sub 
of any kind, and with a movie like this it would be a crime to 
review it without totally understanding the dialog. So, 
instead. Ml just talk about it. Mononoke Hime is the latest 
release from the mind of Hayao Miyazaki, the man who was 
also responsible for Nausicaa, My Neighbor Totoro, Kiki’s 
Delivery Service, Laputa, and many more (not to mention the 
man to whom I have built a shrine in my home). It became 
the number one grossing movie in Japan of all time when it 
was released, beating out the 15-year reign of E.T. (only to go 
on to be beaten out by Titanic, of all things). Not only did it 
make money, but it cost money as well - $24 million dollars 
(doublé the cost of Aldra) and used an amazing 144,000 cels 
of animation. Mononoke Hime has been compared to 

Nausicaa many times, for good reason: this is said to t 
the movie that Miyazaki wanted the Nausicaa anime 1 
be. The folly of mankind, the destruction of nature, tf 
revenge of animals against man - all major points of tf 
movie. A young boy, Ashitaka, goes off to search for tf 
cure to his curse, which has come to him from a god di 
ven mad by rage. He finds a bitter war going on betwee 
humans and the creatures of the forest, and in the midd 
of that is San, a young girl who was raised by wolve 
Ashitaka and San must then come together to try to brin 
peace back to the land, and keep both sides from destro' 
ing one another. Currently, the US release, which is bein 
handled by Miramax, is slated for July 9th, and is expec 
ed to hit a selection of 1,000 theaters around the US (wil 
a wider release possibly coming soon after). Mononol 
has been given a rating of PG-13 by the MPAA, and n 
part of the movie will be edited or cut by either Disney < 
Miramax. The English script has been handled an 
smoothed out by Neil Gaiman (of the Sandman com 
fame), who has said that he's worked very hard to bot 
stay true to the dialog and feel of the original Japanes 
story, while also making the dialog flow and sound bett< 
and more natural than a straight translation. A sub ve 
sion IS coming, so don't worry, but it will more than lik* 
ly only be the English dub version hitting theater 
Horribly small coverage, I know, but l'd do more if I ha 
the room. Either way, this movie is WONDERFUL, an 
you can not, can not, CAN NOT miss it when it hits oi 
shores. Now bow to him, damnit! A_A - shidoshi 

All Artwork, Characters and Logos m and © of thalr Respective Companlas/Ownars - San and Nausicaa: tha ULTIMATE anima tag team 

-US Anime. Great anime straight from Japan 
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You know... the news. 

Reyplutionizes 

thaMovfes 

Kunihiko Ikuhara, 
Utena's director, has 
made a few interest- 
ing statements 
about the film. "We 
intend to precisely 
show the relation- 
ship between Utena 

and Touga that went mmomwvu mo ic.cvio.uu 
series. This will be a film no children can see [due 
to content]. I want to show the kinds of sins that 
people struggle to carry." 

1 Alpha Goes Anime 

Not many details on this one yet, but Capcom 
officially confirmed recently that an anime based 
around their Street Fighter Alpha fighting game 
series is currently in the works. This new anime 
will make the third official anime based on a 
Street Fighter title, following Street Fighter II: 
The Movie and Street Fighter II V: TV, and joins 
Power Stone as being the second new Capcom- 
based anime title announced in recent weeks. 
Little is currently known about the new SFA 

anime, such as who it will be based around or 
what kind of style/art/animation it will have, 
but Capcom did say that it should see release 
in Japan sometime this summer. 

Japanese animated feature (Anime) title 
digitally edited into vignettes. 

Officially titled 
"Shoujo Kakumei Utena: 
Adolescence 
Mokushiroku" (Girl of 
the Revolution Utena: 
Adolescence 
Apocalypse), this 

new movie based 
around Utena and 

her world is set for 
release this summer 

in Japan (tentatively in August). Not a lot is cur¬ 
rently known about the plot, but one fact that is 
know is that it is not a direct sequel to the televi- 
sion series. Instead, it will be a sort of "parallel" 
world, where many aspects of the television 
series are still present, but in different ways, and 
the final outcome of the movie will be new and 
original. As well, it is said that the movie will be 
far more surreal and mysterious when compared 
to the TV series (which was already quite surreal 
and mysterious in its own right). 

Opinions have been mixed 
about the previous Street 
Fighter anime attempts, but if 
the Nightwarriors OAV series 
is any indication as to the type 
of quality we can look forward 
to from the SFA anime, then 
Capcom fans everywhere 
should be in for a real treat. 
(Just so long as my Rosé is done 
right and gets some good screen 
time! A_A) 

: A Second Showdown 

What is known is that the movie will center 
around the unfulfilled love between Utena and 
Touga, and the event they shared in the past that 
still effects their futures even to this day (the 
story is said to begin at a point where Utena and 
Touga meet again after a few years). One other 
factor known, and this is where things get a bit 
strange and confusing, is that there are now 
TWO Utenas - one male and one female. As well, 
character designs look to be changed a bit, most 
notably Anthy (who 
has a more "elegant" 
look) and Utena, 
with her hair and 
bangs looking slight- 
ly different this time 
around. 

On the heels of that announce- 
ment, information has also been 
released on a second anime OAV 
series based off of Samurai 
[Samurai Shodown in the US), 
ular weapons-based fighting game. A joint 
project by SNK, Enix, and Pioneer LDC, the 
two-part OAV will be released this Spring in 
Japan, with the first volume coming to both 
VHS and LD on May 25th, 1999. The anime will 
be based around the game Samurai Spirits 2 - 
Asura Zanmaden, which was the second 3D 
Samurai Spirits game released for the Hyper 
NeoGeo 64. For any Samurai Spirits fans out 
there, like me, who saw the first anime based 
on the series, one has to hope and prey that 
this new release will be no where near as bad 

as that one was. 

Pioneer Mixes Music and Anime 

Miami, FL, Winter Music Conference -- 
Platinum / Intersound Chairman CEO, Steve 
Devick, and Pioneer Entertainment President 
Yosuke "James" Kobayashi, announce a part¬ 
nership to release 'Animetronic' a visual inter- 
pretation of music, that blends previously 
unreleased electronic music tracks with top 

Intersound, a leading electronic musi 
label, will handle A&R responsibilitie* 
handing over each track to Pionee 
Entertainment where animated footag 

will be artistically edited into vist 
al tapestry set to the puls 
of some of electronics' bes 
dance music with pristin 
image and sound quality 
Grammy-nominated artis 
Diasuke Hinata, fror 
Hyperdisc, who will con 
tribute a track to this concep 
tual album, conceive 
'Animetronic' and brought th 

two companies togethei 
Format wise, the digitall 
mastered DVD will be ii 
Dolby Digital (5.1 sur 
round) with a specie 
interactive menu leadin 
to a multi angle cli| 
(alternative clip fo 
same songs), specië 
artist interviews, traile 
footage, and produc 

tion notes. 

Character designs for 
the OAV are being done 
by Nanase Aoi, the 
artist who handled 
character designs for 
the first Asuka 120% 
Burning Fest fighting 
game, and who also 
was the Creative force 
behind many Nakoruru 
and Rimururu goods 
released over the last 
few years to Market 
Gamest stores in Japan 

by Shinseisha. The only character designs 
shown so far are Nakoruru, Rimururu, Shiki, 
Haohmaru, Galford, and Asura, and it's unsure 
what cast members beyond those will be 
showing up for the fun. As well, no informa¬ 
tion is current known about what seiyuu will 
be involved in the project. 

Through this agreement. Pioneer wil 
release and distribute the DVD and VH! 
product, while Intersound / Platinum 
with proven track record in electroni 
music, will manufacture and distribut 
the CD soundtracks. In joint venture, botl 
companies will supply funds toward 
marketing and promotional efforts with ; 
global reach in mind featuring ampli 
cross-promotion, including and MT> 
"Road Rules" tie in. 

More Guests EXPOsed 

The Anime Expo staff recently announce< 
the addition of Hiromi Matsushita to thei 
line-up of Guests of Honor for the upcom 
ing Anime Expo '99. Mr. Matsushita ha; 
worked in the anime industry for a lom 
time - his extensive list of credits include: 
animation director for many well-knowr 
projects, including Sailor Moon, the origi 
nal Vampire Hunter D, Guyver, and SI 
Gundam. Mr. Matsushita also served a; 
animation director for the televisior 
series Granzort, the original Wataru, anc 
Wataru 2. Other Guests of Honor includc 
Mari lijima, best known as the voice o 
Lynn Minmay, Hiroyuki Ochi, who servec 
as the creator, director, and charactei 
designer for the Armitage III OAV anc 
motion picture, and Sachiko Kamimura 
known for her work on character design* 
for City Hunter and Heroic Legend o 
Asrlan. Anime Expo '99 is being held fronr 
July 16th to the 18th in Anaheim 
California. For more information, checl< 
out their website at http://www.amme 
expo.org/intro.html 

- shidoshi 
All Artwork, Charactars and Logos ™ and O of their Respactiva Companlas/Ownars 
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lutlaw Star Anime Village 

Uid you were expecting... Shidoshi? Well, the mail- 
an took a wrong turn at Albuquerque and, wouldn't 
>u know it, somehow a preview video of Outlaw 
‘ar ended up in my hands. And since I wasn't busy 
iarpening my skills at VOOT, or saving the general 

)pulace from the dangers of weak-sauce arcade 
imes, I sat down and spent some quality time 
ith this anime. And while l'm not an anime psy- 
io like Shidoshi, I was 
ghly entertained with 
ie 'buddy-buddy' 
Limor of this wacky 

;i-fi adventure. 
The story revolves 
ound Gene Starwind, a 

lercenary who performs 
isks such as repairing 
shicles, bounty hunting, 
id bodyguarding. 
igether with his teenage 
imputer-whiz sidekick 
m, they take up a body- 
uard job that, at first, 
ïems like an easy payoff. 
owever, they soon get caught up in a mess with space 
irates, magic-wielding commanders, and other 
ireats. Along the way, they also gain the help of some 

owerful, and cute, female companions. 
The animation is really good, considering this is 

ased on a TV series. Directed by Hongou Mitsuru, bet- 
»r known for the famous Crayon Shin-Chan, this anime 
as sharp details and quality animation. The spaceship 
esigns have a "wasp-like" shape, while the characters 

range from the spiky-haired, rough natured Jim to 
the Chinese-ghost-like wizards. But what really 
pulled me in was the humorous and exciting story, 
which is an odd mix of western, Science fiction, fan- 

tasy, and high adventure. 
Outlaw Star is a visual delight, but its story is 

what will win you over. You have Gene Starwind, a 
mercenary wishing to travel the stars, who holds a 

childhood secret. 
There's Hilda, a secre- 
tive, veteran outlaw 
who has no fear of 
death... but also no 
value for life. And of 
course, you have 
Gene's sidekick, Jim 
Hawking, a wisecrack- 
ing teenager who, 
when not scolding 
Gene for his womaniz- 
ing, is always there for 
support. 

The story moves in 
weird cycles — devel- 

oping slowly at first, then exploding in a rush, and 
then slowing down again before you can digest all of 
what happened. And it's this constantly-shifting- 
speed plot that kept me interested, up until the 
cliffhanger ending. But alas, while I would like to 
continue on with Outlaw Star, NI leave that for 
Shidoshi next issue... unless of course, that same 
mailman takes a wrong turn at Walla Walla, 

Washington. <crossing fingers> - Dangohead 
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Welcome to the pages of cheats, 
codes, and hints galoreü! Upon „ 
these leafs you will find all the 

assistance you’ll need tor the hottest 
games today. Not satisfied? Need help | 

on another game? No problem! If you 
need codes or hints on any game, 
mail to GameFan, or email I 

hocuspocus@gamefan.com. 
Now, travel with thy controller in è 

hand, to a place where » 
cheaters prosper... 

GXTV! 

VIEWPOINT GAME 

OF YOUR CHOIEE 

POCHET GAMEBOY 

1-YEAR 
SUBSCRIPTION 
TO GAMEFAN 

MWNTEST 
GXTV is the world’s first video game TV with hyper- 
amplified sound and graphics. Enhance the thrill of 
gaming with adjustable speaker doors, stereo surround 
sound and a 15-watt sub woofer. Plus, the intense 
screen graphics will make you teel like your head’s 
right inside the game. GXTV is also a 181-channel, 
13” stereo TV with two A/V inputs, stereo headphone 
jack, backlit remote control and tilt/swivel stand. So 
whatcha waitin’ tor? Send in those codes and maybe 
you can win one of these GXTVs tor yourself! 
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TJTAN 

Enter the following as your name: 
Hotrod - unlock all cars in test drive and versus modes 

Bigoven - Have English speaking cops on all tracks 
Flash - Phantom Bonus Car 

Whirly - Helicopter 

Dashboard View 
Select any mode, select a track, then when you are in the 
car screen, as soon as you hit Race, press Up + Triangle + 

X. Hold these buttons through the loading screen and 
once you see the game scenery, release the buttons. • HELP ■ OPTIONS 

Playstation® Nintendo0 

IJ -’J-'UÜ JJÜ3 
SS Ljju., iijjJiijJ iryffjT.y. 

UÜ^i£TZ/esü-77«r / latent Pemiluu /• AU ris 

After The Glovz! Bef ore The Glovz ••• 
Your game hands gettin’ tired and sore? 

Blistered and worn thumbs? 
Looking for better controller grip? 

Then it’s time to slip into some comfy 

GameClouz™. 
Lightly padded thumb 8 forefinger design |e| 

fend off the nemesis numb thumb! 

includes Shipping 6 Handling 



UmJammer Lammy Marvel vs. Capcom 
Play as Onslaught 

/mwm 

Gold War Machine 
5 Super Finishes, 2 of which have to 
Variable Cross (having both team mei 
beis on screen). 

mmtwi 
What a treat! After you beat the game with 
Lammy, go to the Select Level screen. You 
should see some Parappa candy pieces. 

To play as Onslaught, you must first suc- 
cessfully defeat each of the secret char- 
acters in Arcade mode, and then save 
them by going into the Options screen. 
O nee you've unlocked all six secret char- 
acters, Onslaught mode will open up on 
the title screen. 

To fight each of the secret characters in 
arcade mode, you must satisfy certain con 
ditions bef o re you fight the seventh team. 
Each of these conditions are listed below, 
but you cannot continue, have a second 
player join in, or have one of your partners 
defeated in a fight: 

Lilith Morrigan 
3 Super Finishes (any kind) 
Completely use up Helper for two roiind 

Select them, and you'll be able to play 
Parappa. And no, he won't be playing a gui- 
tar, but he'll be rapping! Two games in oneü! 

First off, to enable the Debug codes, you 
must first enter this code at the map 
screen. The easiest way to do this is to fin¬ 
ish the first mission (which is a training 
mission) and once on the map screen, 
enter the following code: 
R2, Tri, R2, Tri, Cir, down, Squ 

Orange Hulk 
3 Super Finishes (any type) 

Shadow Lady 
12 Super Finishes, 4 of which have to be 
Variable Cross Finishes (having both team 
members on screen). 
Completely use up Helper every round 
Get the first attack each stage 

Onslaught Moves 

First Form: 
Sentinel Bombers - Any button 
Sentinel MP + MK 
Headram - d, df, f + K 
Magnetic Tempest d, df, f + P 
Hyper Gravitation f, d, df -r P 
Eyebeam d, df, f + two punch buttons 
Super Level) 
Magnetic Shockwave f, d, df + two kit 
buttons (1 Super Level) b£i 

Second Form: 
Claw attack - Any punch button 
Sentinel Bombers - Any kick button 
Eyebeam - d, df, f + P 
Rushing Claw d, df, f + K 
Super Eyebeam - d, df, f + 2P 

The words "Cheats Enabled" should appear 
on the screen. Once this is done, enter the 
following commands for the Debug Codes: 

Red Venorn 
12 Super Finishes, 4 of which have to be 
Variable Cross Finishes (having both team 
members on screen). 
Get the first attack each stage 

V'w&SMM 
survival 
TRA INI N£t 

wiv fy&S, t C V jëT 

ONSLAUGHT 

Debug Level Select 
R2, Tri, R2, Tri, Cir, Squ, down. Tri, up, right, 
left, down, up, LI 
Story Select 
R2, Tri, R2, Tri, Squ, Cir, down, Tri, up, left, 
right, down, up, L2. 
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ONSLAUGHT Roll 
5 Super Finishes, 2 of which have to be Variable 
Cross (both team members on screen). 
Completely use up Helper for four rounds 



Marvel vs. Capcom 
I o mbo Special!_ 

Here's a little taste of the combos we've got for this great game. / 

Stay tuned next month for a full-blown combo spectacular done by yours truly. 'DlVi 

Beginner Combo — Wolverine Ground Siashing 

Wolverine is an excellent character to start your combo craziness. This combo is a great one for beginners 
as it combines the basics of chain combos and a two-in-one into Wolverine's Berserker Barrage X. 

Press Forward kick 
again for the fifth hit 

before... 

.You unleash a two 
in-one into the 

Berserker Super. 

Bash them with a 
Standing Forward 

kick. 

Next, chain a Slash the victim with 
Standing Short kick. a Standing Strong 

punch. 

Start the combo, 
with a Standing Jab 

punch. 

Intermediate Combo — Captain Commando Basic Training Aeriid 

The timing for the first two hits may vary depending upon your opponent, cuz size does matter when it comes 
to combos. Otherwise, this is a good combo to practice multi-hit jump-ins with a dashing combo. 

ST 

1SS5R 

Start the Air Rave 
with a Standing 

Roundhouse kick. 

Then chain Standing 
Short kick for the 

midsection. 

Quickly dash in and 
connect a Standing 

Jab punch. 

Still in the air, chain 
a Fierce punch right 

before landing. 

Jump to your target 
hitting with a Strong 

punch early. 

ïïTFKT 

.IHtffelÜ 

End the flurry with a 
fiery Captain Flame. 

Chain the Forward 
kick to the keep the 
enemy in the air. 

Smack down your 
foe with a Strong 

punch. 

Continue the air 
combo by connect 

ing with a Short kick. 

Jump up to meet 
the lackey with 

a Jab punch. 

Advanced Combo — MegaMan's Beat Plane Fury 

You need to charge Megaman's Mega Buster for at least 5 seconds and then, you have to perform parts of the combo 
with the Fierce button held. This combo works best in the corner and your Super Meter needs to be at least at Level 1 

mm 
Chain a Short kick, 
while still charging 
the Mega Buster. 

Jump up to the 
target and connect 
with a Jab punch. 

Launch the foe 
with a Standing 

Roundhouse kick. 

Now, dash in 
with a Standing 

Forward kick. 

First off, hold Fierce Still charging your 
punch down for at Mega Buster, exe- 

least 5 seconds. cute the Leaf Shield 

While still in the air, 
perform the Beat 

Plane for lots o' hits. 

www.gamefan.com 

Release the Fierce 
button for the Mega 

Buster. Then... 

Now, fire off the Leaf 
Shield, and while it's 

hitting the target... 

Give 'em a boot to 
the ribs with a 
Forward Kick. 

Slug the airborne 
opponent with a 
Strong punch. 
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Syphon Filter 
Strategy Guide Part 3 

mies with a gun, go into the shack right 
next to you and grab the Gas Grenades. 
You'll come to love these babies a lot. 
Now sneak up on the two guards without 

In the continuation from Part 2, we move • them seeing you and toss a Gas Grenade 
to a series of missions that happens to be : at them to take them both out. When the 
this dango's favorite. Larger levels, cool l green gas has dissipated, grab their 
weapons, and cooler bosses (though • weapons and move in a Southern direc- 
slightly ripped from another game's • v- 
"Chopper" boss) are just the cream filling : 
as the story takes a major plot twist. But : 
enough of that, on to the missions! • 

BUNKER 

behind around the corner and head shot 
him as he passes. Now set the first C4 
charge at the fuel tank and move west 
into the new area. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
BUILDING- POWER 

PLANT 

Rhoemer's Base 
Objectives: 
1) Plant C4 charges at 5 fuel tanks 
2) Eliminate Garbek and collect cardkey 
3) Reach missile bunker 
4) Disable power to motion sensors 

tion. You'll come upon a guard walking 
on a catwalk above with a searchlight 
probing the area. Head shot the guard on 
the catwalk, and shoot the searchlight — 
walking in the path of a searchlight will 
immediately sound the alarm. Sneak to 
the left side of the wall underneath the 
catwalk and look into the next area. To 

When going into the new area, watch 
out for the searchlight right above you. 

This is one of my favorite missions for 
two reasons. One: the level design is 
cool, and two: this mission allows for 
some interesting freedom. While it's best 
to use stealth and head shots in this mis¬ 
sion, if you ever get detected and the 
alarm goes off, you can still finish the 
mission. However, guards will be coming 
at you in waves of 3 or 4, so while it's 
entirely possible to finish this stage when 
the alert is on, it's very difficult. the Southwest, another guard is on an 

elevated position right next to a search¬ 
light. Use the sniper rifle to take him out, 
but don't worry about the searchlight 
next to him, as it is facing away from him. 
Move into the new area and head for the 
stone slab to your right. A guard will 
appear, so duck ^ _ 
behind the stone 
slab and wait for 
him to pass you 
before you head 
shot him as well. 
Now, you'll see the 
first fuel tank ^' 
located here (la) but don't set the explo- 
sive yet. To the east, you'll see a guard 
patrolling the entrance to the bunker. 
Head shot him and walk underneath the 
stone structure but don't walk out to the 
area yet. Lian will contact you and after 

At the start of the missions, you'll find 
yourself behind the back of a truck, and a 
guard will be walking away from you in 
Southern direction. There are two guards 
in the immediate area, both of which will 
stop their patrols at the other side of the 
truck. Instead of trying to kill both ene- 

The best way to take it out is to move 
south up the ramp after the light passes 
f-z —--. you and then shoot 

1 it. You'll also see a 
' guard directly 

south from you, so 
give him a head 
shot. Move south 

’V' . J past the entrance 
of the bunker (you 

can't turn on the switch until you get the 
cardkey from Garbek) and head for the 

you take the call, sneak underneath the 
stone structure and face north, but don't 
go into the new area. A guard will be 
walking down the ramp, so hide safe 

Power Plant in the southeast corner of the 
map. You'll encounter two more guards 
on your way to the Power Plant, both of 
which deserve head shots. 

/■ /-N 
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happened. As soon as he stops, give him • J 
a head shot. Now, take out the searchlight, : vy 
and grab the goodies at the bottom of this l come upon two guards right next to each 
ramp (Night-vision Sniper Rifle and more j other conversing behind some explosive 
Gas Grenades). Grab all the ammo from • barrels. Again, Gas Grenades to the res- 
.-v : cue! This time, sneak behind the explo- 

\ sive barrels and manually aim the 

When you take the second one out, 
you'll reach the Power Plant area. Here 
you'll see the second fuel tank unguarded 
but the Power Plant is guarded by two 
guards: one that patrols the area in the 

Power Plant, and one who simply stands 
at the Power Plant switch. Using the 
Sniper Rifle, sneak into the area outside 
the fence and take out the patrolling guard 
so that he lies far away from the other 
guard. Now move -_r--- 
closer to the fuel 
tank, and you 

the searchlight, .—-—-. 
and head in a 
southeast direction 
into the new area. 
Here, the area is 
complete empty 
and you'll see the [ * 
fifth and final fuel 
tank north of here. However, don't rush 
in blindly and plant the C4 just yet. Head 
to the niche in the second building, and 
wait for someone to walk from the east. 
You might need to walk past the niche a 
bit, but don't go to far... Garbek and crew 

the dead guards and head west into the 
long trench. Eventually, you'll come up to 
an area with two guards walking at the top 
of a catwalk with searchlight beaming. 
Wait till they're both far apart, then shoot 
them both in the head using the Night- 
vision Sniper Rifle. ^---n 
Take out the search¬ 
light, and walk up 
from the trench. 
Face south and you 
should 
"bleep 

yixtt. 

y°ur ^ ) 
radar indicating a 
guard. Use your Night-vision Sniper Rifle, 
and you'll see the guard across from a win- 
dow. Give him a head shot, and head to 
the window you shot. You should see the 
third fuel tank (1c) so plant the C4 explo¬ 
sive. A guard is directly south of the fuel 

will start walking towards you. As soon 
as they show up, hide back in that niche 
and arm yourself with a Gas Grenade. 
Usually, Garbek will be coming with 2 
other guards though sometimes (and by 
pure kick), he'll show up by himself. As 
they pass your area, throw the Gas 
Grenade at them. After the green gas has 
dissipated, take all their stuff, including 
the Bunker card key, and head to the last 
fuel tank (Ie) to plant the C4. 

tank, so shoot him in the head from afar. 
Make sure to grab the Combat Shotgun 
next to the truck-like vehicle before head- 
ing south into the long trench. 

Heading south, don't walk into the new 
long trench; walk to the left of it. You'll 
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Continue heading east from here. A 

guard will be holed up in the niche of a 
building, so take him out with a head 
shot. When you reach the first gate, hit 
the switch to open the door and you'll be 

Base Bunker 
Objectives: 
1) Catalog 10 enemy missiles 
2) Reach the Communications tower 

just south of the Bunker entrance. Now 
as you approach the switch to open the 
fence, you should see a guard in the next 
area. There are actually two guards here, 
and as soon as you shoot the head of the 

right. You want to head to Missile 
Storage Area 2-1. Also, there's a semi- 
hidden box holding a Flak Jacket in a 
dead end dark area. Watch out when you 
open the door to Area 2-1, as there are 

This level is pretty straightforward, 
especially since there's no map for this 
level. To start, there's a box with a Flak 
Jacket if you've been damaged. No more 

first guard, the second guard will come in 
view to see where that shot came from. 
As soon as the second guard stops to 
look around, shoot him in the head as 
well, then open the gate. 

Once the gate is open, head east since 
you can't ogo down the first bunker 

sneaking around now, since "supposed- 
ly" you tripped off a silent alarm. That's 
fine... you get to use the louder weapons 
now. In any case, —. 
enemies will be [ T 
waiting around 
every corner, so If V 
make sure to use 
the "hug the wall, 
lean over to the I • -- 
corner, and snipe" -y 
technique. You won't face any enemies 
wearing Flak Jackets until the end of the 
level. The first missile storage area (1-1) 

will be to the left of where you start. 
Beware when you open the doors to the 
missile storage area, as guards will be 
inside. The Combat Shotgun is the 
weapon of choice here. 

As soon as you catalog the first two 
missiles in Missile Storage Area 1-1, exit 
and head into the next area. Various 
guards will charge _ 
in, but without r — 
wearing Flak 
Jackets it shouldn't 
be a problem. 
There should be 
three hallways to 
your left that have v-J 
lasers guarding them. Take the middle 
path and shoot the panel across the hall- 
way to disable the lasers. Two guards 
will run out, so gun them down and head 

from you. Shoot him in the head, and 
walk to the area where he was patrolling. 
If you look into the --- 
unexplored bunker f 
area, you should 
see a couple of 
guards conversing 
across the way. 
Gas Grenades are 
ideal here, so use v^ 
them and head for the missile bunker. 
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When you open the door to Missile 
Storage Area 1-2, no guards will be 
inside, but as soon as you go in, a guard 
will appear right behind so be ready. 
Again, catalog the last four missiles, and 

First off, only shoot the chopper after it j Well, after blowing up the chopper, 
has made its own pass. You'll know when : you'll find yourself close to the Power 
the chopper is about to fire when you see l Plant. A single guard is running away 
the searchlight. As soon as you hear the • from you, so just gun him down. Now, 
chopper firing, roll like your life depends • instead of escaping like you're supposed 
upon it... cuz it does. As soon as it stops : to, run to where the Power Plant switch is 
firing, use the R1 button to lock on to the l ,- ,,, 
chopper and start firing. If you see yellow • fer 
sparks fly off the chopper, keep firing. If • I 

head up from this area. The area you : *! y 
want to be in is a hallway with a laser net l WÊÊM 

in the middle. This hall leads to the exit, j I 
but as soon as you deactivate the laser • ?y"" 
net two guards WITH FLAK JACKETS will : not, stop firing and keep with the same 
charge at you. So, as soon as you deac- I pattern. There are two boxes of PK-102 
_ _ • and two boxes of Flak Jackets, so it 

I • shouldn't be too hard taking the chopper 
: out. When it begins smoking, the chopper 

, l will vanish for a few seconds. Thenitwill 

located. A single guard is here and he's 
wearing armor, so shoot him in the head, 
and grab the item in the box... which is the 
always handy M-79 Grenade Launcher. 
Now, you'll want to head to the front gate 
exit and unfortunately, you'll have to take 
the long way around the base, since debris 
is blocking the easy path. 

Head back where you started this level, 

tivate the laser net, equip a gas grenade, • J 

and walk backward facing the entrance of • „ * T,, ^ 
the hall. As soon as you see the two : ("ijjjSLl 1^, « 
guards run in, toss the grenade at them. I 'wÈÈMÊmm-MkM-., 

Now, head down the hall and you'll find a j re-appear on one of the four sides of this 
room with a computer. Activate the com- • area and start spraying the whole area 
. .—_ : with machinegun fire. When it begins this 
™ r , I * pattern of attack, use the radar tower to 

* ' - ^ \ block the chopper's attack. When it flies 
. • off again, unload as many bullets as you 

: the wall. Run up a little and a guard will 
r. | start firing at you. Gun him down, and 

~ s, • now, equip the Grenade Launcher and 
I • get ready for some running. Basically, 

HJ M : you don't wanna hit everyone with the M- J l 79 since you have only a few Grenades. 
V  | shoot only at the guys blocking your way. 

can. Guards will appear during this attack l Eventually, you'll find yourself at the cat- 
but without Flak Jackets, they're sitting l ^-■—— 
ducks. Keep up the attack on the chopper, • 

puter, and the door will open up to an 
armory. Go into the armory, but as soon 
as you see the three guards appear, run 
out of the room. The first guard will 
throw an explosive grenade, and as soon 
as it explodes, run back into the comput¬ 

er room and snipe all the guards in the 
room (all of whom are wearing Flak 
Jackets). You'll find a bunch of goodies 
in this room, none of which will really 
help you in the next level. Well, grab 
everything that you can, and take the ele¬ 
vator up to the Base Tower. 

walk with the searchlight. Whatever you 
do, DON'T JUMP DOWN FROM HERE 
and head to the front gate. A bug in the 

Base Escape 
GET THE HELLOUT OF THERE!!! 

Base Tower 
Objectives: 
1) Disable enemy radar tower 
2) Shoot down enemy helicopter 

BUNKER 

game won't allow you to continue to the 
next mission if you try this. Always roll 
when enemies start firing and constantly 
rolling is common practice here. 

As soon as you reach the tower, deacti¬ 
vate the radar tower. As soon as you do, 
you'll have to shoot down an attack chop 
per. While this is m Tl—|-I 
similar to the con- f 
frontation in Metal 

Gear Solid, you have 
to shoot it down . I h 

without a rocket 
launcher. Oh boy... ^_* •: 

COMMUNICATIONS 
BUILDING- POWER 

PLANT 
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Last Week, in a Dimension Just Throucjh the Lookirm Glass..._ 
"Will the fun ever stop?! After having just played through Yuji Naka's latest triumph, Sonic 

Realms and Shigeru Miyamoto's latest action adventure masterpiece, Zelda: The Quest for 
Link, I just can't imagine 2D games getting much better. Sure, there was that time, a few years 
back, with the introduction of Sega's Saturn and Sony's Playstation, where it looked as if 
games might take a turn for the worse and go completely 3D, but thankfully, cooler heads pre- 
vailed and developers just can't seem to deliver enough parallax-laden, line scrolling, 24-bit 
hi-color hand-painted masterpieces. Let me teil ya, it would have been a dark world indeed if 
we all forgot what gaming was about and had completely embraced 3D..." 

—Evil ECM, Ed Zone; Bizarro Earth, GameFan Vol. 7, Issue 6 

jtnpzT 

the development community (and 
v ganner, of course) dropped it taster than 

Carmen Elektra dumped Dennis Rodman 
Wf (the second time... heh). Well, it appears 

WM[ that SNK isn't totally convinced, which is 
fm why we have the next chapter in the aching- 

r| ly fantastic MS series: Metal Slug X. 
Mb So now you're asking, why 'X' and not '3? 

That would have to do with the fact that MSX is 
■ x not a full-blown sequel. Perhaps the best way 
Hft \ to describe MSX would be to call it Metal Slug 
K y , 2 Shin Complete (or some other esoterie 
■ y Japanese reference to 'excitement' and 
B y 'added features'). See, instead of creating a 
Bk y whole new set of graphics and levels, SNK 
™ y opted to patch together a 'new' MS from 

parts of the old — a new enemy here, a 
new weapon there — and wrapped them 

up in 6 totally re-designed levels (but made up of last 
year's tiles) and voila... Metal Slug X. 

The Goodf The Great, and the Unbelievable 
r ^ Nope, no bad or ugly here. In fact, everything in 
r Ê this game is so far away from the latest 3D re-tread 

M of the week that l'm desperately trying to under- 
stand exactly why gamers can't seem to figure out 

that there is a better way (relax, this won't explode into a 
rant... not just yet, anyway). Would it really be that terri¬ 
ble for developers and gamers to go back and take a look 
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at where we all came from and tryto jfjLjf ÊÊk „ Ij 
recreate some of that magie Jf 
instead of constantly „ .JjjBL. * Jr JBkJÉSMB 
trying to re-invent the "V^ ^ 
wheel? But I digress... J 

Graphically, SNK has 
once again proven that / Vb 
there is life left in the 
quickly fading realm of ipSp 
sprites and parallax jjjLv VH 
(which now appears to 
reside in some cold, dark corner of SNK ^w'SwgS] 
HQ). The almost blinding number of 
frames of animation in this game dwarfs even Capcom's 2D 
triumph. Marvel Vs. Capcom (reviewed elsewhere in this very 
tome). Every little detail, from Marco laughing haughtily after 
vanquishing a mechanized monstrosity to a baby crawling 
away from the wreckage of a burned out truck, is intricately 
animated — this is what games should be like! 

The action sequences in this game would make John Woo 
green with envy: cars launched into the sky upon geysers of 
flame; trains riddled with thousands of rounds of ammo de- 

railing and erupting into storms of grenades, shrapnel, and artillery 
shrapnel (think the train sequence will become second nature in short 
from The Fugitive on crack); and order — if they don't, well, say'hi' 
massive, screen-swallowing bosses, to the King for me. <3^ 
armed to the teeth, spewing fire, 
rockets, and tanks (no really, big 
tanks) —intense isn't the word. All 
of this manie, over-the-top action 
does come at a price, though — 
there is some nasty screen-stopping 
slowdown, although it isn't nearly 
as bad as last year's edition (stil!, at 
points, you'll be countin' the frames 
as they go by). 

Control is rock-solid; something 
Konami, former kings of the genre, 
should note (l'll ask one more time, 
nicely, for a 2D, kick-ass, Treasure- 
inspired Contra... next time things 
are gonna get ugly). Sticking and 
moving through fields of bullets, 

Shot In the Knee Caps 
So while I drink deeply from one of 

the last, straightforward 2D games 
likely to grace these well-worn hands, 
I must take a moment to contem- 
plate a world in which 3D is now 
the once and future ruler. In time, f 
maybe l'll come to fully accept the 
natural order of things, but I doubt 
it. Hmmm, maybe there's some ( 
room over on Bizarro Earth... 
now where mÊ 
did I put that 
gingifrica- 
tion gun? JWi 



Geist Force No More? 

Word has it that the development team 
of Geist Force was let go because Bernie 
Stolar wasn't happy with the progress 
of the game. Supposedly, members 
from other teams have been reallocated 
to the project, in hopes of having it 
ready by the U.S. launch. 

To Modem Or Not To Modem?_ 

While latest reports say the Dreamcast 
will ship for $200 in the U.S., Sega has 
continually dodged the question of 
whether the modem will be packed in as 
promised. GameFan sources have 
informed us that the modem, in fact, 
will not come Standard with the system 
because Sega wants to keep the price 
affordable. However, early indications 
point to the modem being a pack-in with 
Sega Rally 2. 

No ToeJam And Earl For GT_ 

GameFan sources have stated that a 
ToeJam and Earl sequel was in the 
works, but prospective publisher GT 
Interactive decided they'd pass on the 
title because of the slow European sales 
of ToeJam and Earl 2: Panic on Funk-o- 
tron. Greg Johnson and Mark 
Voorsanger, the real ToeJam and Earl, 
are still planning on doing the game, 
and are shopping for a publisher. 

Sega... A Sinking Ship?_ 

Eric Hammon, vice president of busi¬ 
ness development, and Gretchen 
Eichinger, vice president of third party 
licensing, have announced their resig- 
nation from Sega. This bit of bad news 
comes after Dan Stevens, Director of 
Public Relations, left the company to 
pursue other interests. Speculation was 
that there was internal strife within 
Sega of America. Supposedly, Bernie 
Stolar, president of Sega of America, 
was called to Japan because Sega of 
Japan was unhappy with the progress 
of the American Dreamcast. 

SNK's Unholy Union lWith Capcom 

Because Capcom wasn't getting the 
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level of support they wanted from Sega 
when it comes to Dreamcast devel¬ 
opment (Sega is busy focusing their 
energy on Naomi games at the 
moment, while Capcom is interested 
in cross-licensing popular charac- 

ters), Capcom has found a new 
partner in SNK. Their first game 
in development is King of 
Fighters vs. Capcom Heroes, 

which we had previous thought 
was Capcom vs. SNK. Now, since 

Capcom of Japan and Sega of 
Japan have had a recent falling out, 

the game may not appear on the 
Dreamcast, but will probably make an 
appearance in arcades instead... and 
possibly on the Neo Geo Pocket Color? 

64DD Coming Out! 
(No, we mean it this time!) 

The ill-fated peripheral that has been on 
again, off again over the past year for 
Nintendo is still supposedly planned for 
release, though the release date in 
Japan has been delayed till early 2000. 
Many games have come and gone that 
were supposed to have DD compatibili- 
ty (including Zelda 64) and developers 
are hesitant about supporting it, but the 
latest claims are that the peripheral will 
come out, at least in Japan. It's sup¬ 
posed to be shown at the Spaceworld 
show in Japan this summer. Based on 
how it does in Japan, NoA will decide if 
it is worth bringing stateside. 

Dreamcast Not Living 
Up To Promises... Already? 

Word through the grapevine is that 
some developers are unhappy with the 
Dreamcast's ability to push large num- 
bers of polygons (some reports indicate 
a maximum as low as 450,000 per sec- 
ond), a number which is not living up to 
Sega's original tech specs. On the other 
hand, we've got a handful of developers 
telling us that the system has more 
power than the 1.21 gigawatts of power 
necessary to power the flux capica- 
...err, nevermind. Suffice it to say, 
there's an apparent talent gap between 
certain developers (more like a talent 
chasm). Now if certain developers are 
having a hard time hacking it on the 
'low-end' of 3 million pps, how are 
developers going to cope with the pro- 
posed specs of the upcoming 
Playstation 2? 

Sony's PSY Stealing 
Sega's Thunder 

In what is fast becoming the most anti- 
Sega Other Stuff in history, research is 
showing that consumer interest in the 
PSY is hurting Sega already. 
Following Sony's announcement of the 
tech specs of the PSY, developers and 
consumers are wavering a bit in sup¬ 
port of the Dreamcast. A telephone 
survey of 1000 adult consumers done 
by Fairfield research shows some dis- 
turbing results: Awareness of Sony's 
PSY went from 0% to 44%, while 

awareness of Sega's Dreamcast 
remained at a constant 10%. 

Po kern on Invasion: Phase Th ree 

Just when you thought it was over, 
Pokemon fever continues to break new 
ground. The latest conquest... trading 
cards. Topps, one of the biggest sports 
card companies, has reached a tenative 
agreement with Nintendo to produce 
limited edition Pokemon trading cards 
for U.S. release. Scheduled to come out 
this summer, the cards are sure to be a 
hit with younger crowds and non- 
gamers. "Pi-ka-chu!" Ahhhhü! 

Namco Goes Back To CD 
With First PSY Title_ 

While latest reports were that the PSY 
would be DVD-format, word has it Namco's 
first PSY title will be developed as a CD 
game. This decision was made so that the 
game can be released on the PSX, in case 
the PSY's launch is delayed. Since the PSY 
is also supposed to be backwards compat¬ 
ible, playing a CD game should be no prob- 
lem for the system. Let's just hope this dis- 
turbing trend of developing CD games 
doesn't spread to other third parties. 

Sega has an Ancient Secret... 

Industry legend, Yuzo Koshiro is alive 
and well in Japan. Turns out his devel¬ 
opment team, Ancient, has been hard at 
work on a number of Playstation pro- 
jects (2 to be exact, one of which is a 
rumored Action RPG- a newThor game, 
perhaps?) as well as being involved with 
some of the programming and music 
chores on Yu Suzuki's masterpiece, Shen 
Mue. Now if only we could get Ancient 
to do a new Bare Knuckle game... 
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mrm 
Why Buy a PC, When 
You Can Own a DC? 

Okay, here's a little idea I 
had, and for Sega's saké, I 
hope l'm not the only one 
had it. If you were to market a 
keyboard, word processing software, 
disc drive, and a printer (Hey, GameBoy 
has one!), would you not then have, in 
the Dreamcast, a $2500 PC for around 
$500? (Depending on how much said 
peripherals would cost). 

comes to process¬ 
ing muscle, the re 
are some things 
that will probably 
never change. ECM 

will never get in 
touch with his inner 

child, my obsession 
with eliminating the dis- 

tribution and sale of 
gelatin-packed, canned 

meats will never die, and there 
will never be a time where PCs and 

consoles merge. 

Joan "Angel" Gomez 
Orange, New Jersey 
At first, this looked like a nice, innocent 
letter, pleading for more information 
about Capcom's supernatural brawler. 
But the more I studied it, I noticed an 
underlying theme... and now, l'm going 
to give you the only answer you need. 

DC's already running on Windows, 
right? It plays rockin' games, right? It 
has a modem, right? If it could run off 
documents, you'd have addressed the 
needs of 90% of the home PC market, 
at a fraction of the cost. Yeah, you'd 
have some problems marketing it — do 
you really want to enter competition 
with the PC market? Would Microsoft 
let them? And would people have a 
hard time hooking a computer up to 
their TV? But let's face it — if you 
could get essentially a 3D accelerated 
P450 for $199, wouldn't you run out 
and buy one? And say "Who needs 
Sony and their 40-watt, linux-based 
machine?" 

There are lots of reasons for it, but the 
main one is pretty easy to see. Consoles 
are made specifically to play video 
games... they are the be-all, end-all solu- 
tion to gaming compatability. You never 
have to worry about your Dreamcast not 
being able to play the latest DC game. 
You won't have to play with config set¬ 
tings, or IRQ conflicts, or jump through 
any of the cyber-hoops PC users deal 
with every day. Unfortunately, that also 
means you won't have the huge flexibili- 
ty that PC users enjoy, either. 

Jedah is not real. He is a video game 
character, and he is made of pixels. 
Jedah, and the entire cast of Darkstalkers 
3 (A.K.A. Va m pi re Savior), will never be 
as real as I am. What does Jedah have 
that I don't? I mean, gamers everywhere 
confront me with their toughest video 
game questions, and I keep delivering 
the answers like an unstoppable jugger- 
naut! Tm the pilliar of wisdom, the mas- 
ter of all he surveys, a crazy one-armed 
pickle man, and yes... a damn handsome 
man. Yet you would rather know the 
deepest, darkest secrets of an undead 
video game character? 

,tO 

It's kind of late here on Strider Island, so 
I may not be thinking straight, but is there 
any reason why this could/should not be 
done?? 

If you just want to play games, stick 
with consoles. But if you want the best 
of both worlds — the thrill of Quake 2, 
and the ecstasy of balancing an enor- 
mous spreadsheet — drop a few thou- 
sand dollars into a Pentium III, and 
strap yourself in. As for me, Til stick 
with playing games in the safety of my 
cavernous abode, in front of a massive 
54" big-screen, with none of the frus- 
tration and hair loss that comes with 
working around computers. Our 
Internet crew knows... Bubba even 
shaves his head, so that there's no hair 
left for him to pull out! 

Curse you, Angel — you're the Devil in 
disguise! I thought we had something, 
you and I... something special. But you 
would toss me aside like nothing more 
than a package of sta Ie Corn Nuts (you 
realize, ofcourse, that they are not of this 
earth), in favor of Jedah? Well, I hope 
you two find happiness together. 
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*Sob* Why, Angel... why?! 

Fighters, RPG's, and Fighting RPG's... 

Dear Postmeister, 

StriderKyo 
Via The Internet 

Being the vault of gaming wisdom that I 
am, I find that there are always those 
who doubt their own knowledge and 
skills, and fee! compelled to seek me out, 
prostrating themselves before me in 
hopes of obtaining just a morse! of my 
vast knowledge. Well, doubt no more, 
my friend... I have the answers you need. 
What you've written makes a lot of 
sense... It would definitely be both con- 
venient, and inexpensive to make a PC 
out of your DC. 

A Vampire Love Story 

Dear Postmeister, 

First off, I would like to say that GameFan 
is my favorite mag, and will always be as 
long as 1‘m a gamer. No other mag beats 
the style, the info, and the quality of your 
work... AND you guys kick assll! Keep it 
up! 

I was wondering if you had some 
answers for the questions I had for you. 
Ya see, the questions l'm going to ask 
you are all about Jedah from Vampire 
Savior (A.K.A. Darkstalkers 3). Here are 
my questions: 

Now to the questions: 

1. What is the validity of the rumors sur- 
rounding Chrono Trigger's sequel on the 
PS2? Please teil me it's more than a 
rumor! 

1. What is his last name? 2. I want all the juicy tidbits you can give 
me for Tekken 4. 

2. How old is he? 

Unfortunately, as much as we talk 
about seeing computers and consoles 
getting closer to each other when it 

3. Who is the voice actor of Jedah in 
Vampire Savior (A.K.A. Darkstalkers 3)7 

I hope you can answer my questions. 

3. l'm the biggest Street Fighter fan out 
there, and wanted to know if there's 
going to be a SF4 or not. I heard that SF 
Alpha 3 and SF 3: Third Impact are the 
last SF's ever. 



4. And what about a Street Fighter RPG? 
or a Megaman RPG? 

Take care Posty. 

Sifu Ryu 
Via The Internet 

That warm, fuzzy feeling l've got right 
now can mean only one of two things: 
either Vm sitting on an exposed electri- 
cal wire again, or yet another gamer is 
sucking up to GameFan! 

You have taste, Sifu... that much we 
know. You're fully aware that there's 
only one place to come for the straight 
dope, and that's to throw yourselfon the 
mercy of the man who knows every- 
thing before anybody else: The mighty 
Postmeister! 

1. l've sniffed around long and hard for 
the 4-1-1 on a new Chrono Trigger, but 
Square is keeping a pretty tight lid on it. 
The most I can teil you is that it's a real- 
ly strong rumor, but for what system, we 
just don't know... yet. Posty's on the 
case, though. 

2. Juicy tidbits on Tekken 4... hrm. Well, 
it'll probably be 3-D, there will probably 
be fighting involved, and maybe even 
some secret characters! You guessed 
it... there aren't many details yet. Right 
now,’ Namco is focusing on Tekken Tag 
Tournament, which contains characters 
from all three Tekken games — so they 
aren't saying much about the future. 

3. Call me crazy (everybody does!), but 
Capcom hasn't exactly demonstrated 
the ability to close out a popular series. 
Resident Evil, Megaman, Street Fighter 
— sequel after sequel, for years and 
years. TH be real surprised when they 
finally kill this one o ff... 

4. Right now, the only fighter-based RPG 
that springs to mind is SNK's Samurai 
Spirits RPG, and that was never translat- 
ed to English — a fact that makes many 
Neo-CDz owners weep openly whenever 
you talk about it. Something tells me 
Street Fighter wouldn't make much of an 
RPG, because even the anime is heavy 
on action, light on storyline. As for my 
close, personal friend, Rockman, the 
nearest he's come to starring in an RPG 
is Megaman Legends, an action/adven- 
ture for the PSX, which took him as far 
away from platforming action as any of 
his fans were comfortable with. 

Son Goku, Mano-a-Mano With Link? 

Dear GameFan, 

Your magazine is the best out there! But 
I have one question. Why doesn't 
Nintendo or Playstation or GameBoy 
make a game on Dragon Ball Z? All 
those DBZfans would sure love to play 

as Goku, Krillin, Gohan, etc... in 2D and 
3D (including me)! It will probably be a 
great hit like Street Fighter and others (I 
mean BIG like Zelda: 0071!) Can you 
see what's up? Thanx. 

Luv your Mag, 

Heather J. 
Waldorf, Maryland 

Well, Heather, you started out strong. I 
thought to myself, "Self, here's a girl of 
obvious taste and discrimination. She 
sees GameFan as the pillar of gaming 
excellence that it truly is, and all is right 
with the world." 

Unfortunately, that blissful feeling didn't 
last very long, because you feit the need 
to mention Dragon Ball Z and video 
games in the sa me sentence... and this 
whole house of cards came tumbling 
down around me. 

See, the fact that you missed the three 
Dragon Ball games that have already 
come and gone on Playstation should 
teil you something. "What can this 
mean?" you ask? Because Dragon Ball 
games usually stink worse than El 
Niho's wrestling tig hts after a long work- 
out with Big Bubba's pet swine, Ned. 

Dragon Ball GT was released for the 
Playstation in America, and it bombed. I 
consulted with the fighting game mas- 
ters here at GameFan about any Dragon 
Ball title that might approach the perfec- 
tion of Street Fighter, and we all united 
our voices in a hearty round of laughter. 
When the noise died down, we all 
agreed that Dragon Ball Legends (for 
Playstation or Saturn) is probably your 
best bet, so if you're feeling saucy (and I 
know you are), you can hit the import 
shops and see ifthey'll hook you up with 
a special order. 

The entire staff of GameFan thanks you 
for your amusing letter, but we wonder: 
does money grow on trees, do pigs fly, 
and is Heil frozen over, in the fantasy 
world which you live in? I mean, I may 
live in a cave and harbor an unhealthy 
compulsion to warehouse frozen foods 
of various kinds, but even I know that 
there is no way Goku or Gohan can 
stand against the incredible might of 
Link, white wielding the Master Sword! 

Postmeister's Lists of Fury... 

You're one of the few people (thankful- 
ly!) to answer any or most gamers ques- 
tions on a regular basis, so let's see if 
you can answer this! 

1. Where do you see the future of gam¬ 
ing going with systems achieving insane 
poly counts (PSX2, etc.)? I think after 
Sony or Nintendo's next machine, 
graphical limits will be met to the 

human eye. Where do we go after a pro- 
jected 5-7 years after their release? 
2. I really don't care how many games, 
or systems Sega sells (2 million to keep 
the system alive or whatever), as long as 
the great games keep coming, no one 
really cares! Look at the N64! Sega has 
the in-house development. Their arcade 
games are addictive (yet sometimes 
ridiculously expensive to play!) and fun 
as heil. People (in general) want those 
Sega ARCADE games with those exact 
great graphics at home. People will get 
it with the Dreamcast. That's really the 
only reason (and Capcom games, of 
course) why l'm down with Sega now. 
What do you think? 
3. Is Square just fully anti-Sega or 
what?! I heard they might take a wait- 
and-see approach, but that's buil! All 
these years, and they refuse to make 
games for Sega, even for the powerful 
Dreamcast... what up? 

4. Last question. Will anybody port an 
enhanced version of Final Fantasy VIII 
for the Dreamcast like they did FF7 for 
the PC? With the DC's Windows, it 
would be ideal since we all know Square 
won't do it themselves! 

I know these are tough questions, but 
you have a knack for answering them. 
Don't let us gamers down! We need to 
know! 

Bobby 
Via The Internet 

You couldn't be more right to bring your 
questions to me, Bobby. Because I know 
all, and see all in the world of games. I 
will not disappoint you, or the legions of 
Posty-fans around the world, who 
depend on my words of wisdom, in 
order to maintain a peaceful balance in 
their gaming lives. Let it be known to all 
our readers: Posty fears the list of no 
man (or woman)! 

1. Yes, video games are getting more 
and more advanced. The realism of 
these games occasionally makes me 
forget that I live in a dank, dimly-lit cave 
deep beneath GameFan Headquarters, 
and that I am paid a mere five dollars a 
month for my postal services. I can't 
teil you how much I look forward to the 
future of games, where systems trans¬ 
port us to new worlds and distant 
lands, through the miracle of holo- 
graphic projection technology and 
other, even more insane display types. 
Maybe you won't even SEE video 
games in the future... maybe you'll jack 
directly into the brain, and experience 
these things as if they were real! 
Whoa... what if the writers behind the 
Keanu Reeves blockbuster film, The 
Matrix, were right? What if this is all 
just one big video game, and we're all 
stuck inside? Ok, time for some breath- 
ing excercises... 
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2. You said it! Th is magazine isn't ca lied 
SystemFan, it's GameFan... we're all 
about playing video games, and if it's 
good, we're all over it like white on rice, 
in a glass of mUk, on a paper plate, in a 
snowstorm. Right now, we're into the 
Dreamcast and all the mysteries she 
holds, but any other system that comes 
tumbling down the pike (can you say 
Playstation 2?) will get equal time, if the 
games are there. 

3. Square's always been a one-system 
developer. For a long time, they were 
delivering the goods for Nintendo and 
only Nintendo... and when they decided 
to jump into Sony's pocket; the whole 
world was amazed and shocked. If 
Square thinks they can make more 
money by developing games for the 
Dreamcast they'll make yet another 
leap... but I wouldn't count on it. 
Nobody doubts Sony's ability to put Sys¬ 
tems in homes, so Square will probably 
continue to enjoy the scenery, deep 
within Sony's ultra-deep pockets. 

4. There's no way Final Fantasy VIII will 
show up on Dreamcast because that 
would require Square's approval... 
which would require Sony's approval, 
and l'm af raid they just wouldn't 
approve. After alt Final Fantasy VII is 
one of their flagship, blockbuster titlesf 
and they wouldn't be too keen on the 
competition having that particular 
weapon in their arsenal. 

Choose: Great Games, or Great Specs? 

What's goin' on Posty!?! I just had a 
quick question. Do you think that the 
quality and vast amount of games 
coming out for the Dreamcast will 
allow it to compete with the techni- 
cally superior PSY? After all, the N64 
is supposed to be a notch higher 
than the Playstation and most of its 
games look better, but the 
Playstation still continues to outsell 
it? What do you think? 

Oscar 
Via the Internet 

If I had a dime for every time l've been 
asked this question over the years, I 
wouldn't be nearly as bitter about my 
measly $5/month salary here at 
GameFan. It's really a much simpler 
question than this, Oscar — do you buy 
video game systems because you like 
playing games, or because the hype 
over specs was so compeiling that you 
were caught at the register like a deer in 
the headlights. l've seen it happen, 
folks... it's not pretty. 

Looks to me like you answered your 
own question here, though. Do I think 
the vast amount of games will compete 
with Sony's latest batch of system 
specs? Sometimes, it is not the mighty 
wisdom of Posty that educates the gam- 
ing masses... sometimes it is one lone 
gamer, with a burning desire for truth, 
who answers it for himself. 

Nah, who am I kidding? It's usually me. 

The Oldest Question in Import Gaming 

I recently purchased an Asian Dreamcast 
which I like very much. Have you heard 
anything about compatibility between 
the Asian and American Dreamcast soon 
to be released? 

Howard 
Via the Internet 

For those of you that don't already know, 
Sega released two versions of the 
Dreamcast, which fans around the world 
quickly emptied their bank accounts to 
piek up. I have a similar problem — 
when I get that monthly paycheck, and 
feeI the uncontrollable desire to leap 
into my Postal 4x4 and rush to the store 
for my fix of Pepsi, Twinkies, and frozen 
goods of various kinds. I can't possibly 
explain it... it's just something I accept 
about myself, and I guess import 
gamers are the same way. 

The Japanese Dreamcast was packed 
with the modem and internet software, 
and all the documentation was in 
Japanese. The Asian one contained no 
modem, and all the instructions were in 
English. Because many gamers like 
Howard didn't think the modem was 
necessary, and wanted to be able to read 
the does, they picked up the Asian 
model. 

Unfortunately, the chances are real 
good that both models are going to 
have the same problem playing 
American games. There is a time-hon- 
ored tradition among console manu- 
facturers to make life really difficult on 
import gamers, by including country 
code lockouts, making the systems 
themselves physically different so car- 
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tridges from other regions won't fit... 
basically, anything that will make 
importers miserable. 

Until we've got some American games 
to try out, we won't know for sure. But I 
can teil you right now that we'll all be 
shocked if Sega doesn't continue the 
lockout tradition... so I wouldn't bet on it. 
Maybe there will be a converter, maybe 
there won't... So if you don't want to 
keep playing imports when the system 
is launched over here, you'd better save 
your cash till September, and piek up the 
American version. 

Are Side-scrollers Becoming Extinct? 

Ahhhhh! Posty! Emergencyü! I too 
am from an underground video game 
society. Unlike you hardworking guys, 
we just play 'em instead of reviewing 
'em — so far. Anyway, last night after 
playing Legend of Zelda: The Ocarina 
of Time for a few hours, I popped in 
Yoshi's Story. Well sure, the graphics 
are nice, it is fun, but STILL, it's 
absolute CRAP compared to SMW2: 
Yoshi's Island for the SNES. After 
playing the game I ran downstairs and 
played Yoshi's Island for about an hour 
straight just to get the disappointment 
outta my head that I always get after 
playing YS. Posty, PLEASE teil me that 
you guys have heard that there will a 
sequel to YS and PLEASE teil me that 
you heard that it will be much better 
than the first and more like SMW2:YI 
and Miyamoto's other great side- 
scrollers. Know of any other in-house 
Nintendo side-scrollers in the works? 
Think there might be an E3 announce- 
ment on any new 2D Nintendo titles?. 
Any info you can give us would be 
greatly appreciated, Oh Almighty 
Poster-geist, cuz we got a major side- 
scroller crisis on our hands here!!!!! 

Gamera3 
Via the Internet 

I feeI your pain, Gamera... but nobody, 
and I mean NOBODY, beats up on my 
man Godzilla and gets away with it. I 
don't care if you do have fire and sparks 
coming out of the holes where your legs 
should be, that's just no excuse. 
Godzilla is the king of monsters, you 
have to show respect. In the words of 
the only true monarch in film, Bruce 
Campbell: "Hail to the king, baby!" 

Unfortunately, the Nintendo 64 has 
never been real big on 2-D, and 
Yoshi's Story was a pretty pain ful 
reminder of that. The Big N seems to 
have all but abandoned the unfath- 
omable might of their 2-D past, in 
favor of happily jumping aboard the 
3-D bandwagon of the late 1990's. 
However, side-scrolling excellence 
survives flVletal Slug X), so all is not 
lost, my hard-shelled friend. 
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ESPN2 fans, and scabby-kneed skate- 
boarders everywhere have no shortage 

in fuil effect So Tm ma naging... of Absence Makes the Heart Go 

First off let me say, that I missed you 
guys greatly while you were gone. (snift 
snift) Okay enough of that, Iets get on 
with the ranting. 

1. I am thinking about ordering 
Evolution for my Dreamcast, but noticed 
you guys do not have any info on it. I 
found plenty of info elsewhere, but I rely 
on you guys to give the straight up info 
and opinions on my purchases. 

2. Any news on whether a network card 
will be released for DC in Japan? 

3. When are you getting that raise ECM 
promised you? It's time to move into a 

roiRsTM cave with plumbing. 

SS!,£ Jya Matta ne, 

Jonathan 
INStOE PUMifl .V, 
usiKTWuramn; 

Via the Internet 

course, teel nee xo man your campaign 
contributions here to my cave — let me 
know how much you care! 

The Sheer Power of Sucking Up... 

To the awesome power that is the 
Postmeister: 

1. I heard Shenmue is supposed to max 
out the Dreamcast's power. Is this true? 

Before I say adios, I want to let you guys 
know how hard I laughed reading the 
intro to your Sonic Adventure article in 
GameFan. Reminds me of why I like 
your magazine more and more every 
issue. Erik 

Via the Internet 

Hey, wherever there are gamers seeking 
knowledge, l'm there. Whenever 
gamers need a lift or a laugh, GameFan 
delivers. We are your magazine, and we 
feel your love... it is the only comfort we 
have during the stress of deadlines, and 

every hour we spend playing 
games. I'd shed a little tear, if I 

could cry... but as you all know, it is 
something I cannot do. 

1. You are right to come to us for the 
final word, but we have yet to review 
Evolution. The game has a flood of 
Japanese text, which makes life hard on 
"gaijin" game-reviewers. However, the 
game looks very nice, just as most DC 
stuff does. Sounds like you know a little 
Japanese, yourself... what's stoppin' ya? 

2. There has been some talk of a net- 
work-gaming add-on for the DC that will 
allow connections between multiple Sys¬ 
tems in the sa me room. We haven't 
seen anything on it yet, but networked 
gaming is much more popular here in 
the States than it is in Japan... If you 
asked me, a network card would be 
more popular than suntan lotion at a 
ba ld men's convention over here! 

Doaroers everywnere 
of cool (and not-so-cool) extreme sports 
titles to take advantage of. 
Unfortunately, not many ofthem end up 
on the Nintendo 64. You've got 
Airboardin' USA, and... that's about it. 
You can get your wintery groove on with 
stuff like 1080° Snowboarding, but there 
just aren't a lot of options available to 
armchair shredders who own 
Nintendo's little beast. 

2. Are there any first-person shooters 
heading to the dreamcast? Howdothey 
look? 

3. I heard some rumors that a Street 
Fighter game is in the works for 
Dreamcast that will feature modem sup¬ 
port. Is this true? 

I hope that is enough questions for your 
caffeine-loving self, oh wise, accurate, 
and ingenious Post-Fu Master. 

Ahh, yet another of my well-trained 
Internet Posty-fans has submitted his 
questions, in hopes of a positive out- 
come. Because he has been trained so 
well, he knows that a generous helping 
of butt-kissing is a sure way of seeing 
his letter in print... and so he has hum- 
bied himself before me, and done the 
dirty deed. And because I am a Postman 
of honor, I will answer his fine questions 
as only I can. 

1. Shen Mue's power cannot be denied. 
With every new glimpse we get of this 
incredible adventure/rpg, the pants-wet- 
ting claims yet another new victim. Two 
hundred staffers working on the game, a 
budget reaching far into the millions... 
oh, it's bound to be something special. 

2. Well, right now everything is rumors. 
I think you'll see games like Unreal, 
Turok, and many more, as soon as the 
system is released in America. Don't get 
your undergarments caught in a wad, 
my friend... they will come. 

Since you're all so af raid of showing 
your faces here in the pages of 
GameFan, (and from the look of 
some of those pictures, I can see 
why), I thought I'd show off some of 
the cool letter art we get, instead. 
The mighty Turok comes alive in an 
illustration by Robert Cathcart, from 
Elkhart Indiana (p. 119). By the way. 
Rob... nice white-out work on that 
stray "s". The slick Street Fighter 
Zero 3 collage above comes from 
"Bahn," a GameFan chat regular, and 
keen pencil artist. Good work, Bahn, 
you've got mad ski Hz, yo. 

3. There has been talk that Street Fighter 
Alpha 3 will feature some kind of 
modem support, but what that means is 
up in the air. Standard 56k modems just 
don't seem fast enough for speedy 
head-to-head play over phone lines... 

Keep those submissions coming, or 
you'll force me to invoke the edict that 
strikes fear into the 
hearts of our 
Internet read¬ 
ers, the mighty 
P.T.F.F. (Punch 
That Freak in 
the Face) 
law! Until 

3. Raise? Hey, Tm just happy to finally 
have working water and heat, my friend. 
My presidential campain has had one 
really nice side-effect though: campaign 
contributions! Tve got all the special 
interests that matter backing me: People 
Against Canned Meat, People For 
Legalized Skull-Thumping, and of 
course, the Posty For President Fund is 

Skate Or Die, Dudes! 
next 
month, 

Almighty king of frozen food, I was just 
wondering if there are any plans of 
releasing any skateboarding games for 
the N64. Also, is there going to be 
another Zelda title for the N64? 

remem- 
ber: No 
man can 
stand against 
the fury of Post 
Fu... 
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Virus...  Call 

Warzone 2100.$34.99 

WWF Attitude.$36.99 

I Import 
Acid.$59.99 

Beat Mania Append Gotta Mix.$39.99 
Bust A Move 2.$59.99 
Buzzer Beater Vol.1.$29.99 

I Buzzer Beater Vol.2.$29.99 

Chocobo Racing.$59.99 

Chocobo's Dungeon 2.$63.99 
Cyber Ogre.$62.99 

Cybemetic Empire.$59.99 
Dance Dance Dance.$39.99 

Dance Dance Revolution.$59.99 
DJ Station Pro.$69.99 

I Dragon Quest 7.$69.99 

Dragonball GT.$39.99 

Dragonball Z Legends. 

Dragonball Z Ultimate Battle 22.. 
Eretzvaju. 

Fatal Fury Wild Ambition. 

Final Fantasy Collection. 

Formula Nippon 99. 

Front Mission 3. 

Gaia Master.. 

.$39.99 

$39.99 

$59.99 

$59.99 

$59.99 

$59.99 

..$59.99 

..$59.99 
Grandia. $62.99 
Gun Gage. ..$59.99 
Harlem Beat. $59.99 

1 Jail Breaker. ..$59.99 
King Of Fighters 98. $59.99 
Konami 80’s Arcade Gallery.. $59.99 
Kula Quest. ..$59.99 
Lagunaclue Legend. $59.99 
Legend of Mana. $62.99 
Lunar 2 Eternal Blue. $59.99 
Lunar Silver Star Story (The Best). $59.99 
Macross Remember Love. $62.99 
Macross VFX 2. $62.99 
Melty Lancer The 3rd Planet. $69.99 
Mobile Suit Gundam Gylen no Yabou $62.99 |j 
Omega Boost. $59.99 
Parappa The Rapper 2. $59.99 ! 
Patlabor The Game. $59.99 Ij 
Persona 2. $59.99 ; 
Racing Lagoon. $59.99 S 
Rival Schools 2. $59.99 
Road of Monsters. $59.99 5 
R-Type Delta. $59.99 1 
Saga Frontier 2. $59.99 1 
Slayers Royal 2. $59.99 | 
Spriggan Lunar Verse. .$59.99 1 

u.s. 
A Bug’s Life...$43.99 

Airboardin' USA.....Call 

All Star Tennis 99.$49.99 

Command & Conquer....$45.99 

Earthworm Jim 2.$48.99 

Fighting Force 64.$48.99 

Gex 3: Deep Cover Gecko.Call 

Hybrid Heaven.$47.99 

In Fishermans Bass Hunter..Call 

Ken Griffey Jr.'s Slugfest.$45.99 

Looney Tunes: Space Race.$43.99 
Monaco Grand Prix.$49.99 
Monster Truck Madness.Call 

Nintendo 64 Episode 1: Racer Bundle. Call 
Rat Attack.$45.99 

Rug Rats Board Game. Call 

Rugrats: Scavenger Hunt.$44.99 

Shadowgate 64.$52.99 
Star Wars Episode 1.$53.99 

Starshot.$43.99 
Superman 64.$53.99 
Survivor: Day One.$47.99 

V-Rally......$43.99 

Winback. Call 
World Driver..$49.99 
World Driver Championship.$49.99 

Import 
Aero Dancing.$52.99 

Akihabara Dennokumi Pata Pies!..$49.99 
AH Japan Pro Wrestling 2.$59.99 

Berserk.$59.99 

Big Sumo.$49.99 

Biohazard Code Veronica.$59.99 

Blue Stinger..$59.99 

Buggy Heat.$52.99 

Carrier..$59.99 

Cho Hamaru Golf.$52.99 

Climax Landers.$59.99 

Cool Boarders.$52.99 

Crack 2.  $49.99 

D2.$59.99 
Digital Keiba Tsushin.$59.99 

Dynamite Deka 2.$59.99 

Dynamite Robo.$52.99 

Elemental Gimmick Gear..$59.99 

Entertainment Golf.$52.99 

Evolution.$52.99 

F-1 World Grand Prix.$59.99 

Frame Grid.$59.99 

Geist Force.$59.99 

Get Bass.$52.99 
Godzilla Generations.$59.99 

Grandia 2.$62.99 

Hiryu No Ken Retsuden.$49.99 

House of the Dead 2.$59.99 

Incoming.$52.99 

J-League Make a Soccer Team.$52.99 

July..  $59.99 
King of Fighters.$59.99 

Mercurius Pretty..$52.99 

Mobile Suit Gundam.$62.99 

Monaco Grand Prix 2.$59.99 
Monster Breed.$49.99 

Nijiro Tenshi.$52.99 

Outcast.    $52.99 
I Pen Pen Triicelon. 559.99 
1 Power Stone. .$59.99 
1 Psychic Force 2012. .$59.99 
I Puyo Puyoon. $49.99 
1 Rayman 2. 559.99 
1 Real Sound 2. .$59.99 
1 Redline Racer. $59 99 
I Sankokushi. $49.99 
I Sega Rally 2. ..$59.99 
1 Sentimental Graffiti 2. . $59.99 
I Seventh Cross. $49 99 
I Shienryu 2. $52.99 
I Shutoku Battle. $59 99 
I Sonic Adventure. $58.99 
I Space Griffon. ....$59.99 
I Speed Busters. .$52.99 
| Street Fighter Zero 3. .$59.99 
I Super Speed Racing. $59.99 
I Tetris 4D. $49.99 
1 V-Force. $59.99 

Virtua Fighter 3tb. . $59.99 
VirtuaOn Oratoriotangram. .$59.99 

I White lllumination. 559.99 

Specials are limited to stock on hand and in most cases quantities are limited. Prices are subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling are extra. Returns subject to evalua- 
tion and re-stock fee. Import Playstation games are not compatible with newer systems. Call for details. Artwork copyright their respective companies. All rights reserved. 



WWF Attitude 
$36.99 

Hybrid Heaven 

Maken X 
$59.99 Vampire Saviorr 

Action Figures 
Bulleta (Blue/Red).$24.99 
Jedah (Black/Purple).$24.99 
Morrigan (Green/Blue).$24.99 
Victor (Green/Purple).$24.99 

Action Figures 
Dragonball Z Volumes #10-27 

$8.99 to $19.99 

Dragonball Z Volumes #28-43 
$12.99 to $39.99 

Soul Calibur 
$59.99 

Pokemon 

Wind Up 

Toys 
Volumes #1-8 

$9.99 
each 

Street Fighter Zero 3 

NKt mr «Mr m mt stem me» sin 
www.gamecave.com 

The place to shop when 
you’re not a geeklü 

Import 
All Japan Pro wrestling. 
Capcom Generations Vol # 1.. 
Capcom Generations Vol # 2.. 
Capcom Generations Vol # 3.. 
Capcom Generations Vol # 4.. 
Capcom Generations Vol # 5.. 
Cotton Boomerang. 
Deep Fear. 
Dracula X. 
Dragon Force 2. 
Dragonball Z Legends. 
Eve The Lost One. 
Fire Pro 6 Man Scramble. 
Guardian Force. 
King of Fighters Collection. 
Monster Maker Holy Daggen.. 
Phantasy Star Collection. 
Pocket Fighter.. 
Princess Crown.. 
Radiant Silvergun.. 
Real Bout Collection.. 
Shining Force 3 Vol # 1. 
Shining Force 3 Vol # 2.. 
Shining Force 3 Vol # 3.. 
Strikers 1945 # 2. 
Vampire Savior. 

$29.99 
..$49.99 

$49.99 
$42.99 

..$49.99 

..$49.99 
.$39.99 
$49.99 
$39.99 

..$39.99 
..$39.99 
$52.99 
$39.99 

..$42.99 
..$59.99 

$59.99 
$49.99 
$49.99 
$37.99 
$49.99 
$44.99 

. $34.99 

..$34.99 
$34.99 
$49.99 
$49.99 

Super Mario Bros. Deluxe. $23.99 
Tarzan. $23.99 
Vigilante 8 w/ Rumble Pak. $25.99 
V-Rally. $22.99 
Wicked Surfmg. .$23.99 
WWF: Attitude. ..$23.99 
Yar’s Revenge. $21.99 
Yoda Stories. $24.99 
Zebco Fishing w/ Rumble Pak.. $25.99 

Game Boy 
Nyko Pocket Vision (GB Pocket)..$7.99 
Nyko Power Link....$5.99 

Playstation 
Nyko 8X Memory Card.$12.99 
Nyko Extender Cable.$7.99 
Nyko AV-Adaptor.$6.99 
Original Dual Shock Controller. ..$28.99 
Pelican Memory Card (15 Blocks)..$19.99 

Nintendo 64 

Game Shark.$40.99 
Pelican 256K Memory Card.$14.99 
Pelican Quake Pak + 1 M Mem.$27.99 
Pelican Quake Pak + 256K Mem..$22.99 

Systems 
Game Boy Color (Berry). 
Game Boy Color (Dandelion)... 
Game Boy Color (Kiwi). 
Game Boy Color (Teal). 

Color 

Agh Spy Hunter / Moon Patrol.. 
Alexi Lalas Soccer. 
All Star Baseball 2000. 
Asteroids.. 
Black Bass. 
Bust A Move 4. 
Caesars Palace 2. 
Chessmaster. 
Conker Pocket Tales.. 
Duke Nukem. 
Ken Griffey Jr.’s Slugfest.. 
Klusten. 
Micro Machines 1&2. 
Monopoly.. 
NBA In The Zone 99. 
NHL Blades Of Steel 99. 
Pac-Man.. 
Paperboy.. 
Pokemon PinbalL 
R-Type DX. 
San Francisco Rush. 
Silver Streak PinbalL. 
Smurfs Nightmare.. 
Space Station: Silicon Valley.. 
Spy vs.Spy.. 

$75.99 
$75.99 
$75.99 
.$75.99 

$23.99 
$21.99 
$23.99 
$23.99 
$22.99 
$23.99 
$23.99 
$22.99 
$23.99 
$21.99 
$23.99 
$23.99 
$24.99 
$22.99 
$21.99 
$21.99 
$23.99 
$23.99 

..Cal! 
Cal! 

$23.99 
$21.99 
$22.99 
$21.99 
$21.99 

nr^V Neo.leo 1 

J 

Pocket Color Systems 
Neo Geo Pocket (Anthracite)....$139.99 
Neo Geo Pocket (Aqua Blue)...$139.99 
Neo Geo Pocket (Blue). .$139.99 
Neo Geo Pocket (Crystai Wh'rte)$139.99 
Neo Geo Pocket (Silver).. .$139.99 
Neo Geo Pocket (Stone Blue)...$139.99 

Pocket Color Games 

Big Tournament Golf.. .$39.99 
1 Cool Boarders. .$39.99 
1 Digital Primate. .$39.99 
1 Dive Alert Burn Ver. .$39.99 
* Dive Alert Rebecca Ver. .$39.99 
| Fatal Fury First Contact. .$39.99 
1 Metal Slug First Mission. .$39.99 
1 NBAHangtime. .$39.99 
I NFL Blitz. .$39.99 
1 Pocket Fishing. $39.99 
1 Puyo Puyo. $39.99 
1 Puzzle Bobble Mini.. .$39.99 
1 Rockman Pocket. .$39.99 
1 Samurai Spirits 2. .$39.99 
1 The Major League... $39.99 
I The Pro Baseball. .$39.99 
1 World Heroes Pocket. .$39.99 



Quake 3 

$34.99 

Kingpin 

$40.99 

Diablo 2 

Wings of Destiny. 

Ghost in the Shell 

$21.99 

Ninja Scroll Blues Brothers 2000 (DTS). 
Clerks. 

Commando. 
Days Of Thunder.. 

Depeche Mode: The Videos 86-98. 
Drop Zone. 

Elizabeth: Special Edition. 

Ghostbusters: Special Edition. 
Gleaming The Cube. 
Hero. 
Holy Man. 

Kickboxer.. 

Specials are limited to stock on hand and in most cases quantities are limited. Prices are subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling are extra. Returns subject to evalua- 
tion and re-stock fee. Import Playstation games are not compatible with newer systems. Call for details. Artwork copyright their respective companies. All rights reserved. 

Windows 

The world of PC gaming is 

changing. Are you ready??? 

Ammation 
Area 88 #11: Blue Skies Betrayal$18.99 
Bubblegum Crisis.$44.99 

Demon City Shinjuku.$21.99 

Dominion Tank Police Vol 1&2.$21.99 

Dragonball Z #2: The Saiyans.$18.99 

Dragonball Z #3: Snake Way.$18.99 
Dragonball Z#4: Pendulum Room.... $18.99 

Dragonball Z #5: Doom.$18.99 

Dragonball Z: Dead Zone.$18.99 

Dragonball Z: Tree of Might.$21.99 

Dragonball Z: World's Strongest...$21.99 
Dragons Lair 2: Time Warp.$25.99 
Fist of the North Star.$18.99 

Ghost in the Shell.$21.99 

Iria Vol. 1-6.$25.99 
M D. Geist: Dir. Cut.$18.99 

Macross II: Vol. 1& 2.$21.99 

Night Warriors: Darkstalkers #1... $21.99 

Night Warriors: Darkstalkers #2...$21.99 
Ninja Scroll.$21.99 

Pokemon Vol. 4: Poke-Friends.... $18.99 
Pokemon Vol. 5: Thunder Shock! $18.99 
Pokemon: I Choose You!.$18.99 

Ranma 1/2: Big Trouble in Nekonron..$21.99 

Ranma 1/2: The Movie 2.$21.99 
Record of Lodoss War..$42.99 

Roujin Z.$18.99 

Kingpin.$18.99 
Legend of the Drunken Master.$14.99 

Lord of the Flies.$28.99 

Out For Justice.$14.99 

Primary Colors (DTS).$25.99 

Radiohead: Meeting People is Easy. $14.99 

Romancing the Stone.$21.99 

Romeo + Juliet.$21.99 

Silverado.$18.99 

Simon Birch.$21.99 

Sirens.$21.99 

So I Married an Axe Murderer.$18.99 

Star Trek: Insurrection.$21.99 

Taxi Driver: Special Edition.$18.99 

The Arrival / Arrival 2 (Dbl. feature)...$21.99 
The Burbs.$18.99 
The China Syndrome.$21.99 

The Hudsucker Proxy.$14.99 
The Jewel of the Nile.$21.99 

The Phantom.$21.99 

The Shining.$18.99 

The X Files.$18.99 
True Crime.$18.99 

True Lies.$21.99 

Velvet Goldmine.$15.99 
Very Bad Things.$21.99 
Virtuosity.$21.99 

Waiting to Exhale.$18.99 
What Dreams May Come: Spd. Edition $25.99 
You’ve Got Mail.$15.99 

..$36.99 

..$34.99 

..$43.99 

..$42.99 

...$38.99 

..$40.99 

..$42.99 

..$15.99 

..$38.99 

$47.99 

$45.99 

..$28.99 

..$45.99 

$27.99 

.. $9.99 

$26.99 
$32.99 

..$34.99 

$27.99 
..$37.99 

$16.99 

..$26.99 

..$46.99 

$40.99 

.$20.99 

$46.99 
..$38.99 

South Park Voll. 

South Park Vol 2. 

South Park Vol 3. 

Spike & Mike's Sick & Twstd. 

Street Fighter: Collectors Edition.. 
Tekken (Uncut). 

Tenchi: The Movie #2. 

Tenchi: The Movie. 

Wings of Honneamise. 

Live Action 
A Clockwork Orange. 

Alice In Wonderland (1999).. 
Alien. 

$14.99 

$14.99 

$14.99 

$18.99 

$24.99 

$21.99 

$21.99 

..$21.99 

$21.99 

$18.99 

$14.99 

$15.99 

$21.99 
$77.99 
$21.99 

$21.99 
$21.99 

$25.99 

$21.99 

$21.99 

$21.99 
$21.99 

$21.99 

$25.99 
$21.99 

$18.99 
$21.99 
$21.99 

$18.99 

3D Ultra Pool.$28.99 

African Safari Trophy Hunter 3D..$15.99 
Aquazone II Dlx w/ Guppy Pack..$27.99 

Barbie Super Sports.$33.99 

Basketball Pro 99.$28.99 

Bass Rally..$33.99 

Big Race USA.$26.99 

Blues Clues 1,2,3.$19.99 

Braveheart.$41.99 

Campaigns of the Civil War.$41.99 

Civilization II Gold Edition.$24.99 

Daikatana.$44.99 

Dark Stone.$43.99 

Descent 3.$44.99 

Drakan Order of the Flame.$37.99 

Duke Nukem 3D Atomic Edition...$27.99 
Everquest.$45.99 

Extreme Rock Climbing.$19.99 

FIFA 98.$39.99 
Fighter Duel 2.$43.99 

Fly.$47.99 

Giants.$46.99 

Guardians: Agents of Justice.$44.99 

Half Life: Team Fortress.$28.99 

Heavy Gear.$23.99 

Heavy Gear 2.$45.99 

Heroes of Might & Magie II Gold...$16.99 
Hired Guns.$38.99 

Homeworld.$46.99 

Imagynslum.$25.99 

inherent Evil.$16.99 

Legacy of Kain 2: Soul Reaver..$41.99 

M.I.A.  $17.99 

Ml Tank Pltoon II.$24.99 

Mech Warrior III.$47.99 

Midway Arcades Greatest Hits.$19.99 

Might & Magie VII.$44.99 

MK Mythologies.$28.99 

Nations.$37.99 
Odd World: Abe's Exoddus.$37.99 

Official Formula One Racing.$26.99 

Outcast.$42.99 
Planescape: Torment.$43.99 

Quest for Glory V Dragon Fire.$40.99 

Railroad Tycoon II: The 2nd Century.$26.99 

Red Baron Dog Fight.$18.99 

Redneck Rampage.$31.99 

Revenani.$40.99 

Rites of War.$45.99 

Alien Legacy (4 pack). 
Alien Resurrection. 

Aliens: Directors Cut... 
Beloved. 

Road to Moscow. 

Rush ll-Extreme Racing USA. 

Sega Rally Championship 2... 

Seven Kingdoms II. 
Shadow Man. 

Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri. 

Simpsons Cartoon Studio. 

Sinistar: Unleashed. 

Star Trek: Birth of the Federation. 

Star Wars Episode 1 Racer. 

StarWars Epis. 1 Gungan Frontier... 

StarWars Epis. 1 Phantom Menace... 

Star Wars: Droid Works.. 

Starship Creator Add-On. 

Starship Creator Deluxe.. 

Tac Ops 98. 

Tanktics. 

Team Losi RC Racer. 
Theocracy. 

Timeshock!Pro-Pinball. 

Tomb Raider II Gold. 

Total Annihilation Kingdoms. 
Trespasser.. 

Unreal (Add-On). 

Wheel of Time. 



Remember that Farah Faucet poster 
you hung on your wall? BURNITÜ! 

Sephiroth 

Final Fantasy 7 
#9 

$16.99 

Dragonball Z 

$1#9.99 

Street Fighter 
#6 

$17.99 

Ti fa Lockhart 

Final Fantasy 7 
#12 

$16.99 

Dragonball Z 
#18 

$19.99 

Final Fantasy 8 Evangelion 
#11 

$17.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#12 

$17.99 

Ninja Scroll Final Fantasy 8 
#2 

$19.99 

Pokemon 
#15 

$17.99 

Dragonball Z 
#15 

$19.99 

Street Fighter 
#2 

$17.99 

Evangelion 
#34 

$17.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#16 

$17.99 

Vampire Savior Ranma 1/2 
#12 

$17.99 

Vampire Princess 
Miyu #1 
$19.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#11 

$17.99 

Ruro Ni Kenshin 
#8 

Pokemon 
#16 

Dragonball Z 
#14 

Pokemon 
#20 

Dragonball Z 
#10 

Place war arëar M iif in»» vi* site 
www.gamecave.com 

Sailormoon 
#5 

$19.99 

Xenogears 
#1 

$19.99 

Parasite Eve 
#1 

$16.99 
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Final Fantasy 7 
#1 

$16.99 

Pokemon 
#18 

$17.99 

Battle Angel 
#1 

$17.99 

_ . 8| 
ËBÈm v V 

.y ij 

Sailormoon Macross Macross 
#5 #8 #2 

$19.99 $19.99 $16.99 



This should hold you over until Final 
Fantasy pasta comes alongü! 

Final Fantasy 8 
Orig. 4 CD 

$52.99 

Xenogears 
Orig. 2 CD 

$29.99 

Dracula X 
PSX Original 

$14.99 

Final Fantasy 7 
Orig. 4 CD 

$43.99 

Tenchu 
PSX Original 

$12.99 

Final Fantasy 
Tactics 2 CD 

$23.99 

Bust A Move 
PSX Original 

$14.99 

Ghost in the 
Shell PSX Orig. 

$14.99 

Soul Edge 
PSX Original 

$14.99 

Escaflowne 
Vol. 3 

$16.99 

Bust A Move 2 
PSX Original 

$39.99 

Final Fantasy 7 
Reunion 
$19.99 

Ehrgeiz 
PSX Original 

$32.99 

Elemental 
Gearbolt Orig. 

$28.99 

Beat Mania 
PSX Orig. 
$18.99 

mwmmmiim 

[RAND 
CI'NALË 

Bio Hazard 2 
Complete Trax 

$32.99 

Brave Fencer 
Orig. 2 CD 

$19.99 

Final Fantasy 6 
Grand Finale 

$17.99 

Final Fantasy 6 
Orig. 3 CD 

$39.99 

Gran Turismo 
PSX Original 

$14.99 

Grandia 
Orig. 2 CD 

$29.99 

Sailormoon 
Vocal Coll. Vol.1 

$17.99 

Parasite Eve 
Remixes 
$17.99 

X 1999 
Anime Original 

$14.99 

Evangelion 
Vol. 1 

$16.99 

Sailormoon 
Orgel Fantasia 

$17.99 

Einhander 
PSX Original 

$29.99 

El Hazard 
Alternate World 

$17.99 

Evangelion 
The End of Eva 

$16.99 

King of Fighters 
98 Arranged 

$19.99 

Macross 1998 
Singles Coll. 

$17.99 

Sonic Adventure 
Orig. Soundtrack 

$29.99 

Ghost in the 
Shell Anime Orig. 

$14.99 

Tenchi: New 
No Need 
$19.99 

Sailormoon 
Memoria!Box6CD 

$62.99 

Macross Plus 
Sharon Apple 

$14.99 

Record of 
Lodoss Vol. 1 

$17.99 

Ruro Ni 
Kenshin Special 

$19.99 

Evangelion 
Vol. 2 

$16.99 

Evangelion 
Refrain 
$16.99 

Evangelion 
S2 Works 
$72.99 

Princess 
Mononoki Orig. 

$19.99 

Sailormoon 
Vocal Coll. Vol.2 

$17.99 

Ranma 1/2 
Best Collection 

$17.99 

Evangelion 
Philharmonic 2 CD 

Sokaigi 
PSX Original 

Metal Gear Solid Orig. 
Bullet belle through the 
head. 

Pokemon Anime Orig 
Cash’s ball just 
poppedü! 

Sonic Vocal Mini Album 
The hog is getting daftü! 

Info Teil free Order Une: (888J GAME-CAUE 

BEAT mARIA 



Any 
Ghost in the Shell 

music CD with any Ghost in 
the Shell wallscroll for just 

Playstation Converter Special 
Play import games with the 

Playstation Action Replay Converter 

Import Dreamcast 

m"'PUlYSWIOH 

Regular price S39.99 

GameFan Collector Special 

Did you miss an issue? 
Get any back issue of 

GameFan Magazine for Grab up 3 DBZ scrolls 
choice for one insane Pokemon Rage Special 

Pokemon yellow or green for Game Boy 
$32.99 regular price $39.99 

Pokemon Card Battle for Game Boy 
$32.99 regular price $39.99 

DBZ scrolls sold separately for 



-ompanv. AS Rights Ressrved Army Men, Ssrge's Heroes, Reas Gombal Plastic Mes,- 5DO, and thelr resgeciive logos, are trademarks and/or service marks of The 3DO Company in theUAagd olher c^j^tóendo, i ! and the 3-D “N" Logo are registered trademarks of: 
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Gene Starwind is a 

man with a past, 

but he doesn't talk 

about it. Working as a 

mercenary and bounty 

hunter, sometimes he 

works within the law 

and sometimes he 

doesn't. He and his 

female companions 

travel the galaxy in his 

ship, the Outlaw Star. 

And no matter how 

fast they go, danger 

always manages to 

catch up to them. 

Meet Urne, Cherry, and 
Bloodberry before they became 

the famous Marionettes they 
are today. This is the very first 

Saber Marionette animation, 
and it shows a somewhat 

different side to the characters. 
They’re younger, but they still 

manage to get in just as much 
trouble. And of course, there’s 
a group of adversaries to fight 
as their adventure gets under- 

way. These girls never give up. 

Distributed by: 

Produced by: 

Outlaw Star © Momiug Star • SUNRI5E / SHIJHSHA • SOTSU AGENCY 
Saber Marionetto H © Sa torn Akaliori • Hirosbi Negishi / UANUAI VISUAL 


